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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The John C. Stalker Institute (JSI) of Food and Nutrition, the Massachusetts Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE), Office for Food and Nutrition Programs and the
Food and Nutrition Department at Framingham State University partnered to conduct the
Massachusetts School Wellness Needs Assessment (MSWNA). The purpose of the MSWNA is to
determine what factors enable schools to implement wellness policies and what factors act as
barriers to implementation. This information will be helpful to inform the development of
wellness-related resources for schools throughout Massachusetts (MA).
The MSWNA was conducted in 5 phases from September 2018 through August 2019. Phases 1
and 2 entailed the development and implementation of an online survey. The survey was
distributed to schools throughout MA. Phase 3 consisted of telephone interviews with MA
school wellness stakeholders. Analysis of the data collected through the surveys and telephone
interviews was conducted in Phase 4. Preliminary results were reviewed with the JSI Advisory
Board in Phase 5. Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was received for this research
project.
Highlights from Findings
Practices
Schools are following a variety of positive wellness practices. Practices including offering a la
carte items that meet the State Nutrition Standards and Federal guidelines and providing
nutrition and physical activity education for all students were reported to be fully/partially in
place by 80% of survey participants. These are important foundational elements for a school
wellness policy and schools should strive to meet these benchmarks. However, the majority of
practices listed in the survey fall below an 80% threshold. Data from the MSWNA can be used
to set benchmarks for these practices and future progress can be measured against these
indicators. Additionally, practices with thresholds less than 80% should be a focus of future
trainings and resources developed and delivered by the School Wellness Initiative for Thriving
Community Health (SWITCH) Coalition, DESE, and JSI.
Enablers
People play an integral role in the success of a school’s wellness policy. The SWITCH Coalition,
DESE, and JSI should leverage the best practices of School Foodservice/Nutrition Staff,
Administrators, Parents/Families and School Wellness Committees (top people-related
enablers). Engaging these groups to role model their best practices may provide a template for
schools currently having difficulty implementing school wellness policies.
Current enablers related to the process of implementing a school wellness policy vary across
schools. Top process-related enablers include: how the policy is implemented; coordination of
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services related to health and wellness; what’s included in a school’s wellness policy; overall
nutrition/physical activity and school wellness (social, emotional, mental) resources (e.g.,
curriculum and materials); and state regulations. Continuing to develop resources that feature
the best practices of top enablers across the wellness spectrum (food and nutrition, physical
activity, and overall wellbeing) should be a priority to help keep a positive momentum going
forward.
Barriers
The implementation of school wellness policies are shaped by the many barriers that schools
experience. Parents/Families, Classroom Teachers, Administrators, and Students may act as
barriers. Administrators in particular are a group to focus on since they act as both enablers
and barriers. This may reinforce the influence Administrators have over the wellness culture
and the ability of schools to implement wellness policies. It will be important to reach out and
engage Parents/Families, Classroom Teachers, Administrators, and Students at the local and
when appropriate the state level in an effort to move from barriers to enablers.
Barriers related to processes include lack of time, foods served/offered outside of the cafeteria,
funding for wellness, the overall wellness culture within the school, and how the policy is
implemented. These are key areas that should be addressed moving forward. The SWITCH
Coalition, DESE, and JSI are primed to be the leaders in developing and providing free resources
for schools to use in the implementation of school wellness policies.
SWITCH Coalition Activities
Of the three proposed SWITCH Coalition activities (summit, website, and event guide for a
wellness week) participants were more likely to use a website and event guide then attend a
summit). This may largely be related to two noted barriers: time and funding. Creating a free,
easy to use website that includes information for all school wellness stakeholders that
capitalizes on identified enablers and focuses on providing resources to overcome identified
barriers may be a valuable asset for schools throughout the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Key Take to School Messages
Shifting the wellness culture within schools may take time and may be related to the positive
actions of people and processes. In many instances, people and processes act as both enablers
and barriers indicating the importance of framing wellness as a positive bottom up effort.
Schools want free, convenient, and easy to use materials that will reduce the current burdens
of developing and implementing wellness policies. The SWITCH Coalition, DESE, and JSI are
uniquely poised to provide support, resources, and trainings to meet the school wellnessrelated needs and wants of schools.
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BACKGROUND
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts (MA) has over 450 School Food Authorities (SFAs) that
participate in the National School Lunch Program (NLSP). These SFAs serve meals to over 1
million students. SFAs that participate in the NSLP are required to develop and implement
school wellness policies.
In 2004, the Child Nutrition and WIC Reauthorization Act established the requirement for a
policy addressing Local School Wellness (LSW). The Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010
reinforced the need for this policy. The purpose of the LSW policy is to promote the health,
well-being, and ability to learn by supporting healthy eating and physical activity for students.
A LSW policy is a written document developed by local educational agencies (LEA) that promote
an environment that fosters a students’ health, well-being, and ability to learn.
MA further solidified the Commonwealth’s commitment to creating healthy school
environments by developing standards for School Wellness Advisory Committees. In addition
to the LSW policy, MA SFAs must establish a Local Wellness Committee (LWC) that is
representative of the school/district (e.g., general public, parents and students, school
foodservice and nutrition staff, teachers, school health professions, school administration, etc.).
School Superintendents are charged with the responsibility of selecting someone to lead the
committee and designating someone to ensure compliance with the policy. The committee is
responsible for conducting an annual assessment of wellness needs and activities and
developing and implementing action plans. Additionally, LWCs must meet at least four times
per year, monitor the LSW policy progress, provide public access to committee meeting
minutes, make recommendations, and write and communicate an annual report.
In addition to the makeup of the LWC, the wellness policy must include goals for nutrition
education and promotion, physical activity, other school-based activities to promote student
wellness, and nutrition guidelines for all foods available or for sale on school campus.
Additional policy elements covering areas such as substance abuse, vaping, impaired driving,
mental health, trauma-sensitivity, stress management, bullying and more are optional, though
increasingly critical issues related to overall wellness.
In MA the responsibility of the LWC falls largely on the shoulders of school nutrition directors
and managers. Anecdotal information has indicated that schools are struggling to overcome
barriers to implementing school wellness policies. However, there is no solid evidence
indicating what barriers are hindering and likewise what enablers are aiding the
implementation of LSW policies.
In 2017 MA organized the School Wellness Initiative for Thriving Community Health (SWITCH)
Coalition, a partnership with 27 organizations dedicated to improving the health and well-being
of students. The Coalition’s mission is to mobilize and empower school wellness committees to
create a culture of health in every school in the Commonwealth. The slogan for the initial
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campaign Flip the Switch embodied ideas for activities and resources including the
development of a SWITCH Summit, Website, and Week.
At The John C. Stalker Institute Advisory Board Meeting in June of 2018 attendees were
updated on the current status of the SWITCH campaign and were asked to discuss and
comment on content ideas for the proposed SWITCH events. Participants were provided an
overview of the SWITCH Summit, a one day event to engage stakeholders and provide
resources to help foster the implementation of school wellness-related activities. In addition,
attendees were provided with background information on SWITCH Week, a dedicated week
when schools would roll out wellness-related activities. To guide the Week’s activities, it was
proposed that schools would receive an Event Guide which would act as a resources for rolling
out activities.
As a large group activity Advisory Board Members were broken into random groups and asked
What general content areas are essential to address at the SWITCH Summit? Answers were
written on sticky notes and placed on the wall for viewing. Using the top general topic areas
groups were asked to brainstorm specific session topics. These were then written on sticky
notes and placed on the wall. This same process was conducted for the proposed SWITCH
Event Guide. After addressing each question participants raised concerns about the Summit
and Event Guide. Information regarding their concerns was collected on flip charts for review.
Information from the Advisory Board Meeting was compiled and reviewed (Appendix A).
Advisory board members strongly voiced the overall concern that it would be important to
determine the needs and wants of schools before moving forward with planning a SWITCH
Summit or Event guide. In reviewing the information gathered at the Advisory Board Meeting
and reflecting on the comments and concerns of members it was decided to step back and
assess the current practices as well as factors that might promote and factors that might hinder
the implementation of school wellness polices.
As a results of this feedback and the gap in the evidence regarding the barriers and enablers to
implementing school wellness policies the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education,
Office for Food and Nutrition Programs, The John C. Stalker Institute of Food and Nutrition and
the Food and Nutrition Department at Framingham State University decided to proceed with a
MA School Wellness Policy Needs Assessment. The assessment will help determine what
factors are enabling schools to implement wellness policies and what factors are acting as
barriers to implementation. This information will be helpful to inform the development of
wellness-related resources for schools throughout MA.
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PHASE 1. DEVELOPMENT OF SURVEY
In September and October of 2018 a literature review was conducted to determine current
practices and process that have been used to assess school wellness policies. Several states
including Maryland were identified as having previously conducted similar needs assessments.
The Maryland Wellness Policies & Practices Project (MWPPP) (available at:
https://www.medschool.umaryland.edu/growth/Maryland-Wellness-Policies-and-PracticesProject/) includes a biennial survey consisting of quantitative and qualitative components.
Literature related to the MWPPP was reviewed and the decision was made to adapt the survey
and qualitative interview process to the needs of MA schools.
An edited version of the MWPPP was reviewed for face validity and content by an expert panel
including members from the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, The John C.
Stalker Institute of Food and Nutrition, and Faculty from Framingham State University with
experience in school nutrition. Preliminary IRB approval was obtained for this research project
from Framingham State University.
In November of 2018 a Delphi process was followed to solicit feedback on the content of the
survey. The survey was emailed to 61 members of the MA SWITCH coalition. Coalition
members were asked to review the survey and comment on the content and questions. The
first round of the process was open for two weeks (November 7 – 20th) and 22 responses were
received. Upon closing of the first round all comments were reviewed by members of the
research team changes were discussed and consensus was reached on modifications to the
questions (Appendix B).
The second round of the Delphi process occurred from December 4th through the 11th. The
survey was distributed to 56 members (five bounce backs were received in round one and these
emails were removed for the second round) of the SWITCH Coalition. Nine surveys were
completed. Comments from the participants were reviewed and the survey was edited for
further content clarity.
An email requesting participation in a pilot of the survey was sent to 55 SWITCH Coalition
members, 12 school nutrition personnel, and seven DESE and JSI staff. The purpose of the pilot
was to assess the face validity, content and usability of the survey. Nineteen people completed
this last review. Final comments were reviewed and the survey was edited and prepared for
dissemination.
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PHASE 2. IMPLEMENTATION OF SURVEY
Upon completion of the two Delphi rounds and the Pilot, final IRB approval of the survey was
obtained from Framingham State University. The final survey (Appendix C) started with a
consent to participate form as well as definitions outlining how school wellness committees and
school wellness policies are to be interpreted within the context of the survey.
School Wellness Committee: a group of stakeholders that shape and
implement wellness policies to promote students' health, well-being, and
ability to learn by supporting healthy eating, physical activity and overall
health and well-being (e.g., emotional, mental, social).
School Wellness Policy: a district or school-level policy that promotes
students' health, well-being, and ability to learn by supporting healthy eating,
physical activity and overall health and well-being (e.g., emotional, mental,
social).
Additionally, the survey included a section requiring the participant to provide information
about their school/district, school wellness policy practices, school wellness policy enablers,
and school wellness policy barriers. The final section thanked participants and asked if the
participant would consent to be contacted for a follow-up interview.
A link to the survey was emailed to all SFAs within MA (n=452). Additionally, a letter was sent
from DESE to all SWITCH Coalition Members asking members to send the information on to
their contacts (e.g., PTO, School Nurses Association, Teachers Association, etc.) (Appendix D).
The survey was available from January 13th through February 28th, 2019. A reminder email was
sent midway through to encourage participation. A total of 948 people participated in the
survey.
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PHASE 3. TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS
The next phase of the needs assessment included a qualitative component in the form of a
telephone interview. In support of this, an interview guide (Appendix E) was developed to
obtain additional information on the enablers and barriers to implementing school wellness
policies. Additionally, several questions were included in the interview guide to assess
respondent’s likeliness to participate in three wellness activities (Wellness Summit, Wellness
Website, and Wellness Event Guide in support of a wellness week). The wellness activities had
previously been identified by the SWITCH Coalition.
Questions regarding barriers and enablers were open ended with prompts to help uncover
perceptions. Interviewees were also asked to indicate their likeliness to participate wellnessrelated activities. Likeliness was recorded on a five-point scale with 5 = very likely and 1 = not
at all likely to participate. IRB approval for the interview guide and interview protocol was
obtained from Framingham State University in February of 2019.
A total of 161 participants in the initial survey indicated they would consent to participate in a
telephone interview. The participant list was cross referenced so that only one participant from
each district would be called. A total of 117 districts were identified. Using research
randomizer software 60 people were selected from the list.
Three graduate assistants (GA) were trained to conduct the interviews, use audio recording
equipment, and to take field notes. Each GA was assigned 20 participant’s contact information.
GAs were asked to send out an initial email to the potential participant to coordinate a date and
time for the interview (Appendix F). An additional email to remind participant of the date and
time was also generated (Appendix G). After conducting the interview GAs were asked to send
a Thank You email which included a copy of the consent form (Appendix H and I). Interviews
were conducted between March 1st and April 30th 2019. All interviews were audio recorded and
consent to participate and allow audio recording was obtained from each participant.
Initial participation (n= 30) in an interview was lower than anticipated therefore a second round
of 30 emails were randomly selected and assigned to GAs. Overall, 47 interviews were
conducted. Audio recording equipment failed and four audio recordings were inaudible leaving
43 interviews included in the final analysis. Audio recordings were sent for transcription to
NVivo transcription services. GAs reviewed each of their interview transcripts for clarity against
their field notes.
Interview transcripts were analyzed using NVivo version 12. A codebook with themes based on
the initial quantitative survey was developed (Appendix J). Two research team members (CW
and ML) reviewed transcripts. To determine interrater reliability a random sample of three
transcripts were select and reviewed for themes by both reviewers. Results were compared
and discrepancies (less than 95% agreement) were discussed until consensus was reached.
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PHASE 4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
A. Survey Analysis and Results
Statistical analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics version 24. Descriptive data
includes frequencies. Frequency distributions of top practices and the top three enablers and
barriers were assessed via Chi2. Chi2 analyses were also used to compare practices between
different types of schools. Significance was set at p <0.05.
1. Demographics
Participation by region varied (Figure 1). Middlesex, Worcester, and Essex had the most
respondents (17%, 15%, and 12%, respectively) and Dukes, Franklin, Hampshire, and
Berkshire had the fewest number of respondents (1%, 3%, 3%, and 4%, respectively).
Less duplicates approximately 354 schools are represented in this survey including, 247
public schools, 43 charter schools and 39 private schools. Additionally, 25 Other
schools/facilities participated. A full list of participating public school districts, charter,
public, and other schools is available in Appendix K.

Figure 1. Percentage of participation by county
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Type of School
The majority of the respondents (80%, n=702) indicated they were connected to a public
school. Far fewer of the respondents came from charter schools (7%, n=61) or private
schools (6%, n=53). Approximately 7% (n=57) selected “Other” in describing their
school (Table 1). Those that selected “Other” were asked to indicate the type of school.
Open ended responses included childcare, collaborative public day school, residential
facility, community partners (e.g., BOKS), DESE, etc.
Table 1. Types of schools.

Type of School

n

%

Public

702

80

Charter

61

7

Private

53

6

Other

57

7

Total

873

100

Age Grade Groups
Over 36% of respondents (n=255) described their school as covering age/grade groups
9-12 (Table 2). The smallest age/grade group representation came from 6-8 (8%, n=54)
while nearly 12% (n=85) selected K-5 and 9% (n=63) chose K-8. An additional 36%
(n=260) selected “Other”. Descriptions for the response “Other” included preK-12,
preK-4, 3-5, 5-8, 7-12, etc.
Table 2. School grade level.

Grade Level
K-5
K-8
6-8
9-12
other
Total

n
85
63
54
255
260
717

%
12
9
8
36
36
100

Primary Role within School
Participants primary role in their school during the 2018-2019 school year varied with
29% (n=208) selecting School Food/Nutrition Service, 19% (n=138) School Nurse, 18%
(n=130) District Level Administrator and over 8% (n=60) School Level Administrator
(Table 3). “Other” roles included Administrator, wellness teacher, member of district
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health and wellness committee, chair, etc. Table 4 lists the percentages of the top three
primary roles for each type of school.
Table 3. Primary role in your school during the 2018-2019 school year.

Primary Role

n

%

District level administrator

130

18

School level administrator

60

8

Teacher

15

2

Health teacher

42

6

Phys Ed teacher

45

6

School food/Nutr. service

208

29

3

<1

School nurse

138

19

Parent

12

2

Wellness committee member

11

2

Community partner

12

2

Other

41

6

Total

717

100

School counselor

Table 4. Percentage of the top three primary roles of participants by school type.

Type of
School
Public
Private
Charter

Top response
School food/Nutr. service

Second most popular response Third most popular response
District Level Admin
School Nurse

29%
School food/Nutr. service

21%
School Level Admin

19%
School Nurse

28%
School Level Admin

26%
School food/Nutr. service

19%
School Nurse

27%

21%

18%

Overall Composition of School Wellness Committee
Over three-quarters (77%, n=527) indicated they were a member of their School
Wellness Committee (Table 5). The overall (all school) composition of School Wellness
Committees varied with 52% including a School Nurse and 51% including a
Food/Nutrition Service member. Additional committee members included School (40%)
and District (39%), Level Administration, Physical Education Teachers (39%), Parents
(34%), Health Teachers (33%), Teachers (30%), Community Partners (24%), Students
(20%), and School Counselor (17%). Eleven percent of the respondents did not know
the composition of their wellness committee (Table 6).
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Table 5. School wellness committee member.

n

%

Yes

527

77

No

159

23

Total

686

100

Response

Table 6. Overall composition of school wellness committee.

Committee Members

n

%*

District level administrator

370

39

School level administrator

381

40

Teacher

280

30

Health teacher

313

33

Phys Ed teacher

370

39

School food/Nutr. service

482

51

School counselor

158

17

School nurse

488

52

Parent

326

34

Student

188

20

Community partner

228

24

Don’t know

101

11

*Participants were able to select multiple responses. Percentage represents
percent of total survey respondents (N=948)

Composition of School Wellness Committee by School Type
Tables 7 and 8 provides information regarding School Wellness Committee make up
based on individual school type. Eighty percent of respondents from charter schools are
members of their school wellness committee, whereas 71% of respondents from private
schools are members (Table 6). Table 8 shows the composition of the School Wellness
Committees for each type of school.
Table 7. School Wellness Committee member by school type.

School Type

n

%

Public

426

78

Private

29

71

Charter

44

80

14

Table 8. Composition of School Wellness Committee by school type.
Public
Committee Members

Private

Charter

n

%

n

%

n

%

District level administrator

333

47

4

8

26

43

School level administrator

304

43

26

49

32

53

Teacher

237

34

14

26

16

26

Health teacher

281

40

3

6

20

33

Phys Ed teacher

311

44

15

28

30

49

School food/Nutr. service

399

57

26

49

30

49

School counselor

126

18

3

6

25

41

School nurse

394

56

27

51

43

71

Parent

287

41

12

23

19

31

Student

168

24

4

8

7

12

Community partner

217

31

3

6

4

7

Don’t know

83

12

5

9

5

8

2. School Wellness-related Practices
Frequency of Practices for All Schools
This section of the survey included questions related to school wellness-related
practices. Participants were asked to answer questions indicating if the practice was
Fully in Place, Partially in Place, Under Development or Not in Place. Additionally,
participants could indicate if they did not know. The following includes a summary of
the data of school wellness policies and practices for all school types. Appendix L
provides further detail of each question and response.
My School District…
Q: Has a school wellness committee that addresses healthy eating and physical
activity in schools
The majority of respondents (82%) indicated their school district has a school wellness
policy that addresses healthy eating and physical activity fully in place (63.7%) or
partially in place (18%). Eight percent indicated their committee’s policy on healthy
eating and physical activity was under development and 3% did not have a policy in
place.
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Q: Has a school wellness committee that ALSO addresses health and wellness issues
(e.g., emotional, mental, social)
Fewer respondents indicated that their school wellness committee also addresses
additional health and wellness issues. Approximately 57% had a policy in place and 19%
had a policy partially in place. Combined 15% indicated the policy was under
development (11%) or not in place (4%).
In my school district my superintendent...
Q. Appointed the school wellness committee members
Nearly 34% of participants reported that their superintendent appointed the members
of the school wellness committee. Far fewer reported this practice was partially in place
(8%), underdevelopment (4%), or not in place (9%).
Q. Appointed a designee to serve as a liaison between the committee and the
superintendent
Slightly over 43% of participants reported that this practice was in place and close to 8%
reported this was partially in place. Roughly 12% indicated this practice was under
development (5%) or not in place (7%).
Q. Attends the wellness meeting
Over a third (34%) of respondents reported that superintendent either attend the
wellness committee meetings (25%) or this practice was partially in place (9%). Seven
percent indicated it was underdevelopment and 21% reported that this practice was not
in place.
In my school district the school wellness committee…
Q. Meets at least four times per year
Over half (57%) of respondents indicated that their school wellness committee meets
four times per year. Fourteen percent reported this practice was partially in place and
10% felt it was underdevelopment and 6% reported it was not in place.
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Q. Provides the superintendent and school committee with a copy of the policies
developed
More than half (59%) of participants indicated that the superintendent and the school
committee are provided with a copy of the policies developed by the wellness
committee. A total of 17% reported that this practice is partially in place (8%) or under
development (9%) and 4% expressed that the practice was not in place.
Q. Recommends and/or reviews district wide polices to promote school wellness on a
regular basis
Fifty-four percent reported that their district school wellness committee recommends
and/or reviews district wide wellness policies on a regular basis and 16% indicated this
practice was partially in place. Ten percent reported the practice was under
development and 5% indicated the practice was not in place.
Q. Includes an assessment of the accomplishments of the previous year
A total of 41% reported that their school wellness committee includes an assessment of
the accomplishments of the previous year, 20% indicated this practice was partially in
place, and 12% indicated this practice was underdevelopment. Seven percent reported
that this practice was not in place.
Q. Identifies work still needed to be done in order to accomplish the previous year’s
goals and objectives
Slightly less than half (46%) reported that their wellness committee identifies work still
needed to be accomplished from the previous year’s goals and objectives. Twenty-two
percent reported that this practice was only partially in place and 12% reported that this
practice was under development.
Q. Coordinates school and community initiatives on overall wellness as well as
physical activity and nutrition
Forty percent of participants indicate that their wellness committee coordinates school
and community initiatives on overall wellness as well as physical activity and nutrition,
25% indicated this practice was partially in place and 12% reported it was under
development and 6% percent reported the practice was not in place
Q. Includes ways of developing community support for school wellness initiatives
School wellness committees included ways of developing community support for school
wellness initiative for 36% of respondents. Twenty-four percent of participants
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reported this practice was partially in place, 16% indicated it was underdevelopment,
and 7% reported the practice was not in place.
Q. Reports minutes of the meetings, including the names of attendees, to the
Department of Public Health or the Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education upon request
Less than 40% reported this practice was fully in place, 10% indicated it was partially in
place, 9% said it was underdevelopment and 10% reported it was not in place.
My school district…
Q. My school district coordinates services related to healthy eating in schools. Q.
Coordinates services related to physical activity in schools. Q. Coordinates services
related to general health and wellness issues (e.g., emotional, mental, social)
Slightly less than 80% of respondents indicated their school district coordinates services
related to healthy eating in schools, physical activity, and general health and wellness
issues. Roughly 4% of participants indicated these practices were not in place.
Q. Provides technical assistance to schools for evaluating school wellness policy
implementation
Only 29% of respondents reported that their school district provides technical assistance
to schools for evaluating school wellness policy implementation. This practice was
partially in place for 19% of the participants, under development for 13%, and not in
place for 12%.
Q. Provides public updates on the content and implementation of school wellness
policies
Approximately 35% of participants indicated that their school district provides public
updates on the content and implementation of school wellness policies, 18% reported
the practice was partially in place, 13% indicated it was under development and 9%
expressed that the practice was not in place.
Q. Has a mechanism in place to encourage teachers and school health professionals to
participate in developing and updating school wellness policies
Seventy-one percent of respondents reported that their school district had a mechanism
in place to encourage teachers and school health professionals to participate in
developing and updating school wellness practice, or that the mechanism was partially
in place or under development. Ten percent reported that this practice was not in
place.
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Q. Promotes healthy eating and physical activity for staff members
Thirty-seven percent of respondents reported that healthy eating and physical activity
was promoted for staff and 37% indicated this practice was either partially in place or
under development. Eleven percent reported this practice was not in place.
Q. Encourages staff members to model healthy eating and physical activity behaviors
Thirty-four percent reported that their district encourages staff members to model
healthy eating and physical activity behaviors while 24% indicated this practice was only
partially in place and 12% expressed that the practice was under development. This
practice was not in place for 14% of participants.
Q. Provides health (e.g., emotional, mental, social) education for all students
Seventy-seven percent of participants indicated that their district provides health
education for all students or that this practice was partially in place. Nine percent
reported this practice was underdevelopment and 4% expressed that it was not in place.
Q. Provides nutrition and physical activity education for all students
The majority of respondents (81%) indicated that their district provides nutrition and
physical activity education for all students or this practice is partially in place. Seven
percent reported that the practice is underdevelopment and 4% reported it was not in
place.
Q. Collects data from schools to monitor implementation of school wellness policy
goals related to general health and wellness issues, food and nutrition/healthy eating,
and physical education/physical activity.
Approximately 28% of participants indicated their school district collects data to
monitor the implementation of school wellness policies related to general health and
wellness, food and nutrition/healthy eating, and physical education/physical activity.
Between 19 and 22% indicated these practices were partially in place and between 14
and 16% reported this monitoring was under development. Ten percent indicated that
there was no collection of data related to any policy goal related to general health, food
and nutrition and physical activity related practices.
Q. Requires the identification of the school wellness policy coordinators in each school
School wellness policy coordinates were identified in the districts of 24% of the
participants while 16% reported this practice was partially in place, 11% indicated it was
under development and 13% expressed the practice was not in place.
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Q. Provides schools with other resources to support general health and wellness
issues and nutrition and physical activity policies/practices (combined 2 questions)
A combined total of 60% of participants reported that practices were fully in place (38%)
or partially in place (22%), for their district to provide their schools with other resources
to support general health and wellness issues. This practice was underdevelopment or
not in place as reported by 11% and 8% of the respondents respectively.
Additionally, a combined total of 60% reported that practices related to their district
providing resources to support nutrition and physical activity policies and practices were
full in place (39%) or partially in place (21%). Ten percent indicated this practice was
underdevelopment and 8% reported it was not in place.
Regarding monitoring and communication, my school district…
Q. Monitors the implementation of the wellness policy
When asked if their school district monitors the implementation of the wellness policy,
35% of participants indicated this practice was fully in place, 26% reported it was
partially in place, 12% indicated it was underdevelopment and 9% expressed that the
practice was not in place.
Q. Requires the integration of nutrition and physical activity goals into the overall
improvement plan
Nutrition and physical activity goals are integrated into wellness improvement plans for
over a third (37%) of respondents, these practices are also partially in place for 22%,
underdevelopment (12%) and not in place for 9% of participants
Q. Requires the integration of overall health and well-being (e.g., emotional, mental,
social) goals into the overall improvement plan
Similarly, when asked about the integration of overall health and well-being goals in
improvement plans 39% reported this practice was fully in place, 24% indicated it was
partially in place, 12% expressed that it was underdevelopment and 6% reported it was
not in place.
Q. Provides progress reports on the implementation of the wellness policy
Twenty-four percent of participants indicated that their district provides progress
reports on the implementation of the wellness policy while 22% reported this practice
was partially in place and 14% expressed it was under development. A total of 13%
reported this practice was not in place in their district.
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Q. Communicates the status of implementation of the wellness policy to school staff
When asked about communication of the implementation status of the wellness policy
to school staff more half of participants indicated the practice was either fully in place
(25%) or partially in place (25%). Additionally, 16% of respondents reported that the
practice was underdevelopment and 13% indicated the practice was not in pace.
Regarding students, parents, and the community, school district…
Q. Provides opportunities for student(s) input on wellness policy implementation
Opportunities for student(s) input on wellness policy implementation was fully in place
for 28% of survey respondents. Twenty-two percent have this practice partially in place,
while 19% have this practice under development. Twelve percent of respondents
reported not having this practice in place.
Q. Provides opportunities for parent(s) input on wellness policy implementation
Opportunities for parent(s) input on wellness policy implementation was fully in place
for 35% of survey respondents. Twenty-one percent have this practice partially in place,
while 15% have this practice under development. Ten percent of respondents reported
not having this practice in place.
Q. Communicates the status of school-level implementation of wellness policies to
parents/families
Thirty percent of respondents report communication of the status of school-level
implementation of wellness policies to parents/families is fully in place. Twenty percent
report this practice is partially in place, while 15% report this practice is under
development. Fourteen percent report this practice is not in place.
Q. Organizes and holds activities involving families to support and promote healthy
eating and physical activity among students
Thirty percent of respondents report organizing and holding activities involving families
to support and promote healthy eating and physical activity among students is fully in
place. Twenty-one percent of respondents report this practice is partially in place, while
16% report this practice is under development. Sixteen percent of respondents also
report this practice is not in place.
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Q. Organizes and holds activities involving families to support and promote overall
health and well-being (e.g., emotional, mental, social) among students
Thirty-six percent of respondents report organizing and holding activities involving
families to support and promote overall health and well-being among students is fully in
place. Nineteen percent of respondents report this practice is partially in place, while
18% of respondents report this practice is under development. Fourteen percent of
respondents report this practice is not in place.
Q. Partners with community organizations to support and promote healthy eating and
physical activity among students
Thirty-four percent of respondents report that partnering with community organizations
to support and promote healthy eating and physical activity among students is fully in
place. Twenty percent of respondents report this practice is partially in place, while 16%
of respondents report this practice is under development. Eleven percent of
respondents report this practice is not in place.
Q. Partners with community organizations to support and promote overall health and
well-being (e.g., emotional, mental, social) among students
Thirty-eight percent of respondents report that partnering with community
organizations to support and promote overall health and well-being among students is
fully in place. Nineteen percent of respondents report this practice is partially in place,
while 17% of respondent report this practice is under development. Seven percent of
respondents report this practice is not in place.
Regarding funding my school district…
Q. Has secured internal funds to support wellness activities.
Only 18% of respondents reported securing funds to support wellness activities and an
additional 17% reported this practice was partially in place and 8% indicated it was
underdevelopment. Nearly 18% also reported funding had not been secured (practice
not in place).
Q. Has secured outside/private funds to support wellness activities
Fewer respondents (11%) reported securing outside/private funds to support wellness
activities while an additional 17% indicated this practice was partially in place and 8%
reported it was underdevelopment. Nineteen percent expressed that this practice was
not in place.
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My school district assures that all foods and beverages sold or served to students
during the day meet the Massachusetts State Nutrition Standards and Federal
guidelines for food and beverages sold as or served at…
Q. A la carte items (e.g., snacks) in school cafeterias
Nearly 79% of participants indicated that a la carte sold in their schools met
Massachusetts State Nutrition Standards and Federal guidelines for food and beverage
and an additional 6% indicated that this practice was partially in place. Only 1%
indicated the practice was under development or not in place.
Q. Classroom celebrations
Classroom celebrations that met the Massachusetts State Nutrition Standards and
Federal guidelines were reported to be fully in place by 39% of the respondents and an
additional 26% indicated they were partially in place. Seven percent expressed that this
practice was not in place and 7% reported it was under development.
Q. Food carts
Food carts meeting Massachusetts and Federal standards were in place or partially in
place in 41% of schools and not in place or under development in 5% of schools.
Q. Part of food-based fundraising
Foods meeting Massachusetts and Federal standards were reported to be part of foodbased fundraising by 29% of participants with another 21% indicating this practice was
partially in place. Nine percent reported this practice was not in place and an
additionally 8% indicated it was underdevelopment.
Q. School-related events
Sixty percent of respondents indicated that foods and beverages meeting
Massachusetts and Federal standards were served at school-related. Eleven percent
reported this practice was not in place and 7% indicated it was under development.
Q. School stores
Participants indicated that foods and beverages met the Massachusetts and Federal
standards at 30% of their schools while an additional 10% expressed that this practice
was partially in place. Five percent reported this practice was not in place and 3%
indicated it was under development.
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Q. Vending machines
Vending machines met State and Federal standards in the schools of 52% of
participants. Additionally, 7% reported this practice was partially in place and 2%
indicated it was under development. Only 2% expressed that this practice was not in
place.
Differences in Practices by School Type
Appendix M, N and O show practices by school type (Public, Charter, and Private
Schools, respectively). Additional analysis was performed to assess differences in
practices by school type. The following information includes highlights of the findings.
Chi2 analyses were used to assess if school type (Public, Private or Charter) was
associated with different types of practices in place. For these analyses, all practices
were assessed, not just the top practices. Of the fifty different practices assessed, those
with significantly different frequency distributions between the type of schools are
shown in Table 9. On average, Public and Charter schools more frequently have a
particular practice in place compared to Private schools.
Table 9. Differences in school wellness practices by school type.

Practice
Meets at least 4 times per year
Recommends and/or reviews district wide policies to
promote school wellness on a regular basis
Coordinates Services related to healthy eating in schools
Coordinates Services related to physical activity in schools
Provides health education for all students
Collects data from schools to monitor implementation of
school wellness policy goals related to general health and
wellness issues
Collects data from schools to monitor implementation of
school wellness policy goals related to food and
nutrition/healthy eating
Collects data from schools to monitor implementation of
school wellness policy goals related to physical
education/physical activity
Provides schools with other resources to support general
health and wellness issues
Provides schools with other resources to support
nutrition and physical activity policy/practices
Provides opportunities for students input on wellness
policy implementation
Provides opportunities for parents input on wellness
policy implementation

Frequency of having practice in
place (%)
Public
Private
Charter
83
58
81
84
53
85

P*
0.046
0.009

89
90
87
65

67
67
67
41

94
90
91
82

0.026
0.020
0.039
0.049

67

39

79

0.041

69

75

38

0.044

77

40

81

0.007

78

44

79

0.015

65

28

43

0.002

73

39

61

0.009
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Practice
Partners with community organizations to support and
promote healthy eating and physical activity among
students
Partners with community organizations to support and
overall health and wellbeing among students
A la carte items in school cafeterias
Vending Machines
* Test statistic Chi2, statistical significance set at p<0.05

Frequency of having practice in
place (%)
70
33
55

P*
0.013

72

41

62

0.030

98
95

100
50

90
80

0.023
0.001

Summary of Top Practices for All Schools
The practices that had the highest percentage of the combined categories of fully in
place and partially in place included:
•
•
•
•

A la carte items (e.g., snacks in school cafeterias) meet the standards of the MA
State Nutrition Standards and Federal guidelines (85% fully and partially in place)
School district has a school wellness committee that addresses healthy eating and
physical activity in schools (82% fully and partially in place)
School district provides nutrition and physical activity education for all students
(82% fully and partially in place)
School district coordinates services related to healthy eating in schools (79% fully
and partially in place)

Other practices that had greater than 70% combined categories of fully in place and
partially in place include:
School district...
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinates services related to physical activity in school (78%)
Coordinates services related to general health and wellness issues (e.g., emotional,
mental, social) (78%)
Provides health (e.g., emotional, mental, social) education for all students (77%)
Has a school wellness committee that also addresses health and wellness issues
(e.g., emotional, mental, social) (76%)
Has a school wellness committee that meets at least four times per year (71%)

The least common practices that had less than 50% combined percentages from the
categories of fully in place and partially in place include:
•
•
•

School district has secured outside/private funds to support wellness activities (28%)
Superintendent attends the wellness committee meetings (34%)
School district has secured internal funds to support wellness activities (35%)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School district requires the identification of the school wellness policy coordinators
in each school (40%)
School district assures that all foods and beverages meets MA and Federal guidelines
at school store (40%)
Superintendent appointed the school wellness committee members (42%)
School district provides progress reports on the implementation of the wellness
policy (46%)
Collects data from schools to monitor implementation of school wellness policy
goals related to general health and wellness issues (47%)
School wellness committee reports minutes of the meetings, including the names of
the attendees, to the Department of Public Health or the Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education upon request (48%)
Collects data from schools to monitor implementation of school wellness policy
goals related to food and nutrition/healthy eating (48%)
Collects data from schools to monitor implementation of school wellness policy
goals related to physical education/physical activity (49%)

3. Survey Enablers
Participants were asked to select the top three enablers related to people,
organizations, policies, programs, and entities that act as enablers and promote the
implementation of wellness-related activities in their school district. Additionally,
participants were asked to select the top five enablers-related to school wellnessrelated processes. The top three enablers related to people varied slightly in ranking
across school type. However, except for private schools all three top selections were
the same and include School Foodservice/Nutrition Staff, Administrators, and School
Wellness Committee (Table 10). The ranking of the top 3 enablers related to processes
varied across schools; however, current school/district wellness policy was mentioned
by all (Table 11). Appendix P and Q provide an overview of the overall summary results
by enabler.
Table 10. Top 3 enablers related to people, organizations, policies, programs, and entities.

Enabler
Overall
Public
Private
Charter

First
School
Foodservice/Nutrition Staff
School
Foodservice/Nutrition Staff
School
Foodservice/Nutrition Staff
Administrators

Second
Administrators
Administrators

Other School Staff
School
Foodservice/Nutrition
Staff

Third
School Wellness
Committee
School Wellness
Committee
Administrators
School Wellness
Committee
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Table 11. Top 3 enablers related to school wellness policy processes.

Enablers
Overall
Public
Private

Charter

First
Current district/school
wellness policy (e.g., what’s
included)
Current district/school
wellness policy (e.g., what’s
included)
Overall nutrition and
physical activity resources

Tied for first
Overall school wellness
(social, emotional, mental)
resources and Staff to
implement wellness-related
programs and activities

Second
Overall nutrition and
physical activity resources

Overall school wellness
(social emotional, mental)
resources)
Tied for second
Coordination of services
related to health and
wellness; Current
district/school wellness
policy; School wide culture
of wellness; Staff to
implement wellnessrelated programs and
activities; and
Understanding regarding
the connection between
student health and
achievement
Tied for second
Current district/school
wellness policy
implementation and
School wide culture of
wellness

Third
Overall school wellness
(social, emotional,
mental) resources
Overall nutrition and
physical activity resources

All Schools
Of the 948 total survey respondents, 429 responded at least once to the questions
about School Wellness Policy Enablers. The most frequently chosen enablers were all
related to people and included: School Foodservice/Nutrition Staff (55%);
Administrators (48%); and the School Wellness Committee (40%). Table 12 shows the
frequency that each enabler was selected as a ‘top 3’ choice and the frequency that
each enabler was selected as the primary enabler.
The most frequently chosen additional enablers related to school wellness processes
included: current district/school wellness policy (e.g., what is included) (53%); current
district/school wellness policy implementation (e.g., how the policy is
implemented)(53%); overall nutrition and physical activity resources (e.g., curriculum
and materials) (46%); overall school wellness (emotional, mental and social) resources
(e.g., curriculum and materials) (46%); and coordination of services related to health
and wellness (39%). Table 13 shows the frequency that each enabler related to school
wellness-related processes was selected as a ‘top 5’ choice and the frequency that each
enabler was selected as a first or second choice.
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Public Schools
Of the 702 total Public School survey respondents, 354 responded at least once to the
questions about School Wellness Policy Enablers. Table 12 shows the frequency that
each enabler was selected as a ‘top 3’ choice and the frequency that each enabler was
selected as the primary enabler. The most frequently chosen enablers include: School
Foodservice/Nutrition Staff; Administrators; and the School Wellness Committee.
Additional Enablers related to school wellness processes for Public Schools are shown in
Table 13. The additional enablers most frequently chosen include: Current
district/school wellness policy; Overall school wellness; Overall nutrition and physical
activity resources; Current district/school wellness policy implementation; and
Coordination of services related to health and wellness.
Charter Schools
Of the 61 total Charter School survey respondents, 30 responded at least once to the
questions about School Wellness Policy Enablers. Table 12 shows the frequency that
each enabler was selected as a ‘top 3’ choice and the frequency that each enabler was
selected as the primary enabler. The most frequently chosen enablers include:
Administrators; School Foodservice/Nutrition Staff; and the School Wellness Committee.
Additional Enablers related to school wellness processes for Charter Schools are shown
in Table 13. The additional enablers most frequently chosen include: Overall school
wellness; Staff to implement wellness-related programs and activities; Current
district/school wellness policy implementation; School wide culture of wellness.
Private Schools
Of the 53 total Private School survey respondents, 22 responded at least once to the
questions about School Wellness Policy Enablers. Table 12 shows the frequency that
each enabler was selected as a ‘top 3’ choice and the frequency that each enabler was
selected as the primary enabler. The most frequently chosen enablers include: School
Foodservice/Nutrition Staff; Other School Staff; and Administrators.
Additional Enablers related to school wellness processes for Private Schools are shown
in Table 13. The most frequently chosen additional enabler was: Overall nutrition and
physical activity resources. Tied for the second most frequently chosen additional
enabler are: Coordination of services related to health and wellness; Current
district/school wellness policy; School wide culture of wellness; Staff to implement
wellness-related programs and activities; and Understanding regarding the connection
between student health and achievement.
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Table 12. Top enablers related to people, organizations, policies, programs, and entities by school type.

All Schools
Top 3
Top 1
n (%*)
n (%)
207 (48) 85 (20)

Public
Top 3
Top 1
n (%)
n (%)
169 (47) 63 (18)

Charter
Top 3
Top 1
n (%)
n (%)
19 (63)
10 (33)

Private
Top 5
Top 3
n (%)
n (%)
9 (41)
6 (27)

Enabler
Administrators
(district/school
level)
Classroom teachers
84 (20)
17 (4)
70 (20)
15 (4)
4 (13)
0
6 (27)
1 (5)
Community
40 (9)
5 (1)
40 (11)
5 (1)
0
0
0
0
Partners
Federal Regulations
73 (17)
37 (9)
64 (18)
34 (10)
2 (6)
0
4 (18)
2 (9)
State Regulations
90 (21)
27 (6)
75 (21)
24 (7)
6 (20)
0
4 (18)
2 (9)
Other School Staff
72 (17)
11 (3)
53 (15)
9 (3)
6 (20)
0
9 (41)
1 (5)
Parents/Families
38 (9)
8 (2)
33 (9)
8 (2)
0
0
1 (5)
0
PE teachers
107 (25)
39 (9)
91 (26)
30 (8)
9 (30)
5 (17)
5 (22)
3 (14)
School Counselors
21 (5)
3 (1)
17 (5)
1 (<1)
3 (10)
1 (3)
0
0
School
237 (55) 84 (20) 191 (54) 65 (18)
17 (57)
6 (20)
12 (55)
5 (22)
foodservice/Nutr.
staff
School Wellness
170 (40) 70 (16) 142 (40) 62 (17)
12 (40)
5 (17)
6 (27)
0
committee
School Wellness
70 (16)
35 (8)
56 (16)
30 (8)
9 (30)
3 (10)
2 (9)
2 (9)
committee chair
Students
20 (5)
3 (1)
15 (4)
3 (1)
3 (10)
0
1 (5)
0
Local/National
18 (4)
3 (1)
16 (5)
3 (1)
0
0
0
0
health promotion
organizations
*Participants could select multiple responses. Percentage indicates the % of total question respondents (n=429) who selected option.
Table 13. Top enablers related to school wellness policy processes by school type.

Enabler
A la carte items (e.g.,
snacks) sold in the cafeteria
Coordination of services
related to health and
wellness
Current district/school
wellness policy (e.g., what is
included)
Current district/school
wellness policy
implementation (e.g., how
the policy is implemented)
Foods sold by other school
groups (e.g., vending
machines, fundraisers,
school stores)

All Schools
Top 5
Top 2
n (%*)
n (%)
159 (37) 95 (22)

Public
Top 5
Top 2
n (%)
n (%)
145
89 (25)
(41)
143
74 (21)
(40)

170 (39)

92 (21)

226 (53)

162
(38)

200
(56)

188 (44)

92 (21)

69 (16)

23 (5)

Charter
Top 5
Top 2
n (%)
n (%)
4 (13)
2 (7)

Private
Top 5 Top 2
n (%) n (%)
4 (18) 2 (9)

13
(43)

7 (23)

7 (32)

6
(27)

144 (41)

9 (30)

4 (13)

7 (32)

6 (27)

161
(45)

79 (22)

14
(47)

6 (20)

6 (27)

4 (18)

59 (17)

20 (6)

3 (10)

0

3 (14)

1 (5)
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All Schools
Top 5
Top 2
n (%*)
n (%)
60 (14)
13 (3)

Public
Top 5
Top 2
n (%)
n (%)
47 (13)
11 (3)

Charter
Top 5
Top 2
n (%)
n (%)
6 (20)
2 (7)

Private
Top 5 Top 2
n (%) n (%)
4 (18) 1 (5)

Enabler
Foods served at class
parties or other social
events
Funding for school wellness
31 (7)
12 (3)
27 (8)
11 (3)
0
0
2 (9)
0
policy
Incentives provided for
31 (7)
9 (2)
18 (5)
5 (1)
5 (17)
1 (3)
3 (14) 1 (5)
wellness programs
Overall nutrition and
199 (46) 73 (17)
168
57 (16)
13
5 (17)
8 (36) 4 (18)
physical activity resources
(47)
(43)
(e.g., curriculum and
materials)
Overall school wellness
199 (46) 73 (17)
170
64 (18)
15
6 (20)
4 (18)
0
(social, emotional, mental)
(48)
(50)
resources (e.g., curriculum
and materials)
Personnel time available for
33 (8)
4 (1)
25 (7)
3 (1)
3 (10)
1 (3)
3 (14)
0
wellness-related activity
School wide culture of
134 (31)
36 (8)
104
23 (6)
14
6 (20)
7 (32) 5 (23)
wellness
(29)
(47)
Staff to implement
103 (24)
36 (8) 75 (21)
20 (6)
15
9 (30)
7 (32) 3 (14)
wellness-related programs
(50)
and activities
Time to plan and coordinate
46 (11)
9 (2)
33 (9)
7 (2)
7
1 (3)
4 (18)
0
wellness-related activities
(23)
Training on implementing
48 (11)
9 (2)
37 (10)
8 (2)
3 (10)
0
2 (9)
1 (5)
nutrition education and
physical education
Training on implementing
63 (15)
22 (5) 51 (14)
18 (5)
3 (10)
2 (7)
2 (9)
1 (5)
overall health and wellness
Understanding regarding
126 (29)
33 (8)
106
28 (8)
6 (20) 3 (10)
7 (32) 1 (5)
the connection between
(29)
student health and
achievement
*Participants could select multiple responses. Percentage indicates the % of total question respondents (n=429) who selected option.

4. Survey Barriers
Participants were asked to select the top three barriers related to people, organizations,
policies, programs, and entities that act as enablers and promote the implementation of
wellness-related activities in their school district. Additionally, participants were asked
to select the top five barriers-related to processes and policies.
Participants were asked to select the top three barriers related to people, organizations,
policies, programs, and entities that act as enablers and promote the implementation of
wellness-related activities in their school district. Additionally, participants were asked
to select the top five barriers-related to processes. The top three barriers related to
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people varied slightly in ranking across school type. However, Parents/Families,
Classroom teachers, and Administrators were prominently mentioned. Of note, Private
and Charter schools selected Other School Staff and Federal Regulations as their second
barrier (Table 14). The ranking of the top 3 barriers related to processes varied across
schools; however, Funding and Foods Served at Class Parties were mentioned by all
(Table 15). Appendix R, and S provide an overview of the overall summary results by
barrier type.
Table 14. Top 3 barriers related to people, organizations, policies, programs, and entities.

Barrier
Overall

Public
Private
Charter

First
Tied for First
Parents/families and
Classroom teachers
Classroom teachers
Parents/Families
Classroom teachers

Table 15. Top 3 barriers related to processes.

Barriers
Overall
Public

Private
Charter

First
Foods served at class
parties or other social
events
Foods served at class
parties or other social
events

Foods served at class
parties or other social
events
Tied for First
Foods served at class
parties or other social
events and
Personnel time available
for wellness-related
activity

Second
Tied for Second
Administrators and
Students
Parents/families
Other School Staff
Federal Regulations

Third
Other School Staff

Second
Personnel time available
for wellness-related
activity
Tied for Second
Funding for school
wellness policy and
Personnel time available
for wellness-related
activity
Funding for school
wellness policy

Third
Funding for school
wellness policy

Tied for Second
Funding for school
wellness policy and
Time to plan and
coordinate wellnessrelated activities

Administrators
Students
Parents/Families

Foods served by other
school groups

Time to plan and
coordinate wellnessrelated activities
Tied for Third
Foods sold by other
school groups and
Training on implementing
nutrition education and
physical activity

All Schools
Of the 948 total survey respondents, 345 identified at least one barrier. The most
frequently selected barriers related to people, organizations, policies, programs, and
entities by school type included: Parents/families (52%); Classroom teachers (52%);
and Administrators and students both selected by 32% of the respondents (Table 16).
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The additional barriers related to processes most frequently chosen included: foods
served at class parties or other social events (54%); personnel time available for
wellness-related activity (44%); funding for school wellness policy (42%); foods sold by
other school groups (38%); time to plan and coordinate wellness-related activities
(37%). Table 17 shows the frequency that each barrier related to school wellnessrelated processes was selected as a ‘top 5’ choice and the frequency that each enabler
was selected as a first or second choice.
Public Schools
Of the 702 total Public school survey respondents, 288 identified at least one barrier.
Table 16 shows the frequency that each barrier was selected as a ‘top 3’ choice and the
frequency that each barrier related to people, organizations, policies, programs, and
entities was selected as the primary barrier. The most frequently chosen barriers
include: Classroom teachers; Parents/families; and Administrators.
Additional Barriers related to school wellness processes are shown in Table 17. The
additional barriers most frequently chosen include: Foods sold by other school groups;
Foods served at class parties or other social events; Funding for school wellness policy;
and Personnel time available for wellness-related activity.
Charter Schools
Of the 61 total Charter School survey respondents, 22 identified at least one barrier.
Table 16 shows the frequency that each barrier was selected as a ‘top 3’ choice and the
frequency that each barrier was selected as the primary barrier. The most frequently
chosen barriers include: Classroom teachers; Federal Regulations and Parents/Families.
Additional Barriers related to school wellness processes are shown in Table 17. The
additional barriers most frequently chosen include: Foods served at class parties or
other social events; Funding for school wellness policy; Personnel time available for
wellness-related activity; and Time to plan and coordinate wellness-related activities.
Private Schools
Of the 53 total Private School survey respondents, 15 identified at least one barrier.
Table 16 shows the frequency that each barrier was selected as a ‘top 3’ choice and the
frequency that each barrier was selected as the primary barrier. The most frequently
chosen barriers include: Parents/Families; Other School Staff; and Students.
Additional Barriers related to school wellness process are shown in Table 17. The
additional barriers most frequently chosen include: Foods served at class parties or
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other social events; Funding for school wellness policy; School wide culture of wellness;
and Time to plan and coordinate wellness-related activities.
Table 16. Top barriers related to people, organizations, policies, programs, and entities by school type.

Barriers
Administrators
(district/school level)
Classroom teachers
Community Partners
Federal Regulations
State Regulations
Other School Staff
Parents/Families

All Schools
Top 3
Top 1
n (%*)
n (%)
112 (32) 59 (17)

Public
Top 3
Top 1
n (%)
n (%)
97 (34) 52 (18)

Charter
Top 3
Top 1
n (%)
n (%)
4 (18)
1 (5)

Private
Top 3
Top 1
n (%)
n (%)
4 (27)
2 (13)

178 (52)

61 (18)

53 (18)

12 (55)

5 (23)

2 (13)

0

21 (6)
84 (24)
84 (24)
94 (27)
179 (52)

5 (1)
38 (11)
23 (6)
17 (5)
71 (21)

158
(55)
19 (7)
68 (24)
68 (24)
77 (27)
151
(52)
5 (2)
0
26 (9)

5 (2)
27 (9)
18 (6)
15 (5)
61 (21)

1 (5)
9 (41)
7 (32)
5 (23)
9 (41)

0
7 (32)
2 (9)
0
3 (14)

0
3 (20)
4 (27)
6 (40)
9 (60)

0
1 (7)
1 (7)
2 (13)
4 (27)

PE teachers
6(2)
2 (0.5)
2 (1)
1 (5)
0
0
0
School Counselors
1 (0.5)
1 (0.5)
0
1 (5)
1 (5)
0
0
School foodservice/Nutr.
29 (8)
8(2)
8 (3)
1 (5)
0
0
0
staff
School Wellness
17 (5)
5 (1)
15 (5)
5 (2)
2 (9)
0
0
0
committee
School Wellness
6 (2)
3 (0.5)
5 (2)
2 (1)
0
0
1 (7)
1 (7)
committee chair
Students
111 (32) 38 (11) 89 (31) 29 (10)
7 (32)
3 (14)
5 (33)
3 (20)
Local/National health
8 (2)
2 (0.5)
8 (3)
2 (1)
0
0
0
0
promotion organizations
*Participants could select multiple responses. Percentage indicates the % of total question respondents (n=345) who selected option.

Table 17. Top barriers related to processes by school type.

Barriers
A la carte items (e.g.,
snacks) sold in the
cafeteria
Coordination of services
related to health and
wellness
Current district/school
wellness policy (e.g.,
what is included)
Current district/school
wellness policy
implementation (e.g.,
how the policy is
implemented)
Foods sold by other
school groups (e.g.,

All Schools
Top 5
Top 2
n (%*)
n (%)
38 (11)
25 (7)

Public
Top 5
Top 2
n (%)
n (%)
33 (11)
20 (7)

Charter
Top 5
Top 2
n (%)
n (%)
0
0

Private
Top 5
Top 2
n (%)
n (%)
2 (13)
2 (13)

63 (18)

29 (8)

53 (18)

21 (7)

3 (14)

1 (5)

2 (13)

2 (13)

46 (13)

22 (6)

37 (13)

17 (6)

2 (9)

0

2 (13)

2 (13)

80 (23)

44 (13)

69 (24)

39 (14)

3 (14)

0

2 (13)

1 (7)

132
(38)

93 (27)

115
(40)

81 (28)

8 (36)

6 (27)

3 (20)

3 (20)
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All Schools
Top 5
Top 2
n (%*)
n (%)

Barriers
vending machines,
fundraisers, school
stores)
Foods served at class
185
parties or other social
(54)
events
Funding for school
145
wellness policy
(42)
Incentives provided for
75 (22)
wellness programs
Overall nutrition and
55 (16)
physical activity
resources (e.g.,
curriculum and
materials)
Overall school wellness
29(8)
(social, emotional,
mental) resources (e.g.,
curriculum and
materials)
Personnel time available
153
for wellness-related
(44)
activity
School wide culture of
80 (23)
wellness
Staff to implement
111
wellness-related
(32)
programs and activities
Time to plan and
129
coordinate wellness(37)
related activities
Training on
61 (18)
implementing nutrition
education and physical
education
Training on
53 (15)
implementing overall
health and wellness
Understanding regarding 66 (19)
the connection between
student health and
achievement
*Participants could select multiple responses.

Public
Top 5
Top 2
n (%)
n (%)

Charter
Top 5
Top 2
n (%)
n (%)

Private
Top 5
Top 2
n (%)
n (%)

127 (37)

156
(54)

110
(38)

12 (55)

8 (36)

8 (53)

6 (40)

78 (23)

62 (22)

10 (45)

6 (27)

7 (47)

6 (40)

25 (7)

118
(41)
63 (22)

20 (7)

4 (18)

2 (9)

5 (33)

2 (13)

14 (4)

41 (14)

10 (3)

7 (32)

3 (14)

4 (27)

1 (7)

5 (1)

24 (8)

4 (1)

4 (18)

1 (5)

0

0

66 (19)

118
(41)

48 (17)

12 (55)

7 (32)

10 (30)

3 (20)

15 (4)

62 (22)

13 (5)

6 (27)

2 (9)

6 (40)

0

34 (10)

90 (31)

27 (9)

8 (36)

3 (14)

3 (30)

1 (7)

41(12)

105
(36)

31 (11)

10 (45)

5 (23)

7 (47)

2 (13)

7 (2)

46 (16)

5 (2)

8 (36)

1 (5)

5 (33)

1 (7)

9 (3)

43 (15)

8 (3)

5 (23)

0

4 (27)

1 (7)

12 (3)

53 (18)

11 (4)

5 (23)

0

3 (30)

0

Percentage indicates the % of total question respondents (n=345) who selected option.
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5. Frequency of Survey Enablers and Barriers by School Type
Chi2 analyses were also used to compare the frequency of choosing enablers and
barriers across the different school types. Of the sixty-one enablers and barriers, the
frequency distribution across the different school types differed in only a few enablers
and barriers. The enablers and barriers that were not uniformly chosen by the different
types of schools are shown in Table 18.
Table 18. Frequency of survey enablers and barriers by school type.

Enabler or Barrier
Enablers
Community Partners
A la carte items sold in the cafeteria
Current district/school wellness
policy
Incentives provided for wellness
programs
Overall School wellness resources
Staff to implement wellness-related
programs and activities
Barriers
Classroom Teachers
School Counselor

Frequency of choosing this enabler or
barrier (%)
Public
Private
Charter
6
0
0
21
8
7
28
13
15

P*
0.017
0.002
0.005

3

6

8

0.011

24
11

8
13

25
25

0.032
0.014

Public
23
0

Private
4
0

Charter
20
2

p*
0.002
0.004

* Test statistic Chi2, statistical significance set at p<0.05, sample sizes are small therefore statistical significance may
not be reliable.

6. Follow-up Interview Responses
Approximately half of the survey participants responded to the question about a followup interview (n=414; 44%). Of these respondents, the majority (61%) responded “no” to
being contacted for a follow-up interview. This pattern was consistent when looking at
type of school individually except for charter schools (Table 19); however, there was no
statistically significant difference between school type.
Table 19. Follow-up interview responses by school type.

Type of School
Overall
Public
Private
Charter

n
161
128
7
15

Yes

%
39
37
35
48

n
253
214
13
16

No

%
61
63
65
52
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7. Additional Statistical Analysis
Practices were recoded as binary variables (Fully in Place and Partially in Place vs. Under
Development and Not in Place). Enablers and Barriers were also treated as binary
variables (Chosen as an enabler/barrier vs. Not chosen). Frequency distributions of top
Practices and the top three enablers and barriers were then assessed via Chi2. Top
Practices fully or partially in place are shown in Table 20. Top enablers and barriers are
shown in Tables 12 and 13 and Tables 16 and 17 respectively. Table 21 indicates
statistically significant results when comparing practices that are fully or partially in
place and top enablers. Table 22 indicates statistically significant results when
comparing practices that are full or partially in place and top barriers. For several
practices, schools that have these practices in place more frequently choose “school
wellness committee” as an enabler compared to those that do not have those practices
in place (Table 21). When many practices are not in place, these schools more
frequently chose “Administrators” as a barrier (Table 22).
Table 20. Top practices by category that are fully in place or partially in place.

Category
My school district…

In my school district the superintendent…
In my school district the school wellness
committee…

My School district…

Regarding monitoring and
communication, my school district…

Regarding students, parents, and the
community, school district…

Practice
• Has a school wellness committee that addresses healthy
eating and physical activity in schools
• Has a school wellness committee that also addresses
health and wellness issues
• Appointed a designee to serve as a liaison between the
committee and the superintendent
• Meets at least 4 times per year
• Recommends and/or reviews district wide policies to
promote school wellness on a regular basis
• Identifies work still needed to be done in order to
accomplish the previous year’s goals and objectives
• Coordinates services related to healthy eating in schools
• Coordinates services related to physical activity in schools
• Provides nutrition and physical activity education for all
students
• Monitors the implementation of the wellness policy
• Requires the integration of nutrition and physical activity
goals into the overall improvement plan
• Requires the integration of overall health and well-being
(e.g., emotional, mental, social) goals into the overall
improvement plan
• Provides opportunities for parent(s) input on wellness
policy implementation
• Organizes and holds activities involving families to support
and promote overall health and well-being (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social, among students.
• Partners with community organizations to support and
promote overall health and well-being (e.g., emotional,
mental, social) among students.
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Category
Regarding funding my school district…

Practice
• Has secured internal funds to support wellness activities

My school district assures that all foods
and beverages sold or served to students
during the day meet the Massachusetts
State Nutrition Stands and Federal
guidelines for food and beverages sold as
or served at…

•
•
•

A la carte items (e.g., snacks) in school cafeterias
Classroom celebrations
School stores

Table 21. Comparison of top practices reported as fully or partially in place and top enablers.

Practice – Fully or Partially in Place
Has a school wellness committee that
addresses healthy eating and physical
activity in schools
Has a school wellness committee that
also addresses health and wellness
issues
Appointed a designee to serve as a
liaison between the committee and
the superintendent
Appointed a designee to serve as a
liaison between the committee and
the superintendent
Meets at least 4 times per year
Recommends and/or reviews district
wide policies to promote school
wellness on a regular basis
Identifies work still needed to be
done in order to accomplish the
previous year’s goals and objectives
Coordinates services related to
healthy eating in schools
Coordinates services related to
physical activity in schools
Monitors the implementation of the
wellness policy
Requires the integration of nutrition
and physical activity goals into the
overall improvement plan
Requires the integration of overall
health and well-being (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social) goals into
the overall improvement plan

Selected this
enabler and have
practice In place
41%

Selected this
enabler and do
NOT have
practice in place
14%

P*
<0.001

School Wellness
Committee

42%

21%

0.001

Administrators

49%

30%

0.012

School Wellness
Committee

46%

22%

0.002

School Wellness
Committee
School Wellness
Committee

45%

18%

<0.001

44%

22%

0.001

School Wellness
Committee

44%

27%

0.006

School Wellness
Committee
School Wellness
Committee
School Wellness
Committee
School Wellness
Committee

41%

13%

<0.001

40%

22%

0.014

45%

26%

0.001

45%

26%

0.001

School Wellness
Committee

43%

29%

0.025

Selected Enabler
School Wellness
Committee
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Practice – Fully or Partially in Place
Provides opportunities for parent(s)
input on wellness policy
implementation
Organizes and holds activities
involving families to support and
promote overall health and wellbeing (e.g., emotional, mental, social,
among students
Organizes and holds activities
involving families to support and
promote overall health and wellbeing (e.g., emotional, mental, social,
among students.
Partners with community
organizations to support and promote
overall health and well-being (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social) among
students
Has secured internal funds to support
wellness activities
Classroom celebrations
School stores

Selected this
enabler and have
practice In place
47%

Selected this
enabler and do
NOT have
practice in place
23%

P*
<0.001

School
Foodservice/
Nutrition Staff

45%

59%

0.007

School Wellness
Committee

43%

31%

0.025

School Wellness
Committee

43%

28%

0.007

Administrators

53%

40%

0.022

Selected Enabler
School Wellness
Committee

Administrators
48%
34%
0.029
School
48%
66%
0.036
Foodservice/
Nutrition Staff
* Only statistically significant results are presented, test statistic Chi2, statistical significance set at p<0.05
Table 22. Comparison of top practices reported as fully or partially in place and top barriers.

Top Practice – Fully or Partially
Meets at least 4 times per year
Identifies work still needed to be
done in order to accomplish the
previous year’s goals and objectives
Coordinates services related to
healthy eating in schools
Coordinates services related to
physical activity in schools
Provides nutrition and physical
activity education for all students
Monitors the implementation of the
wellness policy
Requires the integration of nutrition
and physical activity goals into the
overall improvement plan

Selected this
enabler and have
practice In place
41%

Selected this
enabler and do
NOT have
practice in place
26%

P*
0.011

20%

31%

0.027

Administrators

21%

37%

0.011

Administrators

19%

46%

<0.001

Administrators

21%

35%

0.023

Administrators

18%

38%

<0.001

Administrators

16%

41%

<0.001

Selected barrier
Classroom
Teachers
Administrators
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Top Practice – Fully or Partially
Requires the integration of overall
health and well-being (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social) goals into
the overall improvement plan
Provides opportunities for parent(s)
input on wellness policy
implementation
Organizes and holds activities
involving families to support and
promote overall health and wellbeing (e.g., emotional, mental, social,
among students.
Partners with community
organizations to support and promote
overall health and well-being (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social) among
students
Has secured internal funds to support
wellness activities
Has secured internal funds to support
wellness activities
Classroom celebrations
Classroom celebrations
Meets at least 4 times per year

Selected this
enabler and have
practice In place
18%

Selected this
enabler and do
NOT have
practice in place
34%

P*
0.002

Administrators

18%

32%

0.003

Administrators

17%

31%

0.002

Administrators

18%

33%

0.001

Classroom
Teachers
Administrators

33%

45%

0.048

17%

29%

0.018

Classroom
Teachers
Administrators
Classroom
Teachers
Administrators

37%

56%

0.004

19%
41%

40%
26%

<0.001
0.011

Selected barrier
Administrators

Identifies work still needed to be
20%
31%
0.027
done in order to accomplish the
previous year’s goals and objectives
Coordinates services related to
Administrators
21%
37%
0.011
healthy eating in schools
Coordinates services related to
Administrators
19%
46%
<0.001
physical activity in schools
*Only statistically significant results are presented, test statistic Chi2, statistical significance set at p<0.05

B. Interview Analysis and Results
Interview transcripts were analyzed using NVivo version 12. A codebook with themes based
on the initial quantitative survey was developed (Appendix J). Two research team members
(CW and ML) reviewed transcripts. To determine interrater reliability a random sample of
three transcripts were select and reviewed for themes by both reviewers. Results were
compared and discrepancies (less than 95% agreement) were discussed until consensus was
reached.
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1. Enablers
Qualitative data related to enablers was reviewed and coded to themes and subthemes
(subnode). A total of 43 respondents provided data related to enablers totaling 308
subnode references. Forty-two of the 43 respondents indicated People as the biggest
enabler followed by Wellness Culture (n=19) and Implementation of Wellness Policy
(n=12). A full overview of themes and quotes are available in Appendix T. Data is listed
in order of largest number respondents (n) of the main node. The totals in the main
node also include the subnodes, and reflect an aggregated total. In all but one instance
in the subnodes (Other School Staff), the sequential order of largest to smallest number
of respondents corresponds to the largest to smallest number of references (ref). An
overview of the most commonly mentioned subthemes from the top three themes are
provided below.
Within the theme of People, the most commonly mentioned subthemes included
Administrators (n=25, ref=56), the School Wellness Committee (n=17, ref=35) and
Parents and Families (n=13, ref=24) as enablers. A variety of comments included the
importance of having the support of administration.
If you don't have a good strong administrative support group, let's just say,
then you can't justify why you're asking people to initiate wellness programs
or wellness initiatives. You need those people to back you up and to…offer
funding and to say “yes, these are important” – 09_B
…it really has to come from the principals of the school to make it known that
[classroom celebrations with food are] not allowed and why it isn't all right –
25_B
… superintendent who buys in and agrees with what needs to happen…willing
to say no this is what we're gonna do… – 68_T
I think the biggest thing is we have a superintendent who sits at every
meeting with the assistant superintendent … –73_T
Comments related to the School Wellness Committee included a focused on
involvement and people in different roles contributing to and driving the
committee.
we've got a good mix of people who come from various walks of life directly
connected with the school and from the outside – 40_T
There are parents who are really involved and school staff who are really
interested and they meet regularly and come up with ideas that really drive
change and new wellness policies and continuations of policies. –109_E
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…members that are dedicated to the wellness team and that they also not
only participate in the district wellness team but that they have wellness
teams within each of their own schools so that they can really implement the
wellness activities that we desire but also help to make sure that people are
following the wellness policy. –25_B
So the people that are involved directly are very involved and very
helpful…we're sort of like the core six I guess because we're the ones that are
driving 95% of everything. –23_B
The subtheme of Parents included comments related to the level of involvement,
support and buy-in to the concept of wellness.
We are trying our best and I think succeeding in having more parent and
family buy in. So they are becoming an enabler. –92_E
I have very passionate parents…they have to see the need for any kind of
initiative or program that you're doing…one thing I've found is getting an
initiative into a school- if it is not pushed by our main stakeholders, which is
parents and kids, or parents, it does not necessarily go over well or is not well
received. –06_B
…we can expose students to a lot of different ideas and foods and healthy
concepts. But parents really taking the next step is super important. – 10_B
Within the theme of Wellness Culture (n=19, ref=35), the subtheme of Overall Wellness
Culture contained the majority of references (ref=33). Many described this concept as
“buy-in” or an overall priority placed on wellness. The buy-in of all the players (inside
school and parents/families) into a wellness culture was key to success.
We have a wellness policy that doesn't just sit on a shelf. We actually use it.
We hold people to it. Everyone's aware of it. So now it's just kind of a culture
here…if you want to do any kind of a fundraiser, there's a fundraising
form…like three people who sign off on it. –20_B
I’ve seen a lot of time when the administrators take a stand on the Wellness
Policy, then teachers are more apt to follow it and therefore it kind of trickles
down…It would go from the superintendent to schools to the teachers to the
parents to you know so on and so forth secretaries et cetera…if they believe
in it, if it's something that they find value for the students, they are more
interested to make time in that curriculum for it. – 107_E
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In my opinion the biggest enabler for X is the buy in. We have many people on
our committee who are very committed to wellness of the children and our
faculty in the public schools . –73_T
We are very lucky in our district that the community definitely support us.
[The parents and students] are willing and able to participate in programs
and turn out. I think it's having that community – parents, teachers, staff –
all working for the common goal. And we're very fortunate we have that. –
86_T
Within the theme of School Wellness Implementation, the subthemes of Policy
Implementation and Service Coordination received the most references, 7 and 8
respectively. Several comments within these subthemes refenced the importance of
communication and enforcement.
We do a wellness fair every year and that activity is hugely helpful [with]
trying to communicate some other pieces of the policy there. –108_E
[We] also conduct periodic surveys to see how effective the existing wellness
policy is [or if people] have any questions or concerns that we can address,
which has been very helpful in the past. We found a couple of things that
were misunderstood…So we were able to clear it up. –40_T
There needs to be communication that occurs between the central office
where the policy is developed in response to regulations and then its
execution in the buildings by either principals or staff members such as the
wellness directors or food service directors…Having a vehicle around which
communication can occur so that the policy is known and understood and
questions can be asked with respect to its implementation are important…–
46_E
2. Barriers
Qualitative data related to barriers was reviewed and coded to themes and subthemes
(subnode). A total of 42 respondents provided data related to barriers totaling 237
subnode references. Thirty-one of the 42 respondents indicated Implementation of the
Wellness Policy as the biggest barrier followed by People (n=25) and Food Availability
(n=19). A full overview of themes and quotes are available in Appendix U. Data is listed
in order of largest number respondents (n) of the main node. The totals in the main
node also include the subnodes, and reflect an aggregated total. In all subnodes the
sequential order of largest to smallest number of respondents corresponds to the
largest to smallest number of references (ref). An overview of the most commonly
mentioned subthemes from the top three themes are provided below.
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Within the theme of Implementation, the most commonly mentioned subthemes
included Policy Implementation (n=20, ref=39), Planning and Coordination (n=13,
ref=19) and Service Coordination (n=7, ref=14). Many commented that implementing or
enforcing the food-related rules was a challenge. Other issues included being able to
translate the policy into practice or having the time to plan and coordinate wellnessrelated activities. Some respondents mentioned the idea of people working in vacuums
or not being aware of the policies and then violating the policy because no one is
overseeing.
We think we draft a pretty good policy. But who is the person that actually
says to that high school teacher, “You can’t be serving those doughnuts”. –
54_E
…if the parent isn't going to follow the rules…it's not like they're breaking a
big law. They can feed their kids what they want to feed them. I mean it's
their child. So a wellness policy is only as good as selling it. And then people
buying into it. –34_B
…making sure that everyone is on the same page with the wellness policy and
that they understand it and not try to manipulate the wellness policy. –25_B
[When there’s a basketball game] they're selling candy and that's all a
violation of the Wellness Policy. The Wellness Policy was started before I even
started working in this district, and the big question among the nurses was
because the nurse leader helped make the policy, who is going to police it? –
83_T
…time contingents in the schools, like sometimes they won't think they have
enough time to either extend the lunches or extend recess time or things like
that. It’s always, always a battle –33_B
There are a lot of competing demands for our attention and time. Wellness is
one of those things that may fall into that category [with a] multitude of
initiatives or mandates that can sometimes be a challenge. –46_E
…it's challenging for the policy to fall under food services only because it
requires implementation of certain curriculum things within the school, and
the two don't always work together in that respect. –108_E
There is a lot of different focuses on wellness and what does that mean. It
depends on who’s lens you looking through – as a physical educator, as a
health educator or nutrition or school psychologist – what is the focus. It has
to be someone’s job to look at the whole picture not just through their lens or
expertise. –86_T
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Within the theme of People (n=25, ref=79) the most common barriers included Parents
and Families (n=12, ref=20), Administrators (n=10, ref=19), and Classroom Teachers
(n=6, ref=9). Participants struggled to get parents onboard with fundraising policies that
restricted sales of certain food. Parents also were sometimes resistant when it came to
rules about sending only healthy foods for lunch or celebrations. Administrators were
mentioned as barriers when they lacked support or prioritization of wellness policies.
Classroom teachers who lacked knowledge of and/or “disregarded” wellness policies
were also notable barriers.
It was the parents and the kids who fought it for a long time. If there is not
that buy in, it is very hard to start a policy. If they see that this is taking
something away from them or restricting them, then there's not going to be
that support for it. –06_B
Sometimes the PTO [can be challenging], particularly at the younger age
level, where they'll do fundraisers that may be outside of what we
recommend such as selling pies and cookie dough. –13_B
Well I’ve got to tell you a lot of it's the parents [and] what they’re sending in
for snack and lunch. That would be considered a barrier. 106_E
“Why can't we have pizza parties when…?” A lot of time there's some
negative kick back from the students and the parents. “Why can't you
celebrate? Why do we have to celebrate birthdays or holidays with nonfood?” –113_E
…what we do here and trying to keep that up at home might be sort of a
barrier. You know so they come here they move, they eat good food, they
learn about vaping, [and then] they go home. Maybe the message is slightly
different or maybe there's a restriction and they're unable to do any of that…–93_E
[The Assistant Principal/District Wellness Liaison has] never shown up for a
meeting. He will respond to emails or phone calls, but he's never been to a
meeting. He doesn't really offer any direct support. –23_B
…in the past when we've had administrators who didn't feel that the wellness
program was as high on the ladder of importance as other things going on in
the school. –34_B
…sometimes it feels like our administration isn’t supportive in reinforcing the
value of the wellness policies with the staff who don't want to carry them
through. –109_E
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Quite often you'll get teachers that, regardless of the fact that you have
policies in place, will disregard them. –09_B
…teachers who said, “We don't understand why we can't reward a class if
they're doing well”. –40_T
Within the theme of Food Availability (n=19, ref=46), Party and Event Food (n=11,
ref=20) and School Groups Food (n=8, ref=11) were most commonly mentioned.
Conflict between long-standing school food/celebration traditions and the school
wellness policy were evident in many cases. Several respondents also noted challenges
when it came to enforcing healthier standards for the foods typically served/sold during
school groups’ fundraisers.
…sometimes people who have been in the system a long time and they have
Valentine parties with the parade of cupcakes coming in and things like that.
We don't do that anymore. –13_B
The years that it started…food in classrooms was kind of a hot button issue.
People not being able to bring cupcakes for their son’s or daughter's birthday.
It hit people where it hurt in terms of traditions. It kind of stayed in the
limelight for a couple of years, but then it kind of just fell apart. –17_B
…people want to have their cupcakes for their kid's birthday and certain
schools have gone beyond the Wellness Policy and said, “No, there are not
going to be cupcakes at parties,” but other schools have not. –28_B
…biggest barrier that we've run into has to do with classroom teachers who
have done certain activities with their classes over the years, and they don't
want to stop doing them. –29_B
…different clubs or snack huts…all these different things are trying to raise
money. They're not doing it with apples and the things that we're serving for
lunch every day. –10_B
…we can set out some recommendations and provide them with healthy
options … but that's not always forced after school. –13_B
…one of the trickiest things for us is fundraisers. I'm sure is the case with all
school systems, where people will tell us our biggest fundraiser is the cookie
dough sale or the pie sale. –40_T
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3. SWITCH Coalition Activities
Interviewees were asked to rate how likely they were to attend a SWITCH Summit, use a
Wellness-related website, and use an Event Guide (Appendix V). The Summit was
envisioned by coalition members to be a one day “conference” which included wellnessrelated workshops and activities. The Wellness-related website would include best
practices and other resources to support school wellness efforts. The Event Guide was
described as a document to provide a list of activities to support wellness week
activities. Ratings were based on a 5 point scale with 1 being not likely and 5 being very
likely at all to participate in the summit or use the website or event guide.
Summit
Nearly 23% of respondents (n=9) reported that they were very unlikely or unlikely to
attend a Summit. The primary reason given for not attending was related to time. Four
participants were neutral on attending and 26 were likely or very likely to attend a
Summit. Participants who reported that they were neutral, likely or very likely to attend
were asked what activities/topics they would like to see at a summit.
Respondents were interested in a Summit highlighting best practices and testimonials
from other schools/districts. They want to learn how to increase buy-in and get more
people involved. Participants also mentioned wanting to network with others to discuss
successes, challenges, and simply what other schools are doing. Interactive
trainings/sessions were desired as hands-on ways to engage attendees, especially
“cafeteria” staff. Finally, respondents thought that the Summit could provide resources
related to specific topics including but not limited to: menu-planning, production, “how
to” lists, procuring funding, wellness promotion, and social media utilization. Two
participants indicated they were unsure what SWITCH was and several indicated that
they felt additional assessments regarding current practices and needs within schools is
important.
Full quotes are available in Appendix V. Below are highlights taken from full quotes.
Information has been categorized and edited for clarity.
What is SWITCH?
• Don't know much about the SWITCH Coalition
• Didn't really know what SWITCH meant
Assessment
• Need to do more of an assessment within the district
• I wish that a group would actually go out in to schools everywhere and just go to the
café, to go to the cafeterias, and talk to kids
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•
•

I think better decisions could be made if just people took time to really listen and
find out what we're facing right now.
Focus on really doing kind of assessing and setting goals and objectives each year

Best Practices
• Testimonials
• Hear what others do
• Demonstrations of policies or effective policies
• Examples of different goals people have used around the state or nationwide
• Keep us updated
• Letting them know why
• Curriculum strategy
Getting people involved
• How to get people involved
• Involvement by other school staff
• Getting the teachers buy in.
• Ways to get people on board
• Get the kids more involved
• Figure out ways to have the kids be the ones who are the ones interacting with the
information
Resources
• Educational activities
• How to access resources
• Menu planning
• Production
• Community organizations to plug in to
• A list of how to implement
Networking
• To kind of network and brainstorm and see how each district does it
• Always looking to see what other nurse leaders are doing
• Meet and greet and try to figure out what everybody else does for wellness
committee.
learning how other people do it what other people
• Discussion on how to engage other district staff
• Hearing from other communities, what's in their wellness policy
Training
• More hands-on training.
• More interactive training
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•
•

Future training.
Training for cafeteria staff and tips for how to get your administrators enthusiastic

Topics
• Emphasis on nutrition
• Importance of breakfast in the buildings
• Connecting all the dots
• Making connections between health and disease process and learning
• School gardening and hydroponic gardening
• Ways that clubs could make money
• Social media
• Ideas about wellness weeks and what to do
• Ideas for incentives for kids that would be easy, cost effective and realistic
• Alternative products that can be sold at fundraisers
• The different cultures, the different kids, the different types of problems that kids
face
• Hands on classes
• MassHealth state frameworks are being revised to be nice to have a workshop on
what those revisions are
• How to promote
• Reminder of the contracts on the legal aspects of the implementation
• Things related to all aspects of the wellness policy
Website
Only two participants indicated they were not likely or not very likely to use a wellness
website. The reasons for this were related to the priority (or lack of priority) and lack of
support related to the wellness policy in their district. Six respondents reported that
they were neutral on whether they would use a website and 34 indicated they were
likely or very likely to use this resource. Appendix V includes an overview of all the
quotes.
From a content perspective, participants were interested in a website that included a
collection of best practices. Success stories and examples of “things that are working” in
other schools were mentioned by participants. Many different types of resources were
mentioned. Resources to engage others focused on ways to engage families,
communities, regional partners, and students. Curriculum and activity resources related
to a number of content areas were also requested, for example ideas for healthy
celebrations, resources that could be used in the classroom, and resources that could be
used in the cafeteria. Specific tools including manuals, evaluation forms, webinars,
videos, PowerPoints were requested. Additionally, one participated requested a
“specific portal where we could upload all of our documents but everyone has access”.
Participants also indicated a number of topic areas that they would like to see covered
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on a website including parent education, how to involve the community, how to
promote, and funding. Respondents also desire information and “real research” related
to other wellness areas and challenging topics kids deal with such as dating and safety,
sun safety, substance use and abuse, etc.
From a design perspective, respondents requested that the site be “something that
applies to the whole district…something that doesn't cost money”, “…concise
information in one location”, and “…categorized in a way that it’s useful no matter who
is looking at this resource….”. Full quotes are available in Appendix V. Below are
highlights taken from full quotes. Information has been categorized and edited for
clarity.
Best practices
• Success stories
• Best practices or things that are working the best
• Best practices from other districts.
• What other people's challenges were
• Trends and issues that other districts are seeing
• How do public health experts put things into action
• More understanding of the different ways wellness can be done and different tools
that are out there
• Examples from different programs
• Examples of wellness policies and strategies for implementation
• Resources that we could use to help develop a good wellness policy
Resources to Engage Others
• Resources that engage families
• Educational materials for community
• Links to area or regional partners
• Resources for incentives for kids
• Resources to identify things in the youth risk behavior survey
• Resources that can be shared with students and parents
• Different ideas and strategies and links to how to connect to different organizations
• Resources that are age specific or age appropriate
Resources for Curriculum and Activities
• Ideas about wellness activities
• Resources that discuss programming networks
• Ideas for healthy celebrations, rewards, fundraisers
• Curriculum based ideas for seasonal celebrations
• Information about school versions and home versions of food
• Some curriculum or activities
• Resources to post information in the cafeterias
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•
•

Resources to back up time in the classroom
Really up-to-date curriculum that schools could tap into for implementing nutrition
and physical activity

Tools
• Guideline procedures
• How to manuals
• Evaluations
• Sample Standard Operating Procedures
• Sample policies
• Webinars
• Videos
• Sample PowerPoints
• Specific portal to upload documents
Topics Areas
• Parent education
• Staff professional development
• Ways of involving the community
• How to actively publicize
• Sun safety, sport safety, technology safety
• Dating and safety, STI’s, substance use and abuse
• Healthy choices for kid’s nutrition
• Instructional design
• Menu workshop
• Applying for grant funding
Event Guide for Wellness Week
Three of the 37 respondents indicated they were unlikely or very unlikely to use an
event guide for Wellness Week. Reasons for not using the guide included comments
such as “…not my area of expertise…I’m not an educator”, “It would have to be
supported by other administrators….” and “it would be difficult for us to interject one
more thing into the curriculum.” Eight participants reported feeling neutral on using the
guide and 26 were likely or very likely to use the guide.
Those interested in an event guide indicated that they would like it to include tools,
activities and resources. Toolkits, templates, a schedule of what to do, sample emails
and more are examples of useful tools that participants mentioned. Materials that
helped to get wellness policies started or could help motivate teachers or encourage
families to participate were also discussed. Wellness week tips, a timeline to track
activities, age appropriate resources, and specific curriculum-based ideas were also
requested. Finally, a number of topics were expressed including social and emotional
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wellness, how to get buy in, how to involve students, and how to bring the community
together. Full quotes are available in Appendix V. Below are highlights taken from full
quotes. Information has been categorized and edited for clarity.
Topics
• Recommendations for classroom activities
• Educational pieces around sleep
• Examples of different areas and practices that are working
• Wellness checks
• How to smoothly implement the policy and advocate for it
• How to get buy in from all your stakeholders
• Low cost ideas for events and activities
• How to get students involved
• Great ideas that have already been utilized and implemented and shared
• Different health problems
• Social emotional wellness
• People that can be brought into school for a wellness week
• How to bring the community together
• How to get buy in
• How to invite local politicians
• How to build a farmer's market at your school
• Ways to market wellness week
Resources
• A timeline for implementing activities
• Wellness week tips
• Educational pieces (information to educate about wellness week)
• Daily messages that can be used for parents, teachers, student population
• Ideas for different thing that could be included in a wellness fair
• Age appropriate resources (information for students of all ages)
• Resources for physical education and health staff
• Strategies/new ways of marketing our food
• Resources for incentives for kids
• Curriculum based ideas for seasonal celebrations
• Components for students, teachers, and staff
• Ideas for a wellness committee on how to change behavior
Activities
• Activities that we can use to get policy started
• Activities that are good for the students
• Ideas that give teachers some momentum
• Fun activities to use in the cafeteria that really engage students
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•
•
•

Ideas of activities and education plans, suggestions
Ideas for families after school activities
List of activities that can be done within schools

Tools
• Toolkits
• Posters
• Graphics
• Templates
• Helpful handouts
• Some signage to post
• Schedule of what to do
• Questionnaire for schools to fill out
• An email template to the teachers, to the home
• Little blurbs that one could put in school newsletters
C. Comparison of Survey and Interview Enablers and Barriers
There were several commonalities across survey and interview Top 3 responses regarding
people-related enablers and barriers (Figure 2). Among all participants (survey and
interview), Administrators was a common response (selected as a Top 3) as both an enabler
and barrier to implementing school wellness policies. School Wellness Committees was also
selected as a Top 3 enabler while Parents/Families and Classroom Teachers were also
common responses across both the survey and interviews. Additionally, Parents/Families
was a common theme across Interview enablers and barriers. Two responses stood out as
being dissimilar across groups. Survey respondents indicated School Food/Nutrition Service
staff as being a Top 3 enabler and Students being a Top 3 barrier.
There were also several consistent themes across survey and interview participants Top 5
School Wellness process-related enablers and barriers (Figure 3). Policy Implementation and
Coordination of Services/Activities were selected as enablers for both survey and interview
respondents. Additionally, selections related to time (time to plan and coordinate or
personnel time for activities); food (foods served by other school groups and foods served
at classroom parties or other social events); and funding for wellness policies were common
themes across barriers for both survey and interview participants. Themes between survey
enablers and barriers appeared more distinct however, commonalties were seen across
interview enablers and barriers. Including responses related to Funding, Wellness Culture,
and Policy Implementation. Several responses across groups also stood out as dissimilar.
For example, survey respondents indicated Overall nutrition and physical activity resources
and school wellness resources related to social and emotional health were an enabler.
Additionally, interview participants indicated that State Regulations were also a Top 5
enabler.
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Figure 2. Comparison of survey and interview people-related enablers and barriers
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Figure 3. Comparison of survey and interview process-related enablers and barriers.
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Phase 5. Advisory Board Meeting Brainstorming Activity
On June 11th, 2019 JSI held their annual Advisory Board Meeting. A preliminary review of data
from the School Wellness Assessment Survey and Interviews was presented to attendees
(N=18). Following the presentation, a brainstorming activity was conducted to help determine
the projects next steps.
Four stations were setup around the room. Instructions were read to the group to introduce
the activity (Appendix W). Stations represented the three proposed SWITCH activities (Summit,
Website, and Event Guide in support of Wellness Week). A fourth station was labeled as an
Innovation Station where participants could propose additional SWITCH activities. At each
station members were asked to brainstorm topics and resources for the particular station
where they were seated. In addition, members were asked to take into consideration barriers
and enablers, comments related to why someone wouldn’t participate, and the
resources/activities requested by the participants in the survey/interviews. A worksheet was
created for each station to help members collect ideas (Appendix X). In addition, members
were asked to write their main ideas on a flip chart placed at each station To help members
remember the enablers and barriers a list was shown on an overhead projector during the
activity (Appendix Y) Advisory meeting members cycled through each station.
At the conclusion of the activity all the flip charts and papers were collected. A facilitator
reviewed the information with the larger group for clarity and further discussion. Table 23
indicates the main theme and specific ideas from the Advisory Board Members for each
SWITCH Activity.
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Table 23. Advisory committee meeting brainstorming activity.

Activity
Summit

Main Theme
Specific Ideas
Panel for the Summit • Panel representatives from districts that have overcome barriers
(principals, parents, students). Also include social and emotional aspects of
wellness.
• Expanding the panel to environmental groups, social/emotional learning
groups with varied grade levels
• Use experts in panel
• Panels
o Principals
o Get K-12 student input/ideas
o Parents/caregivers
o Engage diverse perspectives and cultural differences
Workshops
• Have different tracks for areas of specialization to appeal to a broad
audience
• Highlight Wellness Week
• Lesson Demos – SnapEd, Farm to School, School sports, BOKs, PlayWorks,
meditation (Boston Buddha)
o Show teachers lessons – teachers are the students
• Piloted wellness week presentation
o Video show how the week went and present at the summit
• Breakouts at the summit to highlight specifics of the wellness week to
showcase the activities
• Workshop – how to win friends and influence people
• Testimonial from experts – value and trust
o Use experts in different tracks
• Not just food-related information but overall wellness – SAAD, SAP, SPED
• Go beyond food/nutrition
o Mental health, environmental
• Have some districts pilot wellness week
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Activity

Main Theme

Specific Ideas
o Have present lessons learned at summit
• Breakouts at summit to dive deeper into wellness week activities
• Funding workshop – funding sources/tools
• Wellness for Staff
• Wellness mindfulness (invite Buddhist or a meditation leader)

Other Thoughts

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Support development of action plan, highlight commitments made by
attendees
Team focused/attend as a team
Enable virtual engagement
Maximize technological engagement –
o populate a word cloud
If coalition members want logos on website/recognition must commit to
certain things. Can be a list that they pick a specific amount from.
How to engage people in process – share success, stories, toolkits
Resource Room – there is so much already out there
Fun ways to let clubs make money in keeping with policy
o Walk a thon
o Auction
Do a “photo booth” type event at the summit where participants can write
their comments on a lunch tray or plate cut-out. Invite family/parents or
host a parent night and do the same photo booth activity. Engage social
media with permission
Work to re-frame wellness as positive. Work to build family/parent
engagement from the ground up. If we build ground swell then could be
easier to implement wellness policies & build community and create
excitement
How do we keep enthusiasm afterward?
Are we missing students here??
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Activity
Website

Main Theme
Ideas for Design

Tools

Specific Ideas
• Clarify target audience
• Linking between websites/collaboration with partners or websites –
assessed regularly
• Solution focused - not what we can’t do, what we can do!
o Tie into a blog for this
• Celebrate and highlight all types of wellness
o Mental, social, emotional, financial, spiritual, familial, environmental
o Engage families with programs around complete wellness
o How to help each student “be the best them”
o Not just about achievement, but a well-rounded student and person
• Provide a resource that supports their jobs – CEU
• Branded website and materials
o Branded downloadable resources
• Cont. Ed. Aligning with professional development goals.
• Link to “famous informercial” for websites
• School committee swap of information
o Surrounding towns
• Include Best practices
• Way to submit ideas and materials
• Clear format easy to navigate
o Streamline the collection of resources
• Solution focused on what you can do
o What you can do or can serve
o Keep it positive
• Provide a link from website that teachers visit back to the wellness website
• Creating positive interactions with parents
• Policy and procedure templates
• Grant writing “101” resources
• Share a link find a resource
o Funders list – EoS, banks, foundations etc.
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Activity

Main Theme

Event Guide

Participation

Materials

Specific Ideas
o Engage grant writer in District (if exists)
• Sample Wellness Policies
o Consider diverse perspectives
o Consider all types of wellness
o Connect to student success and wellness
• Family/parental engagement
o Parents to parents
 Is it possible to have a parent section on website
 Reddit on website
o School to parents and parents to schools
• Videos from various wellness week activities – Best Practices
• Video from summit
• Sample email to targeted audiences to generate enthusiasm
• Section to submit ideas or resources to share
• Provide social media access
o Hashtag
o Submit pictures
o Etc.
• Provide policy/procedure template and rules and regulations
• Continued education – supporting their role button/link on websites they
are visiting
• Teachers
o Provide lessons, curriculum
• Invite farmers
• Can FSU Nutrition students/interns help out with ideas?
• Ask K-12 students for input?
• Provide prizes, recognition
• Website source for solution instead of the event guide. The website is the
living event guide
• Break down by position in tool kit
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Activity

Main Theme

Specific
Events/Activities

Promotion

Specific Ideas
• Provide sample emails
• Sample daily kick-off activities etc.
• Administrators/principals
o Lead does kick off each day
o Morning activity each day
o Market before-hand
• Staff meeting
o Provide sample presentations
• Need a resource on the guidance on what and who to include for all
wellness-related activities such as social emotional wellness
• Events/activities - list how to’s
o Wheel of nutrition
o Bingo/trivia
o Build a tray (for newbies)
o Recipe submission contest (do the same for physical activity,
meditation, etc.)
o March madness
o Nutrition education month challenge
o Principal daily messages
o Nutrition Olympics
o Physical activity challenge
o Recipe throw-down
o Downloadable materials – print off and use for media, customize
brand template – example poster, buttons
o Sample presentations to staff
o Sample daily lead off
• Cafeteria activities
o Nutrition Olympics, stickers, free stuff
o Farm to school
• Branding – logo/slogan etc.
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Activity

Innovation Station

Main Theme

Specific Ideas
• Local cable, menus, social media, digital menu board
o elected officials, invite local farmers
• Staff meeting
o wellness = school culture
• Ask Governor to be involved
• Commitment from all the collaborators to retweet #
Ideas for
• Buy 2 get a third registration free
Engagement/Support • Contest for best practices
o Incorporate use of social media in contest
• Student videos/contest during National School Lunch Week, School
Breakfast Week
• Awards given after pictures submitted via website and voted on
• Team involvement to attend (not just food service)
• Outreach to administration – superintendent, MASBO, school committee,
etc.
• Support parent and staff team building event
o Develop ToT for this event type
• Present wellness week initiatives at MA teachers conference
• Create a wellness tagline “Wellness, it’s everyone’s job!”
• Press to write an article – Globe
• Need to incorporate cultural traditions/considerations into wellness
policies, so that everyone feels included/engaged
• Family and community engagement event(s) during the year
o Feature student works (arts, video, writing)
o Engage diverse community groups – Invite them to attend
 Representation “Who is at the table? Who is making the
decisions?”
 Sharing around a topic or conversation prompt
 Invite elected community officials
 Include local libraries and book lists to support wellness
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Activity

Main Theme

Resources

Specific Ideas
o Family – photo type event as an incentive to attend. Get a cool
family pic taken and printed/emailed at no cost
o Seed planting event
o Theme regular events around major events in the area
 Marathon
• Could have pilot communities/schools to work on the engagement piece
o Example – The community at-large, community groups, faith groups.
Try to get input from everyone who represents the diverse make-up
of the school/community. Use the “focus group” to inform our
process and programs. Listen, Representation, Collaboration
• Planning checklist (worksheet) for schools to use to organize solutions for
each whole child category (CDC may have but we could promote)
• Switch coalition – provides resources – experts from all areas
• Calendar of all kinds of “health” months/weeks to plan year and activities
(e.g., National nutrition month, heart health, physical activity
• Informercial/public service announcement
• Create a grant for districts to apply
• Empowerment strategies
o For teachers
o For parents/families
o For students
o For admin
o For ?
• How to win friends/influence people
 Advocate for other interest/changes
 Highlight positive chances that have happened or highlight
individuals for contribution recognition
o How to tell a story
o Support a team building staff/parent event
• Develop a tool kit that creates a grass roots movement
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TAKE TO SCHOOL MESSAGES
A. Practices
1. Practices varied across schools; however, offering a la carte items that meet the State
Nutrition Standards and Federal guidelines and providing nutrition and physical activity
education for all students were reported to be fully/partially in place by 80% of survey
participants. While offering a la carte items that meet State and Federal standards was
a common practice in cafeterias, foods offered/served outside the cafeteria was a
common barrier. Food clearly has an important role in school wellness but it can have a
both a positive and negative impact. Food offered/served outside the cafeteria may
need to have a greater focus.
2. Data from this report can be used to set the benchmark for individual school wellness
practices. Additionally, practices that have less than 80% of schools reporting
fully/partially in place should be a focus of trainings and resources.
B. Enablers and Barriers
1. Administrators can make or break a school wellness policy. Administrators set the tone
and have the power to create and instill a positive wellness culture. A targeted
approach to administrators, outlining the benefits and the return on investment (in
terms of student achievement) may be beneficial. In addition, seeking out
administrators who embody best practices to be representatives at SWITCH-related
activities may help in setting the example to others.
2. Having an active School Wellness Committee makes it easier for schools to implement
wellness policies. Continued support for schools who currently have a wellness
committee fully or partially in place is important but equally important is leveraging the
success of these successful schools to help others.
3. Many people act as barriers for school wellness policies including Administrators,
Parents/Families, and Classroom Teachers. These are and will continue to be challenges
to the implementation of school wellness policies. SWITCH-related activities should
focus on methods for gaining acceptance, buy-in, and participation from these groups at
the local and state level.
4. The level of implementation of a school’s wellness policy can act as an enabler and a
barrier. While it may seem simplistic to say level of implementation directs how this
variable is viewed, the fact that implementation is clearly on the mind of respondents is
important. Shifting the view of implementation from a barrier to an enabler may help
create a more positive overview of school wellness as a whole. Ultimately this is the
role of SWTICH, to connect schools with trainings and resources to make
implementation of school wellness policies easier.
5. There are distinct barriers to the implementation of school wellness policies including
time to plan or conduct activities, the challenge of foods served/sold in classrooms or by
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other groups not meeting state and federal guidelines and funding for wellness policies.
These are again challenges which are likely to continue and therefore should be a focus
of SWITCH-related programs and activities.
C. SWITCH Coalition Activities
1. Of the three proposed activities (Summit, Website and Event Guide) and based on the
analysis of descriptive statistics, participants were less likely to attend a Summit then
use the other proposed resources. The primary reason given for not attending a Summit
was time which correlates to time as a barrier in implementing school wellness policies.
In light of this, a focus on creating time saving resources (i.e., website and event guide
material) may be helpful.
2. The brainstorming activity at the JSI Advisory Board meeting conducted on June 11th,
2019 revealed several interesting suggestions which upon analysis correlate to identified
barriers and provide a potential focus for next steps.
a. Develop a website to become the portal for all wellness-related information
including the event guide. Resources should be solution focused, easy to use
and implement, and free. (barrier – time, funding)
b. Establish content on the website for each group of people (e.g., administrators,
teachers, parents, etc.) identified as a barrier. This approach may make it easier
for these groups to participate in school wellness by reducing the time to locate
materials and provide resources free of charge. (barrier – people, time, and
funding)
c. Create a free tool kit with sample wellness policies, templates, activities, scripts,
etc. (barrier – policy implementation, time, funding)
d. Create an upbeat and fun infomercial which can be used on the website and be
distributed to other groups at local and state levels. (barrier – people)
e. Look to those who are successful in implementing wellness policies as the role
models of best practices for others. (barriers – people)
D. General Thoughts
1. Training was not identified as a top enabler or barrier to implementing school policies.
Despite this, the SWITCH Coalition, DESE, and JSI may be perfectly leveraged to fill the
current gap in training resources for the implementation of school wellness polices.
2. Continuing to assess school’s wellness-related needs and prioritizing identified needs
and wants may be helpful in shifting the current negative perception of school wellness
as being a top down mandate and bottom up effort.
3. Reframing wellness as a positive vs. negative process and shifting the wellness culture
within schools may take time. Food is a major component of the culture of a place and
of its people. Food is tied to rituals, traditions, feelings of belonging as well as learning
and health. Food is also tied to financial aspects within and outside the cafeteria walls
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(i.e., fundraising). Food is multifaceted! As a result, it may take time to convince all the
necessary stakeholders that school wellness is not just something to check off the list
but something that is integral to the growth and development of students and the
school culture.
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Appendix A – Feedback from Advisory Board Meeting June 2018
Summit Ideas for sessions included:
1. Showcase best practices/Success story panels
a. Superintendent led success stories
b. Student led success stories
2. Shark Tank style pitch of a wellness idea with winning pitch receiving a grant to
implement
3. School wellness 101
a. Policy information
b. Committee formation
c. Implementation how to’s
Additional content ideas included:
A. Research & academic success
B. Hot trends in health and nutrition
C. How to build community around wellness (e.g., through community gardens)
D. Foods meeting federal and MA guidelines
a. Healthy fundraising – offering healthy approaches
b. Food used as a reward in school
c. Vending machines
i. What are the options
ii. Healthy snacks
iii. Stop Light Format
d. Cultural food menus to promote understanding
Concerns raised about the SWITCH Summit:
1. What are the needs and wants of schools?
a. Must define Wellness
b. What level are schools at?
c. Who is accountable/owns school wellness?
2. Districts need the support from the top down.
a. How will the SWITCH campaign be communicated to Superintendents, as they
are unlikely to attend the SWITCH Summit? Advisory board members felt this
should be addressed BEFORE a Summit is held.
3. How will schools not engaged in wellness be reached?
a. Will the SWITCH Summit be primary attended by successful school wellness
teams, rather than expanding reach?
4. Target audience for the Switch Coalition needs to be better defined
5. Parents and Teachers are not on the same page
a. Try to establish a grassroots effort with parents (PTO) to improve wellness
environment of the school.
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6. Media Outreach needed for Summit
Event Guide content ideas included:
• Add to school calendar
• Use resources that already exist (e.g., Harvest of the Month, Apple Crunch Day, etc).
• Be specific/prescriptive – schools would more likely implement if a specific plan is
provided
• Challenge each school to come up with activities as part of the Governor’s proclamation
– therefore they will do the work. Make it a competition with a recognition to increase
participation.
• Wellness theme throughout all school departments (e.g., Try it Tuesday (nutrition),
Wind down Wednesday (focus on mental health), etc).
• Health Fair for entire school community during Wellness week
• Encourage involvement
o Have the Governor Skype into all schools
o Get students involve
o Promote in media t increase awareness of wellness week
Concerns Raised about the SWITCH Event Guide:
• Sustainability of wellness week
o Another guide is likely to collect dust on a shelf
• Time
o Schools are too busy
• Coordination
o If wellness events are added, then something will be taken away (schools can
only do so much).
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Appendix B – Survey Delphi Round 1
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Appendix C – Final Survey
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Appendix D – Survey Recruitment Letter from MSWNA
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Appendix E – Interview Guide
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Appendix F – Initial Email to Confirm Interview
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Appendix G – Interview Reminder Email
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Appendix I – Interview Consent Form
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Appendix J – Interview Codebook
Node

Subnode

Subnode

Enablers

People

Administrators

Classroom teachers
PE teachers

School counselor

School foodservice/nutrition staff

Other school staff

School wellness committee

School wellness committee chair

Parents/families
Students

Definition
District or school level
leadership
Teachers who provide
subject-based
instruction in the
classroom
Teachers specifically
focused on physical
education
School counselor who
supports student
wellness (emotional,
mental, social)
Including food service
director/manager,
kitchen staff, nutrition
consultants, etc.
Other school staff not
accounted for in other
definitions, which may
include custodial or
maintenance staff,
administrative
assistants, school
nurse, etc.
Members of the school
wellness committee
who were identified as
such in the interview
Individual who leads
the school wellness
committee, who was
identified as such in
the interview
Parents, families, or
other caregivers of
students enrolled in
the school
Children enrolled in
the school
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Node

Subnode

Subnode

Community partners

Health promotion organizations
School Nurse
School Committee

Regulations/Policies Federal regulations

State regulations

Current wellness policy

Food Availability

A la carte

Definition
Individuals or
organizations external
to the school that are
involved in supporting
nutrition, physical
activity, and/or
wellness
Local/National health
promotion
organizations like
Alliance for Healthier
Generation, Project
Bread, New England
Dairy Council, etc.
Nursing or medical
staff
Regulations at the
federal level that
direct what districts
and schools
can/should do related
to nutrition, physical
activity and/or
wellness.
Regulations at the
state level that direct
what districts and
schools can/should do
related to nutrition,
physical activity and/or
wellness.
The structure of the
school wellness policy
as it currently existed
during the time of the
interview.
A la carte items (e.g.,
snacks, competitive
foods) sold in the
cafeteria
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Node

Subnode

Subnode

School groups food

Party/event food

Resources

Funding

Incentives

Nutrition/physical activity resources

School wellness resources

Wellness culture

Health/achievement connection
Overall wellness culture

Training

Definition
Foods sold by other
school groups (e.g.
vending machines,
fundraisers, school
stores)
Foods served at class
parties or other school
social events or used
as rewards
Funding in place to
support the school
wellness
policy/implementation
Any type of "incentive"
outside of money that
a school receives to
promote the
implementation of
wellness-related
activities. Ex.
equipment, donation
of fruits/vegetables,
visits by athletes, etc.
Overall nutrition and
physical activity
resources (e.g.,
curriculum and
materials)
Overall school wellness
(emotional, mental,
social) resources (e.g.,
curriculum and
materials)
Understanding
regarding the
connection between
student health and
achievement
School wide culture of
wellness

Training on
Nutrition/physical education training implementing nutrition
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Node

Subnode

Subnode

Health/wellness training
Implementation

Planning/coordination time

Personnel time

Policy implementation

Available staff

Service coordination

Other

Other barriers

Definition
education and physical
education
Training on
implementing overall
health and wellness
(emotional, mental,
social)
Time to plan and
coordinate wellnessrelated activities
Amount of time staff
has available within
their day to participate
in wellness-related
activities.
The way in which the
current district and/or
school wellness policy
is implemented
The number of staff
available to implement
wellness activities. This
is meant to understand
adequacy (or
inadequacy)
Relates to the
coordination of
activities across
departments/groups
involved in wellness
policies (i.e.
departments related to
physical activity, food
service, etc.)
Additional barriers
identified in the
interview that wasn't
accounted for in other
categories
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Node
Barriers

Subnode

Subnode

Students

Definition
District or school level
leadership
Teachers who provide
subject-based
instruction in the
classroom
Teachers specifically
focused on physical
education
School counselor who
supports student
wellness (emotional,
mental, social)
Including food service
director/manager,
kitchen staff, nutrition
consultants, etc.
Other school staff not
accounted for in other
definitions, which may
include custodial or
maintenance staff,
administrative
assistants, school
nurse, etc.
Members of the school
wellness committee
who were identified as
such in the interview
Individual who leads
the school wellness
committee, who was
identified as such in
the interview
Parents, families, or
other caregivers of
students enrolled in
the school
Children enrolled in
the school

Community partners

Individuals or
organizations external

Administrators

Classroom teachers
PE teachers

School counselor

School foodservice/nutrition staff

Other school staff

School wellness committee

School wellness committee chair

Parents/families
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Node

Subnode

Subnode

Health promotion organizations
School Nurse
School Committee

Regulations/Policies Federal regulations

State regulations

Current wellness policy

Food Availability

A la carte
School groups food

Definition
to the school that are
involved in supporting
nutrition, physical
activity, and/or
wellness
Local/National health
promotion
organizations like
Alliance for Healthier
Generation, Project
Bread, New England
Dairy Council, etc.
Nursing or medical
staff
Regulations at the
federal level that
direct what districts
and schools
can/should do related
to nutrition, physical
activity and/or
wellness.
Regulations at the
state level that direct
what districts and
schools can/should do
related to nutrition,
physical activity and/or
wellness.
The structure of the
school wellness policy
as it currently existed
during the time of the
interview.
A la carte items (e.g.,
snacks, competitive
foods) sold in the
cafeteria
Foods sold by other
school groups (e.g.
vending machines,
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Node

Subnode

Resources

Wellness culture

Training

Subnode

Definition
fundraisers, school
stores)

Foods served at class
parties or other school
social events or used
Party/event food
to reward
Funding in place to
support the school
wellness
Funding
policy/implementation
Any type of "incentive"
outside of money that
a school receives to
promote the
implementation of
wellness-related
activities. Ex.
equipment, donation
of fruits/vegetables,
Incentives
visits by athletes, etc.
Overall nutrition and
physical activity
resources (e.g.,
curriculum and
Nutrition/physical activity resources materials)
Overall school wellness
(emotional, mental,
social) resources (e.g.,
curriculum and
School wellness resources
materials)
Understanding
regarding the
connection between
student health and
Health/achievement connection
achievement
School wide culture of
Overall wellness culture
wellness
Training on
implementing nutrition
education and physical
Nutrition/physical education training education
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Node

Subnode

Subnode

Health/wellness training
Implementation

Planning/coordination time

Personnel time

Policy implementation

Available staff

Service coordination

Other

Other enablers

Definition
Training on
implementing overall
health and wellness
(emotional, mental,
social)
Time to plan and
coordinate wellnessrelated activities
Amount of time staff
has available within
their day to participate
in wellness-related
activities.
The way in which the
current district and/or
school wellness policy
is implemented
The number of staff
available to implement
wellness activities. This
is meant to understand
adequacy (or
inadequacy)
Relates to the
coordination of
activities across
departments/groups
involved in wellness
policies (i.e.
departments related to
physical activity, food
service, etc.)
Additional enablers
identified in the
interview that wasn't
accounted for in other
categories
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Node

Subnode

SWITCH
Questions SWITCH Summit

Subnode

Definition

Rating 1
Rating 2

Can you tell me why?
Can you tell me why?
What type of activities
would you like to see?
What type of activities
would you like to see?
What type of activities
would you like to see?
Can you tell me why?
Can you tell me why?
What type of
resources would you
like to see on the
website?
What type of
resources would you
like to see on the
website?
What type of
resources would you
like to see on the
website?

Rating 3
Rating 4

SWITCH Website

Rating 5
Rating 1
Rating 2

Rating 3

Rating 4

Rating 5
School Wellness
Week Event Guide

Rating 1
Rating 2
Rating 3
Rating 4
Rating 5

Can you tell me why?
Can you tell me why?
What would you like to
see in the School
Wellness Event Guide?
What would you like to
see in the School
Wellness Event Guide?
What would you like to
see in the School
Wellness Event Guide?
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Appendix K – List of Participating Schools
Public Schools
Abbott Memorial School
Abington: Abington High
Acton-Boxborough: Raymond J Grey Junior High
Acushnet: Acushnet Elementary School
Acushnet: Albert F Ford Middle School
Adams-Cheshire: Hoosac Valley Elementary School
Adams-Cheshire: Hoosac Valley High School
Adams-Cheshire: Hoosac Valley Middle School
Agawam: Agawam High
Agawam: Agawam Junior High
Amesbury: Amesbury High
Amesbury: Amesbury Middle
Amherst-Pelham: Amherst Regional High
Amherst: Crocker Farm Elementary
Andover: Andover High
Arlington: Arlington High
Arlington: Ottoson Middle
Ashburnham-Westminster: Oakmont Regional High School
Ashland: Ashland Middle
Assabet Valley Regional Vocational Technical: Assabet Valley Vocational High School
Athol-Royalston: Athol Community Elementary School
Athol-Royalston: Athol High
Athol-Royalston: Royalston Community School
Attleboro: Attleboro High
Avon: Avon Middle High School
Avon: Ralph D Butler
Ayer Shirley School District: Ayer Shirley Regional High School
Ayer Shirley School District: Page Hilltop Elementary School
Barnstable: Barnstable High
Bedford: Bedford High
Belchertown: Chestnut Hill Community School
Bellingham: Bellingham Memorial School
Belmont: Roger E Wellington
Belmont: Winthrop L Chenery Middle
Berkley: Berkley Community School
Berkshire Hills: Monument Valley Regional Middle School
Berlin-Boylston: Tahanto Regional High
Beverly: Beverly High
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Public Schools
Beverly: Beverly Middle School
Beverly: Centerville Elementary
Billerica: Billerica Memorial High School
Billerica: Marshall Middle School
Blackstone-Millville: Blackstone Millville RHS
Blackstone-Millville: Frederick W. Hartnett Middle School
Blue Hills Regional Vocational Technical: Blue Hills Regional Vocational Technical
Boston Public Schools
Boston Public Schools (district level)
Boston: Boston Arts Academy
Boston: Curley K-8 School
Boston: Dante Alighieri Montessori School
Boston: Gardner Pilot Academy
Boston: John F Kennedy
Boston: Josiah Quincy
Boston: Pauline Agassiz Shaw Elementary School
Bourne: Bourne High School
Bourne: Bourne Middle School
Bourne: Bournedale Elementary School
Bourne: Peebles Elementary School
Braintree: Braintree High
Bridgewater-Raynham: Bridgewater-Raynham Regional
Bristol County Agricultural: Bristol County Agricultural High
Bristol-Plymouth Regional Vocational Technical: Bristol-Plymouth Vocational Technical
Brockton: Brockton High
Brockton: Manthala George Jr. School
Brookline: Brookline High
Burlington: Burlington High
Cambridge: Cambridge Rindge and Latin
Cambridge: Graham and Parks
Cambridge: Peabody
Cambridge: Rindge Avenue Upper School
Cambridge: Vassal Lane Upper School
Canton: Canton High
Cape Cod Regional Vocational Technical: Cape Cod Region Vocational Technical
Carlisle: Carlisle School
Carver: Carver Middle/High School
Central Berkshire: Kittredge
Central Berkshire: Nessacus Regional Middle School
Chelmsford: Chelmsford High
Chelsea: Chelsea High
Chelsea: George F. Kelly Elementary
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Public Schools
Chicopee: Dupont Middle
Chicopee: Fairview Elementary
Clarksburg: Clarksburg Elementary
Clinton: Clinton Senior High
Cohasset: Cohasset Middle/High School
Collaborative (public day school)
Collaborative for Regional Educational Services and Training
Danvers: Danvers High
Dartmouth: Dartmouth High
Dartmouth: Dartmouth Middle
Dedham: Avery
Dedham: Dedham High
Deerfield: Deerfield Elementary
Dennis-Yarmouth Regional School District
Dennis-Yarmouth: Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High
Dennis-Yarmouth: Mattacheese Middle School
Dighton-Rehoboth: Dighton-Rehoboth Regional High School
District Level Billerica Public Schools
Douglas: Douglas Middle School
Dover-Sherborn: Dover-Sherborn Regional High
Dover: Chickering
Dracut: Dracut Senior High
Dracut: Justus C. Richardson Middle School
Dudley-Charlton Reg: Shepherd Hill Regional High
Duxbury: Duxbury High
Duxbury: Duxbury Middle
East Bridgewater: Central
East Bridgewater: East Bridgewater JR./SR. High School
East Longmeadow: East Longmeadow High
Easthampton: White Brook Middle School
Easton: Oliver Ames High
Edgartown: Edgartown Elementary
Essex North Shore Agricultural and Technical School District: Essex North Shore Agricultural and Technical
School
Everett: Everett High
Everett: Lafayette School
Fairhaven: East Fairhaven
Fairhaven: Fairhaven High
Fall River School District
Fall River: B M C Durfee High
Fall River: Morton Middle
Fall River: Talbot Innovation School
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Public Schools
Falmouth: Falmouth High
Farmington River Reg: Farmington River Elementary
Fitchburg: Fitchburg High
Foxborough: Charles Taylor Elementary
Framingham: Framingham High School
Franklin County Regional Vocational Technical: Franklin County Technical
Franklin School District
Franklin: Annie Sullivan Middle School
Franklin: Franklin High
Franklin: Parmenter
Freetown-Lakeville: Apponequet Regional High
Frontier: Frontier Regional
Gardner: Gardner High
Gardner: Waterford Street
Gateway: Gateway Regional High
Gill-Montague: Turners Fall High
Gloucester: East Gloucester Elementary
Gloucester: Gloucester High
Gloucester: Gloucester PreSchool
Grafton: Grafton High School
Granby: Granby Jr Sr High School
Greater Lawrence Regional Vocational Technical: Gr Lawrence Regional Vocational Technical
Greater Lowell Regional Vocational Technical: Gr Lowell Regional Vocational Technical
Greenfield Commonwealth Virtual District: Greenfield Commonwealth Virtual School
Greenfield: Discovery School at Four Corners
Greenfield: Greenfield High
Greenfield: Greenfield Middle
Greenfield: Newton School
Groton-Dunstable: Groton Dunstable Regional
Groton-Dunstable: Groton Dunstable Regional Middle
Hadley: Hadley Elementary
Hadley: Hopkins Academy
Halifax: Halifax Elementary
Hamilton-Wenham: Hamilton-Wenham Regional High
Hampden-Wilbraham: Minnechaug Regional High
Hampshire: Hampshire Regional High
Hanover: Hanover High
Hatfield Public School District
Hatfield: Hatfield Elementary
Hatfield: Smith Academy
Haverhill: Consentino Middle School
Haverhill: Haverhill High
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Public Schools
Haverhill: Silver Hill Elementary School
Hingham: Hingham High
Holbrook: Holbrook Middle High School
Holland: Holland Elementary
Holliston Public Schools (K-12 district)
Holliston: Holliston High
Holliston: Miller School
Holyoke Public Schools
Hopedale: Hopedale Jr Sr High
Hopkinton: Elmwood
Hudson Public Schools
Hudson: Hudson High
Hull: Lillian M Jacobs
Ipswich: Ipswich High
King Philip: King Philip Regional High
Lawrence: Alexander B Bruce
Lawrence: Emily G Wetherbee
Lawrence: Lawrence High School
Lawrence: Oliver Partnership School
Lee: Lee Elementary
Leicester: Leicester High
Leicester: Leicester Middle
Lenox: Lenox Memorial High
Leominster: Leominster High School
Leominster: Northwest
Lexington: Fiske
Lexington: Harrington
Lexington: Lexington High
Lincoln-Sudbury: Lincoln-Sudbury Regional High
Lincoln: Lincoln School
Littleton: Littleton High School
Lowell: Greenhalge
Lowell: James Sullivan Middle School
Lowell: Kathryn P. Stoklosa Middle School
Lowell: Lowell High
Lower Pioneer Valley CTEC
Ludlow: Ludlow Senior High
Ludlow: Paul R Baird Middle
Lunenburg: Lunenburg High
Lunenburg: Turkey Hill Elementary School
Lynn: Fecteau-Leary Junior/Senior High School
Lynn: Lynn English High
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Public Schools
Lynnfield: Lynnfield High
Lynnfield: Lynnfield Middle School
Malden: Beebe
Malden: Salemwood
Mansfield: Jordan/Jackson Elementary
Mansfield: Mansfield High
Marblehead: Glover
Marblehead: Marblehead High
Marlborough: 1 LT Charles W. Whitcomb School
Marshfield: Furnace Brook Middle
Marshfield: Marshfield High
Martha's Vineyard: Martha's Vineyard Regional High
Masconomet: Masconomet Regional High School
Mashpee: Mashpee High
Mashpee: Mashpee Middle School
Maynard: Fowler School
Maynard: Maynard High
Medfield: Medfield Senior High
Medford: Medford High
Medway- District
Mendon-Upton: Henry P Clough
Mendon-Upton: Nipmuc Regional High
Methuen: Comprehensive Grammar School
Methuen: Methuen High
Milford Public Schools
Milford: Milford High
Milford: Stacy Middle
Milford: Woodland
Millbury: Elmwood Street
Millis: Clyde F Brown
Milton: Milton High
Minuteman Regional Vocational Technical: Minuteman Regional High
Mohawk Trail: Mohawk Trail Regional High
Monomoy Regional School District: Harwich Elementary School
Monomoy Regional School District: Monomoy Regional High School
Monson: Quarry Hill Community School
Montachusett Regional Vocational Technical: Montachusett Regional Vocational Technical
Mount Greylock: Mt Greylock Regional High
Mount Greylock: Williamstown Elementary
Nantucket: Nantucket High
Narragansett: Baldwinville Elementary
Narragansett: Narragansett Middle
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Public Schools
Narragansett: Narragansett Regional High
Narragansett: Phillipston Memorial
Nashoba Valley Regional Vocational Technical: Nashoba Valley Technical High School
Nashoba: Nashoba Regional
Natick: Lilja Elementary
Natick: Natick High
Nauset School District
Nauset: Nauset Regional High
Needham: Needham High
Needham: Pollard Middle
New Bedford School District
New Bedford: John Avery Parker
New Bedford: New Bedford High
New Salem-Wendell: Swift River
Newburyport: Rupert A Nock Middle
Newton: Countryside
Newton: Newton North High
Norfolk County Agricultural: Norfolk County Agricultural
Norfolk: Freeman-Kennedy School
North Adams: Drury High
North Andover: Annie L Sargent School
North Andover: North Andover High
North Andover: Thomson
North Attleborough: Joseph W Martin Jr Elementary
North Attleborough: North Attleborough Middle
North Attleborough: Roosevelt Avenue
North Brookfield: North Brookfield Elementary
North Brookfield: North Brookfield High
North Middlesex: North Middlesex Regional
North Middlesex: Spaulding Memorial
North Reading: North Reading High
Northampton-Smith Vocational Agricultural: Smith Vocational and Agricultural High
Northampton: John F Kennedy Middle School
Northboro-Southboro: Algonquin Regional High
Northborough: Fannie E Proctor
Northborough: Lincoln Street
Northborough: Robert E. Melican Middle School
Northbridge: Northbridge Elementary
Northbridge: Northbridge High
Northeast Metropolitan Regional Vocational Technical: Northeast Metro Regional Vocational
Northern Berkshire Regional Vocational Technical: Charles McCann Vocational Technical
Norton: Henri A. Yelle
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Public Schools
Norton: J C Solmonese
Norton: Norton High
Norton: Norton Middle
Norwell: Norwell High
Norwood: John P Oldham
Norwood: Norwood High
Oak Bluffs: Oak Bluffs Elementary
Old Colony Regional Vocational Technical: Old Colony Regional Vocational Technical
Old Rochester: Old Rochester Regional High
Orleans: Orleans Elementary
Oxford: Oxford High
Palmer: Old Mill Pond
Palmer: Palmer High
Pathfinder Regional Vocational Technical: Pathfinder Vocational Technical
Peabody: J Henry Higgins Middle
Peabody: West Memorial
Pembroke: North Pembroke Elementary
Pembroke: Pembroke Community Middle School
Petersham: Petersham Center
Pioneer Valley: Northfield Elementary
Pioneer Valley: Pioneer Valley Regional
Pioneer Valley: Warwick Community School
Pittsfield Public School District
Pittsfield Public Schools
Pittsfield: Pittsfield High
Pittsfield: Silvio O Conte Community
Pittsfield: Williams
Plainville: Anna Ware Jackson
Plymouth: Manomet Elementary
Plymouth: Plymouth South Middle
Provincetown: Provincetown Schools
Quabbin: Quabbin Regional High School
Quaboag Regional: Quaboag Regional High
Quincy: Beechwood Knoll Elementary
Quincy: Clifford H Marshall Elementary
Ralph C Mahar: Ralph C Mahar Regional
Randolph: J F Kennedy Elementary
Randolph: Randolph High
Reading: Reading Memorial High
Revere: Abraham Lincoln
Revere: Garfield Elementary School
Revere: Paul Revere
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Public Schools
Revere: Revere High
Revere: Staff Sargent James J. Hill Elementary School
Rockland: Memorial Park
Rockport: Rockport High
Rowe: Rowe Elementary
Salem: Salem High
Salem: Salem Prep High School
Salem: Saltonstall School
Salem: Witchcraft Heights
Saugus: Saugus High
Scituate: Gates Middle School
Scituate: Scituate High School
Sharon: Sharon Early Childhood Center
Sharon: Sharon Middle
Shawsheen Valley Regional Vocational Technical: Shawsheen Valley Vocational Technical High School
Sherborn: Pine Hill
Shrewsbury: Shrewsbury Sr High
Shutesbury: Shutesbury Elementary
Silver Lake: Silver Lake Regional High
Silver Lake: Silver Lake Regional Middle School
Somerville: Albert F. Argenziano School at Lincoln Park
Somerville: Winter Hill Community
South Hadley: Michael E. Smith Middle School
South Shore Regional Vocational Technical: So Shore Vocational Technical High
Southbridge: West Street
Southern Worcester County Regional Vocational Technical: Bay Path Regional Vocational Technical High
School
Southwick-Tolland-Granville Regional School District: Woodland School
Spencer-E Brookfield: David Prouty High
Springfield Public Schools District
Springfield: Alfred G. Zanetti Montessori Magnet School
Springfield: Hiram L Dorman
Springfield: Kensington International School
Springfield: Roger L. Putnam Vocational Technical Academy
Springfield: Springfield Central High
Springfield: Springfield High School of Science and Technology
Stoughton: Stoughton High
Sudbury Public Schools - entire district
Sudbury: Peter Noyes
Sutton: Sutton High School
Swampscott: Swampscott High
Swansea: Joseph Case High
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Public Schools
Swansea: Mark G Hoyle Elementary
Tantasqua: Tantasqua Regional Jr High
Taunton: Taunton High
Tewksbury: Heath-Brook
Tisbury: Tisbury Elementary
Topsfield: Proctor Elementary
Topsfield: Steward Elementary
Tri-County Regional Vocational Technical: Tri-County Regional Vocational Technical
Triton: Salisbury Elementary
Truro: Truro Central
Uxbridge: Whitin Intermediate
Wachusett: Wachusett Regional High
Walpole: Fisher
Walpole: Old Post Road
Walpole: Walpole High
Ware: Stanley M Koziol Elementary School
Wareham: Wareham Senior High
Watertown: Watertown High
Wayland: Wayland High School
Webster: Bartlett High School
Wellesley Public Schools
Wellesley: Ernest F Upham
West Bridgewater: West Bridgewater Junior/Senior
West Springfield: West Springfield High
West Springfield: West Springfield Middle
Westborough: Annie E Fales
Westborough: Westborough High
Westfield: Westfield High
Westfield: Westfield Middle School
Westfield: Westfield Technical Academy
Westford Public Schools
Westford: Westford Academy
Weston: Weston High
Westport: Westport Junior/Senior High School
Westwood: Westwood High
Westwood: William E Sheehan
Weymouth: William Seach
Whitman-Hanson Regional School District
Whitman-Hanson: Whitman Hanson Regional
Whittier Regional Vocational Technical: Whittier Regional Vocational
Wilmington: North Intermediate
Wilmington: Wilmington High
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Public Schools
Winchendon: Memorial
Winchendon: Murdock High School
Winchester Public Schools
Winchester: Winchester High School
Woburn: Daniel L Joyce Middle School
Woburn: Woburn High
Worcester public schools
Worcester Public Schools - Durkin Administration Building
Worcester: Chandler Elementary Community
Worcester: Clark St Community
Worcester: Grafton Street
Worcester: Jacob Hiatt Magnet
Worcester: Sullivan Middle
Worcester: Worcester East Middle
Wrentham: Delaney
Zanetti Montessori School
Charter Schools
Abby Kelley Foster Charter Public (District): Abby Kelley Foster Charter Public School
Academy Of the Pacific Rim Charter Public (District): Academy Of the Pacific Rim Charter Public School
Atlantis Charter (District): Atlantis Charter School
Baystate Academy Charter Public School (District): Baystate Academy Charter Public School
Benjamin Banneker Charter Public (District): Benjamin Banneker Charter Public School
Berkshire Arts and Technology Charter Public (District): Berkshire Arts and Technology Charter Public School
Boston Collegiate Charter (District): Boston Collegiate Charter School
Boston Renaissance Charter Public (District): Boston Renaissance Charter Public School
Brooke Charter School (District): Brooke Charter School
Cape Cod Lighthouse Charter (District): Cape Cod Lighthouse Charter School
City on a Hill Charter Public School Circuit Street (District): City on a Hill Charter Public School Circuit Street
Codman Academy Charter Public (District): Codman Academy Charter Public School
Community Charter School of Cambridge (District): Community Charter School of Cambridge
Community Day Charter Public School - Gateway (District): Community Day Charter Public School - Gateway
Community Day Charter Public School - Prospect (District): Community Day Charter Public School - Prospect
Community Day Charter Public School - R. Kingman Webster (District): Community Day Charter Public School R. Kingman Webster
Conservatory Lab Charter (District): Conservatory Lab Charter School
Four Rivers Charter Public (District): Four Rivers Charter Public School
Foxborough Regional Charter (District): Foxborough Regional Charter School
Hill View Montessori Charter Public (District): Hill View Montessori Charter Public School
Innovation Academy Charter (District): Innovation Academy Charter School
KIPP Academy Lynn Charter (District): KIPP Academy Lynn Charter School
Lawrence Family Development Charter (District): Lawrence Family Development Charter School
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Charter Schools
Lowell Community Charter Public (District): Lowell Community Charter Public School
Lowell Middlesex Academy Charter (District): Lowell Middlesex Academy Charter School
Marblehead Community Charter Public (District): Marblehead Community Charter Public School
Martha's Vineyard Charter (District): Martha's Vineyard Charter School
Martin Luther King, Jr. Charter School
Neighborhood House Charter (District): Neighborhood House Charter School
New Heights Charter School of Brockton (District): New Heights Charter School of Brockton
Phoenix Charter Academy (District): Phoenix Charter Academy
Pioneer Valley Chinese Immersion Charter (District): Pioneer Valley Chinese Immersion Charter School
Prospect Hill Academy Charter (District): Prospect Hill Academy Charter School
Rising Tide Charter Public (District): Rising Tide Charter Public School
Roxbury Preparatory Charter (District): Roxbury Preparatory Charter School
Salem Academy Charter (District): Salem Academy Charter School
Sizer School: A North Central Charter Essential (District): Sizer School: A North Central Charter Essential School
South Shore Charter Public (District): South Shore Charter Public School
Springfield Preparatory Charter School (District): Springfield Preparatory Charter School
Sturgis Charter Public (District): Sturgis Charter Public School
Veritas Preparatory Charter School (District): Veritas Preparatory Charter School
Private Schools
Bancroft School
Cardinal Cushing Centers
Crystal Springs School
Esperanza Academy
Hillcrest Educational Centers
Holy Trinity School
Italian Home for Children
Judge Rotenberg Educational Center
Lawrence Catholic Academy
League School of Greater Boston
May Center Schools Brockton and Randolph
McAuley Nazareth Home for Boys, Inc.
Montrose School
Mother Caroline Academy & Education Center
Nativity Prep School
Private Special Education School (RCCI)
Private, Parochial School – name not included
Riverview School
Sacred Heart Elementary
Saint John Paul II Academy - Lower Mills & Neponset
Saint Pius X School
School for disabilities – name not included
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Private Schools
St Agnes Elementary
St Bridget
St Joseph School
St Joseph Elementary
St Louis Elementary
St Mary
St Michael Elementary
St Patrick Elementary
St Patrick School and Ed. Center
St Peter Elem
St Raphael Elementary
St. Agnes Academy
St. Ann's Home and School Inc
The Learning Center for the Deaf
Valley View School
Walker School
Wayside Academy
Yeshiva Academy
Other Schools/Organizations
[13 Town] Regional Vocational School System
Brockton revocation program
Catholic High School
Charter School's ARE public schools. You mean to say "Public Traditional District School" and "Public Charter
School"
Childcare
Dearborn Academy, Schools for Children, Inc.
Dese
Diman Regional Voc Tech High School
League School of Greater Boston
Lower Pioneer Valley Educational Collaborative
Manville School
McAuley Nazareth Home for Boys
Mill Pond School
Mother Caroline Academy
Nashoba Technical high school
New Directions School
Northshore Education Consortium
Old colony y
Playworks
Public Charter – no name provided
Reebok / BOKS
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Other Schools/Organizations
Regional Vocational High School
Saint Vincent's
Shore Educational Collaborative
South Coast Educational Collaborative
St. Mary's Center for Women & Children
University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth
Vocational – no name provided
Whittier Tech
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Appendix L – Analysis of Practices - All Schools
My School District…

Has a school wellness committee that
addresses healthy eating and physical activity
in schools
Has a school wellness committee that ALSO
addresses health and wellness issues (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social)
In my school district the superintendent...

Appointed the school wellness committee
members
Appointed a designee to serve as a liaison
between the committee and the
superintendent
Attends the wellness committee meetings
In my school district the school wellness
committee…
Meets at least four times per year
Provides the superintendent and school
committee with a copy of the policies
developed
Recommends and/or reviews district wide
policies to promote school wellness on a
regular basis
Includes an assessment of the
accomplishments of the previous year
Identifies work still needed to be done in order
to accomplish the previous year's goals and
objectives
Coordinates school and community initiatives
on overall wellness as well as physical activity
and nutrition.
Includes ways of developing community
support for school wellness initiatives
Reports minutes of the meetings, including
the names of attendees, to the Department of
Public Health or the Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education upon
request.

Fully in
Place
n (%)
307 (64)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
86 (18)

Under
Development
n (%)
36 (8)

Not in
Place
n (%)
15 (3)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
32 (7)

271 (57)

89 (19)

51 (11)

20 (4)

40 (8)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
153 (34)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
38 (8)

Under
Development
n (%)
19 (4)

Not in
Place
n (%)
42 (9)

202 (43)

35 (8)

22 (5)

32 (7)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
107
(24)
107
(23)

114 (25)

41 (9)

31 (7)

97 (21)

76 (17)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
272 (57)
281 (59)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
65 (14)
40 (8)

Under
Development
n (%)
47 (10)
42 (9)

Not in
Place
n (%)
27 (6)
19 (4)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
59 (12)
72 (15)

261 (54)

76 (16)

47 (10)

22 (5)

63 (13)

197 (41)

96 (20)

58 (12)

34 (7)

82 (17)

220 (46)

103 (22)

59 (12)

22 (5)

64 (13)

193 (40)

120 (25)

57 (12)

31 (6)

67 (14)

171 (36)

114 (24)

76 (16)

33 (7)

73 (15)

182 (38)

50 (10)

41 (9)

50 (10)

124
(26)
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My school district…
Coordinates services related to healthy
eating in schools
Coordinates services related to physical
activity in schools
Coordinates services related to general health
and wellness issues (e.g., emotional, mental,
social)
Provides technical assistance to schools for
evaluating school wellness policy
implementation
Provides public updates on the content and
implementation of school wellness policies
Has a mechanism in place to encourage
teachers and school health professionals to
participate in developing and updating school
wellness policies
Promotes healthy eating and physical activity
for staff members
Encourages staff members to model healthy
eating and physical activity behaviors
Provides health (e.g., emotional, mental,
social) education for all students
Provides nutrition and physical activity
education for all students
Collects data from schools to
monitor implementation of school wellness
policy goals related to general health and
wellness issues
Collects data from schools to monitor
implementation of school wellness policy
goals related to food and nutrition/healthy
eating
Collects data from schools to monitor
implementation of school wellness policy
goals related to physical education/physical
activity
Requires the identification of the
school wellness policy coordinators in each
school
Provides schools with other resources to
support general health and wellness issues
Provides schools with other resources to
support nutrition and physical activity
polices/practices

Fully in
Place
n (%)
305 (63)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
76 (16)

Under
Development
n (%)
32 (7)

Not in
Place
n (%)
20 (4)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
41 (9)

294 (61)

82 (17)

28 (6)

18 (4)

51 (11)

275 (58)

94 (20)

38 (8)

18 (4)

46 (10)

139 (29)

89 (19)

63 (13)

55 (12)

105
(22)

167 (35)

88 (18)

63 (13)

43 (9)

160 (33)

110 (23)

70 (15)

47 (10)

100
(21)
80 (17)

177 (37)

126 (26)

52 (11)

50 (11)

61 (13)

161 (34)

117 (24)

56 (12)

65 (14)

65 (14)

275 (57)

97 (20)

42 (9)

21 (4)

39 (8)

281 (59)

108 (23)

32 (7)

19 (4)

34 (7)

133 (28)

92 (19)

75 (16)

47 (10)

115
(24)

131 (27)

103 (21)

75 (16)

47 (10)

105
(22)

133 (28)

103 (21)

68 (14)

46 (10)

109
(23)

115 (24)

75 (16)

52 (11)

61 (13)

123
(26)

178 (38)

104 (22)

52 (11)

37 (8)

82 (17)

185 (39)

99 (21)

49 (10)

38 (8)

87 (18)
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Regarding monitoring and communication, my
school district…
Monitors the implementation of the wellness
policy
Requires the integration of nutrition and
physical activity goals into the overall
improvement plan
Requires the integration of overall health and
well-being (e.g., emotional, mental, social)
goals into the overall improvement plan
Provides progress reports on the
implementation of the wellness policy
Communicates the status of implementation
of the wellness policy to school staff
Regarding students, parents, and the
community, school district…
Provides opportunities for student(s) input on
wellness policy implementation
Provides opportunities for parent(s) input on
wellness policy implementation
Communicates the status of school-level
implementation of wellness policies to
parents/families
Organizes and holds activities involving
families to support and promote healthy
eating and physical activity among students
Organizes and holds activities involving
families to support and promote overall health
and well-being (e.g., emotional, mental,
social) among students
Partners with community organizations to
support and promote healthy eating and
physical activity among students
Partners with community organizations to
support and promote overall health and wellbeing (e.g., emotional, mental, social) among
students
Regarding funding my school district…

Has secured internal funds to support
wellness activities
Has secured outside/private funds to support
wellness activities

Fully in
Place
n (%)
169 (35)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
125 (26)

Under
Development
n (%)
59 (12)

Not in
Place
n (%)
41 (9)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
72 (15)

174 (37)

106 (22)

56 (12)

43 (9)

86 (18)

188 (39)

113 (24)

56 (12)

27 (6)

82 (17)

115 (24)

103 (22)

68 (14)

62 (13)

117 (25)

117 (25)

77 (16)

60 (13)

109
(23)
93 (20)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
132 (28)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
105 (22)

Under
Development
n (%)
90 (19)

Not in
Place
n (%)
57 (12)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
80 (17)

168 (35)

98 (21)

71 (15)

46 (10)

79 (17)

142 (30)

93 (20)

72 (15)

64 (14)

90 (19)

143 (30)

99 (21)

75 (16)

75 (16)

71 (15)

169 (36)

90 (19)

75 (18)

65 (14)

65 (14)

160 (34)

94 (20)

74 (16)

51 (11)

75 (16)

179 (38)

90 (19)

81 (17)

35 (7)

72 (15)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
84 (18)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
79 (17)

Under
Development
n (%)
38 (8)

Not in
Place
n (%)
83 (18)

52 (11)

80 (17)

38 (8)

89 (19)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
164
(35)
174
(37)
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My school district assures that all foods and
beverages sold or served to students during the
day meet the Mass State Nutrition Standards
and Federal guidelines for food and beverages
sold as or served at…
A la carte items (e.g., snacks) in school
cafeterias
Classroom celebrations
Food carts
Part of food-based fundraising
School-related events
School stores
Vending machines

Fully in
Place
n (%)
375 (79)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
29 (6)

Under
Development
n (%)
5 (1)

Not in
Place
n (%)
6 (1)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
25 (5)

188 (39)
175 (37)
137 (29)
164 (35)
143 (30)
249 (52)

122 (26)
18 (4)
99 (21)
122 (26)
48 (10)
35 (7)

35 (7)
5 (1)
39 (8)
31 (7)
14 (3)
8 (2)

33 (7)
15 (3)
44 (9)
54 (11)
22 (5)
11 (2)

68 (14)
38 (8)
82 (17)
78 (16)
63 (13)
33 (7)
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Appendix M – Analysis of Practices - Public Schools
My School District…..
Has a school wellness committee that addresses
healthy eating and physical activity in schools
Has a school wellness committee that ALSO
addresses health and wellness issues (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social)
In my school district the superintendent….
Appointed the school wellness committee
members
Appointed a designee to serve as a liaison between
the committee and the superintendent
Attends the wellness committee meetings
In my school district the school wellness
committee…
Meets at least four times per year
Provides the superintendent and school committee
with a copy of the policies developed
Recommends and/or reviews district wide policies
to promote school wellness on a regular basis
Includes an assessment of the accomplishments of
the previous year
Identifies work still needed to be done in order to
accomplish the previous year's goals and
objectives
Coordinates school and community initiatives on
overall wellness as well as physical activity and
nutrition.
Includes ways of developing community support
for school wellness initiatives
Reports minutes of the meetings, including the
names of attendees, to the Department of Public
Health or the Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education upon request.
My school district…
Coordinates services related to healthy eating in
schools
Coordinates services related to physical activity in
schools
Coordinates services related to general health and
wellness issues (e.g., emotional, mental, social)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
257 (65)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
72 (18)

Under
Development
n (%)
28 (7)

Not in
Place
n (%)
13 (3)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
25 (6)

230 (59)

73 (19)

40 (10)

16 (4)

32 (8)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
128 (34)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
33 (9)

Under
Development
n (%)
16 (4)

Not in
Place
n (%)
39 (11)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
95 (26)

172 (45)

31 (8)

18 (5)

30 (8)

95 (25)

98 (26)

37 (10)

25 (7)

85 (23)

66 (18)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
234 (59)
245 (62)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
53 (13)
33 (8)

Under
Development
n (%)
34 (9)
32 (8)

Not in
Place
n (%)
23 (6)
16 (4)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
49 (12)
64 (16)

221 (56)

67 (17)

34 (9)

19 (5)

54 (14)

166 (42)

78 (20)

44 (11)

29 (7)

74 (19)

189 (48)

86 (22)

45 (11)

18 (5)

55 (14)

161 (41)

99 (25)

45 (11)

26 (7)

60 (15)

149 (38)

91 (23)

62 (16)

27 (7)

64 (16)

153 (39)

39 (10)

29 (7)

44 (11 )

112
(29)

Fully in
place
259 (65)

Partially in
Place
60 (15)

Under
Development
24 (6)

Not in
Place
16 (4)

Don’t
Know
36 (9)

248 (63)

66 (17)

21 (5)

13 (3)

46 (12)

231 (59)

75 (19)

33 (8)

13 (3)

41 (10)
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My school district…
Provides technical assistance to schools for
evaluating school wellness policy implementation
Provides public updates on the content and
implementation of school wellness policies
Has a mechanism in place to encourage teachers
and school health professionals to participate in
developing and updating school wellness policies
Promotes healthy eating and physical activity for
staff members
Encourages staff members to model healthy eating
and physical activity behaviors
Provides health (e.g., emotional, mental, social)
education for all students
Provides nutrition and physical activity education
for all students
Collects data from schools to
monitor implementation of school wellness policy
goals related to general health and wellness issues
Collects data from schools to monitor
implementation of school wellness policy goals
related to food and nutrition/healthy eating
Collects data from schools to monitor
implementation of school wellness policy goals
related to physical education/physical activity
Requires the identification of the school wellness
policy coordinators in each school
Provides schools with other resources to support
general health and wellness issues
Provides schools with other resources to support
nutrition and physical activity polices/practices
Regarding monitoring and communication, my
school district…
Monitors the implementation of the wellness
policy
Requires the integration of nutrition and physical
activity goals into the overall improvement plan
Requires the integration of overall health and wellbeing (e.g., emotional, mental, social) goals into
the overall improvement plan
Provides progress reports on the implementation
of the wellness policy
Communicates the status of implementation of the
wellness policy to school staff

Fully in
place
119 (30)

Partially in
Place
77 (19)

Under
Development
54 (14)

Not in
Place
43 (11)

Don’t
Know
92 (23)

147 (37)

73 (18)

52 (13)

34 (9)

87 (22)

134 (34)

90 (23)

56 (14)

40 (10)

70 (18)

149 (38)

108 (28)

39 (10)

39 (10)

54 (14)

131 (33)

100 (25)

43 (11)

55 (14)

57 (15)

226 (57)

87 (22)

33 (8)

15 (4)

33 (8)

234 (59)

91 (23)

24 (6)

15 (4)

30 (8)

112 (28)

72 (18)

62 (16)

39 (10)

104
(26)

108 (27)

87 (22)

59 (15)

39 (10)

95 (24)

107 (27)

92 (23)

52 (13)

38 (10)

98 (25)

94 (24)

64 (16)

42 (11)

54 (14)

149 (38)

88 (22)

42 (11)

30 (8)

107
(27)
73 (19)

152 (39)

87 (22)

39 (10)

30 (8)

77 (20)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
140 (36)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
107 (27)

Under
Development
n (%)
47 (12 )

Not in
Place
n (%)
33 (8)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
63 (16)

147 (37)

87 (22)

43 (11)

35 (9)

76 (19)

164 (42 )

89 (23)

45 (12)

21 (5)

70 (18)

98 (25)

86 (22)

46 (12)

54 (14)

99 (25)

99 (25)

97 (25)

58 (15)

50 (13)

50 (13)
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Regarding students, parents, and the community,
school district…
Provides opportunities for student(s) input on
wellness policy implementation
Provides opportunities for parent(s) input on
wellness policy implementation
Communicates the status of school-level
implementation of wellness policies to
parents/families
Organizes and holds activities involving families to
support and promote healthy eating and physical
activity among students
Organizes and holds activities involving families to
support and promote overall health and well-being
(e.g., emotional, mental, social) among students
Partners with community organizations to support
and promote healthy eating and physical activity
among students
Partners with community organizations to support
and promote overall health and well-being (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social) among students
Regarding students, parents, and the community,
school district…
Provides opportunities for student(s) input on
wellness policy implementation
Provides opportunities for parent(s) input on
wellness policy implementation
Communicates the status of school-level
implementation of wellness policies to
parents/families
Organizes and holds activities involving families to
support and promote healthy eating and physical
activity among students
Organizes and holds activities involving families to
support and promote overall health and well-being
(e.g., emotional, mental, social) among students
Partners with community organizations to support
and promote healthy eating and physical activity
among students
Partners with community organizations to support
and promote overall health and well-being (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social) among students

Fully in
Place
n (%)
119 (30)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
86 (22)

Under
Development
n (%)
64 (16)

Not in
Place
n (%)
46 (12)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
73 (19)

152 (39)

79 (20)

49 (13)

38 (10)

72 (18)

123 (31)

76 (19)

55 (14)

52 (13)

84 (21)

121 (31)

87 (22)

55 (14)

61 (16)

65 (17)

143 (37)

81 (21)

55 (14)

53 (14)

59 (15)

142 (37)

80 (21)

52 (13)

44 (11)

68 (18)

159 (41)

75 (19)

59 (15)

30 (8)

66 (17)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
119 (30)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
86 (22)

Under
Development
n (%)
64 (16)

Not in
Place
n (%)
46 (12)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
73 (19)

152 (39)

79 (20)

49 (13)

38 (10)

72 (18)

123 (31)

76 (19)

55 (14)

52 (13)

84 (21)

121 (31)

87 (22)

55 (14)

61 (16)

65 (17)

143 (37)

81 (21)

55 (14)

53 (14)

59 (15)

142 (37)

80 (21)

52 (13)

44 (11)

68 (18)

159 (41)

75 (19)

59 (15)

30 (8)

66 (17)
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Regarding funding my school district…
Has secured internal funds to support
wellness activities
Has secured outside/private funds to support
wellness activities
My school district assures that all foods and
beverages sold or served to students during the
day meet the Mass State Nutrition Standards and
Federal guidelines for food and beverages sold as
or served at…
A la carte items (e.g., snacks) in school cafeterias
Classroom celebrations
Food carts
Part of food-based fundraising
School-related events
School stores
Vending machines

Fully in
Place
n (%)
70 (18)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
63 (16)

Under
Development
n (%)
29 (8)

Not in
Place
n (%)
71 (18)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
142
(37)
150
(39)

42 (11)

68 (18)

25 (6)

79 (20)

Fully in
Place
n (%)

Partially in
Place
n (%)

Under
Development
n (%)

Not in
Place
n (%)

Don’t
Know
n (%)

327 (83)
161 (41)
155 (40)
124 (32)
139 (35)
132 (34)
230 (58)

25 (6)
104 (27)
17 (4 )
86 (22)
100 (25)
43 (11)
31 (8)

3 (1)
27 (7)
5 (1)
32 (8)
23 (6)
13 (3)
7 (2)

4 (1)
24 (6)
12 (3)
37 (9)
42 (11)
18 (5)
7 (2)

23 (6)
61 (16)
34 (9)
74 (19)
74 (19)
58 (15)
31 (8)
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Appendix N – Analysis of Practices – Charter Schools
My School District...
Has a school wellness committee that addresses
healthy eating and physical activity in schools
Has a school wellness committee that ALSO
addresses health and wellness issues (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social)
In my school district the superintendent...
Appointed the school wellness committee
members
Appointed a designee to serve as a liaison between
the committee and the superintendent
Attends the wellness committee meetings
In my school district the school wellness
committee…
Meets at least four times per year
Provides the superintendent and school committee
with a copy of the policies developed
Recommends and/or reviews district wide policies
to promote school wellness on a regular basis
Includes an assessment of the accomplishments of
the previous year
Identifies work still needed to be done in order to
accomplish the previous year's goals and
objectives
Coordinates school and community initiatives on
overall wellness as well as physical activity and
nutrition.
Includes ways of developing community support
for school wellness initiatives
Reports minutes of the meetings, including the
names of attendees, to the Department of Public
Health or the Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education upon request.

Fully in
Place
n (%)
20 (63)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
7 (22)

Under
Development
n (%)
3 (9)

Not in
Place
n (%)
0

Don’t
Know
n (%)
2 (6)

17 (53)

9 (28)

4 (13)

0

1 (3)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
15 (48)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
3 (10)

Under
Development
n (%)
2 (7)

Not in
Place
n (%)
2 (7)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
3 (10)

19 (59)

2 (6)

2 (6)

1 (3)

4 (13)

9 (29)

2 (7)

4 (13)

7 (23)

4 (13)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
17 (55)
19 (59)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
4 (13)
4 (13)

Under
Development
n (%)
5 (16)
4 (13)

Not in
Place
n (%)
0
0

Don’t
Know
n (%)
5 (16)
4 (13)

19 (59)

4 (13)

4 (13)

0

5 (16)

13 (41)

8 (25)

4 (13)

1 (3)

4 (13)

13 (41)

8 (25)

4 (13)

1 (3)

4 (13)

13 (41)

10 (31)

4 (13)

1 (3)

3 (9)

10 (31)

10 (31)

6 (19)

2 (6)

3 (9)

16 (50)

3 (9)

4 (13)

1 (3)

7 (22)
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My school district…
Coordinates services related to healthy eating in
schools
Coordinates services related to physical activity in
schools
Coordinates services related to general health and
wellness issues (e.g., emotional, mental, social)
Provides technical assistance to schools for
evaluating school wellness policy implementation
Provides public updates on the content and
implementation of school wellness policies
Has a mechanism in place to encourage teachers
and school health professionals to participate in
developing and updating school wellness policies
Promotes healthy eating and physical activity for
staff members
Encourages staff members to model healthy eating
and physical activity behaviors
Provides health (e.g., emotional, mental, social)
education for all students
Provides nutrition and physical activity education
for all students
Collects data from schools to
monitor implementation of school wellness policy
goals related to general health and wellness issues
Collects data from schools to monitor
implementation of school wellness policy goals
related to food and nutrition/healthy eating
Collects data from schools to monitor
implementation of school wellness policy goals
related to physical education/physical activity
Requires the identification of the school wellness
policy coordinators in each school
Provides schools with other resources to support
general health and wellness issues
Provides schools with other resources to support
nutrition and physical activity polices/practices

Regarding monitoring and communication, my
school district…
Monitors the implementation of the wellness
policy
Requires the integration of nutrition and physical
activity goals into the overall improvement plan
Requires the integration of overall health and wellbeing (e.g., emotional, mental, social) goals into
the overall improvement plan

Fully in
place
19 (59)

Partially in
Place
10 (31)

Under
Development
2 (6)

Not in
Place
0

Don’t
Know
1 (3)

19 (59)

9 (28)

2 (6)

1 (3)

1 (3)

18 (58)

11 (36)

1 (3)

1 (3)

0

6 (19)

7 (22)

5 (16)

4 (13)

6 (19)

10 (31)

5 (16)

6 (19)

3 (9)

7 (22)

9 (28)

10 (31)

7 (22)

2 (6)

3 (9)

12 (39)

9 (29)

6 (19)

4 (13)

0

13 (41)

8 (25)

7 (22)

4 (13)

0

23 (72)

6 (19)

2 (6)

1 (3)

0

20 (65)

8 (26)

2 (7)

1 (3)

0

11 (34)

12 (38)

4 (13)

1 (3)

2 (6)

11 (34)

11 (34)

5 (16)

1 (3)

2 (6)

15 (47)

6 (19)

6 (19)

1 (3)

2 (6)

11 (34)

4 (13)

3 (9)

1 (3)

8 (25)

15 (47)

7 (22)

3 (9)

2 (6)

3 (9)

16 (50)

6 (19)

3 (9)

3 (9)

2 (6)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
13 (41)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
9 (28)

Under
Development
n (%)
6 (19)

Not in
Place
n (%)
3 (9)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
1 (3)

10 (31)

10 (31)

4 (13)

4 (13)

4 (13)

11 (34)

10 (31)

6 (19)

2 (6)

3 (9)
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Regarding monitoring and communication, my
school district…
Provides progress reports on the implementation
of the wellness policy
Communicates the status of implementation of the
wellness policy to school staff
Regarding students, parents, and the community,
school district…
Provides opportunities for student(s) input on
wellness policy implementation
Provides opportunities for parent(s) input on
wellness policy implementation
Communicates the status of school-level
implementation of wellness policies to
parents/families
Organizes and holds activities involving families to
support and promote healthy eating and physical
activity among students
Organizes and holds activities involving families to
support and promote overall health and well-being
(e.g., emotional, mental, social) among students
Partners with community organizations to support
and promote healthy eating and physical activity
among students
Partners with community organizations to support
and promote overall health and well-being (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social) among students
Regarding funding my school district…
Has secured internal funds to support
wellness activities
Has secured outside/private funds to support
wellness activities
My school district assures that all foods and
beverages sold or served to students during the
day meet the Mass State Nutrition Standards and
Federal guidelines for food and beverages sold as
or served at…
A la carte items (e.g., snacks) in school cafeterias
Classroom celebrations
Food carts
Part of food-based fundraising
School-related events
School stores
Vending machines

Fully in
Place
n (%)
7 (22)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
8 (25)

Under
Development
n (%)
11 (34)

Not in
Place
n (%)
3 (9)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
2 (6)

5 (16)

10 (31)

11 (34)

4 (13)

1 (3)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
6 (19)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
7 (22)

Under
Development
n (%)
13 (41)

Not in
Place
n (%)
4 (13)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
2 (6)

8 (25)

9 (28)

8 (25)

3 (9)

4 (13)

7 (22)

10 (31)

8 (25)

4 (13)

2 (6)

8 (25)

7 (22)

8 (25)

7 (22)

1 (3)

12 (38)

5 (16)

7 (22)

5 (16)

2 (6)

10 (31)

6 (19)

10 (31)

3 (9)

2 (6)

11 (34)

7 (22)

8 (25)

3 (9)

2 (6)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
4 (13)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
9 (29)

Under
Development
n (%)
3 (10)

Not in
Place
n (%)
5 (16)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
9 (29)

3 (10)

8 (26)

4 (13)

3 (10)

10 (32)

Fully in
Place
n (%)

Partially in
Place
n (%)

Under
Development
n (%)

Not in
Place
n (%)

Don’t
Know
n (%)

19 (59)
12 (38)
8 (25)
6 (19)
10 (31)
1 (3)
7 (22)

0
6 (19)
0
5 (16)
9 (28)
0
1 (3)

0
5 (16)
0
5 (16)
4 (13)
1 (3)
1 (3)

2 (6)
3 (9)
2 (6)
3 (5)
5 (16)
1 (3)
1 (3)

0
2 (6)
1 (3)
2 (6)
1 (3)
1 (3)
0
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Appendix O – Analysis of Practices – Private Schools
My School District...
Has a school wellness committee that addresses
healthy eating and physical activity in schools
Has a school wellness committee that ALSO
addresses health and wellness issues (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social)
In my school district the superintendent...
Appointed the school wellness committee
members
Appointed a designee to serve as a liaison
between the committee and the superintendent
Attends the wellness committee meetings
In my school district the school wellness
committee…
Meets at least four times per year
Provides the superintendent and school
committee with a copy of the policies developed
Recommends and/or reviews district wide policies
to promote school wellness on a regular basis
Includes an assessment of the accomplishments
of the previous year
Identifies work still needed to be done in order to
accomplish the previous year's goals and
objectives
Coordinates school and community initiatives on
overall wellness as well as physical activity and
nutrition.
Includes ways of developing community support
for school wellness initiatives
Reports minutes of the meetings, including the
names of attendees, to the Department of Public
Health or the Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education upon request.

Fully in
Place
n (%)
14 (56)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
3 (12)

Under
Development
n (%)
2 (8)

Not in
Place
n (%)
1 (4)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
3 (12)

10 (40)

3 (12 )

3 (12)

3 (12)

4 (16)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
3 (13)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
0

Under
Development
n (%)
0

Not in
Place
n (%)
1 (4)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
4 (17)

2 (8)

1 (4)

0

1 (4)

4 (17)

4 (16)

0

0

2 (8)

3 (12)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
7 (29)
6 (25)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
4 (17)
1 (4)

Under
Development
n (%)
5 (21)
2 (8)

Not in
Place
n (%)
3 (13)
2 (8)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
3 (13)
3 (13)

6 (25)

3 (13)

5 (21)

3 (13)

2 (8)

6 (25)

5 (21)

5 (21)

3 (13)

3 (13)

6 (24)

5 (20)

6 (24)

2 (8)

4 (16)

9 (36)

4 (16)

5 (20)

3 (12)

2 (8)

5 (20)

6 (24)

5 (20)

3 (12)

4 (16)

5 (20)

3 (12)

4 (16)

4 (16)

4 (16)
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My school district…
Coordinates services related to healthy eating in
schools
Coordinates services related to physical activity in
schools
Coordinates services related to general health and
wellness issues (e.g., emotional, mental, social)
Provides technical assistance to schools for
evaluating school wellness policy implementation
Provides public updates on the content and
implementation of school wellness policies
Has a mechanism in place to encourage teachers
and school health professionals to participate in
developing and updating school wellness policies
Promotes healthy eating and physical activity for
staff members
Encourages staff members to model healthy
eating and physical activity behaviors
Provides health (e.g., emotional, mental, social)
education for all students
Provides nutrition and physical activity education
for all students
Collects data from schools to
monitor implementation of school wellness policy
goals related to general health and wellness
issues
Collects data from schools to monitor
implementation of school wellness policy goals
related to food and nutrition/healthy eating
Collects data from schools to monitor
implementation of school wellness policy goals
related to physical education/physical activity
Requires the identification of the school wellness
policy coordinators in each school
Provides schools with other resources to support
general health and wellness issues
Provides schools with other resources to support
nutrition and physical activity polices/practices
Regarding monitoring and communication, my
school district…
Monitors the implementation of the wellness
policy
Requires the integration of nutrition and physical
activity goals into the overall improvement plan

Fully in
Place
n (%)
9 (38)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
3 (13)

Under
Development
n (%)
3 (13)

Not in
Place
n (%)
3 (13)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
3 (13)

9 (38)

3 (13)

3 (13)

3 (13)

3 (13)

8 (33)

4 (17)

2 (8)

3 (13)

4 (17)

4 (17)

3 (13)

3 (13)

3 (13)

4 (17)

4 (17)

5 (21)

3 (13)

2 (8)

4 (17)

5 (20)

7 (28)

3 (12)

3 (12)

3 (12)

4 (16)

4 (16)

5 (20)

4 (16)

4 (16)

3 (12)

7 (28)

3 (12)

3 (12)

5 (20)

9 (36)

3 (12)

3 (12)

3 (12)

4 (16)

11 (44)

5 (20)

2 (8)

2 (8)

3 (12)

3 (12)

4 (16)

6 (24)

4 (16)

4 (16)

5 (20)

2 (8)

7 (28)

4 (16)

3 (12)

4 (17)

2 (8)

7 (29)

3 (13)

4 (17)

4 (16)

3 (12)

4 (16)

3 (12)

4 (16)

2 (9)

4 (18)

5 (23)

4 (18)

3 (14)

4 (17)

3 (13)

5 (21)

4 (17)

4 (17)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
4 (17)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
5 (21)

Under
Development
n (%)
3 (13)

Not in
Place
n (%)
3 (13)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
4 (17)

4 (17)

4 (17)

6 (25)

2 (8)

4 (17)
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Regarding monitoring and communication, my
school district…
Requires the integration of overall health and
well-being (e.g., emotional, mental, social) goals
into the overall improvement plan
Provides progress reports on the implementation
of the wellness policy
Communicates the status of implementation of
the wellness policy to school staff
Regarding students, parents, and the
community, school district…
Provides opportunities for student(s) input on
wellness policy implementation
Provides opportunities for parent(s) input on
wellness policy implementation
Communicates the status of school-level
implementation of wellness policies to
parents/families
Organizes and holds activities involving families to
support and promote healthy eating and physical
activity among students
Organizes and holds activities involving families to
support and promote overall health and wellbeing (e.g., emotional, mental, social) among
students
Partners with community organizations to support
and promote healthy eating and physical activity
among students
Partners with community organizations to support
and promote overall health and well-being (e.g.,
emotional, mental, social) among students
Regarding funding my school district…
Has secured internal funds to support
wellness activities
Has secured outside/private funds to support
wellness activities
My school district assures that all foods and
beverages sold or served to students during the
day meet the Mass State Nutrition Standards
and Federal guidelines for food and beverages
sold as or served at…
A la carte items (e.g., snacks) in school cafeterias
Classroom celebrations
Food carts

Fully in
Place
n (%)
3 (13)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
8 (33)

Under
Development
n (%)
2 (8)

Not in
Place
n (%)
2 (8)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
5 (21)

2 (9)

5 (22)

6 (26)

3 (13)

3 (13)

4 (17)

5 (22)

4 (17)

3 (13)

3 (13)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
0

Partially in
Place
n (%)
5 (21)

Under
Development
n (%)
7 (29)

Not in
Place
n (%)
6 (25)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
3 (13)

2 (9)

5 (22)

8 (35)

3 (13)

2 (9)

5 (22)

4 (17)

6 (26)

3 (13)

2 (9)

5 (21)

4 (17)

7 (29)

3 (13)

3 (13)

6 (26)

3 (13)

7 (30)

3 (13)

2 (9)

1 (4)

4 (17)

7 (30)

3 (13)

4 (17)

2 (9)

5 (22)

8 (35)

2 (9)

2 (9)

Fully in
Place
n (%)
1 (4)

Partially in
Place
n (%)
3 (13)

Under
Development
n (%)
6 (25)

Not in
Place
n (%)
3 (13)

Don’t
Know
n (%)
8 (33)

1 (4)

1 (4)

6 (26)

4 (17)

8 (35)

Fully in
Place
n (%)

Partially in
Place
n (%)

Under
Development
n (%)

Not in
Place
n (%)

Don’t
Know
n (%)

13 (54)
4 (17)
3 (13)

3 (13)
8 (33)
0

0
2 (8)
0

0
4 (17)
0

1 (4)
3 (13)
2 (9)
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My school district assures that all foods and
beverages sold or served to students during the
day meet the Mass State Nutrition Standards
and Federal guidelines for food and beverages
sold as or served at…
Part of food-based fundraising
School-related events
School stores
Vending machines

Fully in
Place
n (%)

Partially in
Place
n (%)

Under
Development
n (%)

Not in
Place
n (%)

Don’t
Know
n (%)

0
6 (26)
5 (23)
2 (9)

4 (17)
5 (22)
0
0

1 (4)
2 (9)
0
0

2 (9)
5 (22)
2 (9)
2 (9)

5 (22)
2 (9)
1 (5)
1 (5)
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Appendix P – Top Survey Enablers Related to People, Etc.
Enablers Related to People, Organizations,
Policies, Programs, and Entities
Administrators (district/school level)
Classroom teachers
Community Partners
Federal Regulations
State Regulations
Other School Staff
Parents/Families
PE teachers
School Counselors
School foodservice/Nutrition staff
School Wellness committee
School Wellness committee chair
Students
Local/National health promotion organizations

Selected as One of
Top Three Enablers
n (%)
207 (48)
84 (20)
40 (9)
73 (17)
90 (21)
72 (17)
38 (9)
107 (25)
21 (5)
237 (55)
170 (40)
70 (16)
20 (5)
18 (4)

Selected as Top
Enabler
n (%)
85 (20)
17 (4)
5 (1)
37 (9)
27 (6)
11 (3)
8 (2)
39 (9)
3 (1)
84 (20)
70 (16)
35 (8)
3 (1)
3 (1)
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Appendix Q – Top Survey Enablers Related to Processes
Enablers Related to Process
A la carte items (e.g., snacks) sold in the
cafeteria
Coordination of services related to health and
wellness
Current district/school wellness policy (e.g.,
what is included)
Current district/school wellness policy
implementation (e.g., how the policy is
implemented)
Foods sold by other school groups (e.g., vending
machines, fundraisers, school stores)
Foods served at class parties or other social
events
Funding for school wellness policy
Incentives provided for wellness programs
Overall nutrition and physical activity resources
(e.g., curriculum and materials)
Overall school wellness (emotional, mental,
social) resources (e.g., curriculum and materials)
Personnel time available for wellness-related
activity
School wide culture of wellness
Staff to implement wellness-related programs
and activities
Time to plan and coordinate wellness-related
activities
Training on implementing nutrition education
and physical education
Training on implementing overall health and
wellness (emotional, mental, social)
Understanding regarding the connection
between student health and achievement

Selected as One of
Top 5 Enablers
n (%)
159 (37)

Selected as #1 or #2
Enabler
n (%)
95 (22)

170 (39)

92 (21)

226 (53)

162 (38)

188 (44)

92 (21)

69 (16)

23 (5)

60 (14)

13 (3)

31 (7)
31 (7)
199 (46)

12 (3)
9 (2)
73 (17)

199 (46)

73 (17)

33 (8)

4 (1)

134 (31)
103 (24)

36 (8)
36 (8)

46 (11)

9 (2)

48 (11)

9 (2)

63 (15)

22 (5)

126 (29)

33 (8)
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Appendix R – Top Survey Barriers Related to People, Etc.
Barriers Related to People, Organizations,
Policies, Programs, and Entities
Administrators (district/school level)
Classroom teachers
Community Partners
Federal Regulations
State Regulations
Other School Staff
Parents/Families
PE teachers
School Counselors
School foodservice/Nutrition staff
School Wellness committee
School Wellness committee chair
Students
Local/National health promotion organizations

Selected as One of
Top Three Barriers
n (%)
112 (32)
178 (52)
21 (6)
84 (24)
84 (24)
94 (27)
179 (52)
6(2)
1 (0.5)
29 (8)
17 (5)
6 (2)
111 (32)
8 (2)

Selected as Top
Barrier
n (%)
59 (17)
61 (18)
5 (1)
38 (11)
23 (6)
17 (5)
71 (21)
2 (0.5)
1 (0.5)
8(2)
5 (1)
3 (0.5)
38 (11)
2 (0.5)
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Appendix S – Top Survey Barriers Related to Processes

Barriers Related to Process
A la carte items (e.g., snacks) sold in the
cafeteria
Coordination of services related to health and
wellness
Current district/school wellness policy (e.g.,
what is included)
Current district/school wellness policy
implementation (e.g., how the policy is
implemented)
Foods sold by other school groups (e.g., vending
machines, fundraisers, school stores)
Foods served at class parties or other social
events
Funding for school wellness policy
Incentives provided for wellness programs
Overall nutrition and physical activity resources
(e.g., curriculum and materials)
Overall school wellness (emotional, mental,
social) resources (e.g., curriculum and materials)
Personnel time available for wellness-related
activity
School wide culture of wellness
Staff to implement wellness-related programs
and activities
Time to plan and coordinate wellness-related
activities
Training on implementing nutrition education
and physical education
Training on implementing overall health and
wellness (emotional, mental, social)
Understanding regarding the connection
between student health and achievement

Selected as One of
Top 5 Barriers
n (%)
38 (11)

Selected as #1 or #2
Barriers
n (%)
25 (7)

63 (18)

29 (8)

46 (13)

22 (6)

80 (23)

44 (13)

132 (38)

93 (27)

185 (54)

127 (37)

145 (42)
75 (22)
55 (16)

78 (23)
25 (7)
14 (4)

29(8)

5 (1)

153 (44)

66 (19)

80 (23)
111 (32)

15 (4)
34 (10)

129 (37)

41(12)

61 (18)

7 (2)

53 (15)

9 (3)

66 (19)

12 (3)
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Appendix T – Interview Enablers
Interview Enablers listed in order of largest number of respondents and mentions by node and subnode.
Node
Subnode
n,
Sample Quotes
references
People
n=42,
ref=223
Administrators
n=25, ref= • Well, if you don't have a good strong administrative. . .gosh, let me
56
think. If you don't have a good strong administrative support group,
let's just say, then you can't justify why you're asking people to
initiate wellness programs or wellness initiatives. You need those
people to back you up and to, you know, offer funding and to say
“yes, these are important.” Let me give you an example. So we have
we have a food policy that was required by the state and that policy
was basically on competitive foods so that we wouldn't have stuff
being sold in the schools during the school day that was unhealthy.
Or, conversely, that parents weren't bringing in cupcakes for events
such as birthdays. And it's not that I'm against those particular things
happening. But because we've created a very clear policy through
our administration, it, it made it so much easier for us to say, “OK
we're getting rid of all of the, you know, cupcakes,” or getting rid of
all of the soda in the vending machines because that doesn't, that's
prohibitive of our policy. So it was those people- so I was part of
that- putting that in place to make our lives and our jobs a lot easier.
And to make it a healthier environment for our schools. – 09_B
• Well I was actually hired under a grant originally to bring down
obesity rates. So administration wanted that and so they're very
supportive of all our wellness efforts. The superintendent, principal,
administration, all of them. And they've kind of let that be known
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Node

Subnode

n,
references

Sample Quotes

•

•

•

that even like working with a cafeteria or the staff that this is the
culture they want here. So very helpful – 20_B
So for, we actually track BMI data every year and I do report that to
administration so that, that kind of I guess, it's an enabler because
they see the data and they realize the changes that we're making
are working. You know so, many people- actually my boss who's the
one who did the original assessment with me is, he's the head of the
Wellness Committee. And you know he holds a lot of weight the
building. And he, you know, he's really the champion of getting
things done around here. So I feel like when you have someone who
they know what administration wants and they're willing to be a
champion you can get things done. - 20_B
Like a lot of time teachers will try to have celebrations with food in
their classrooms. Which is not allowed in our wellness policy and
shouldn't be allowed in most districts’ wellness policies. And in order
for that to happen I think it really has to come from the principals of
the school to make it known that that's not allowed and why it isn't
all right –25_B
… superintendent who buys in and agrees with what needs to
happen….And then second to that I would put building
administrators/basically principal who do the same thing….A
superintendent you know school wellness policies are not very
popular with teachers and parents who feel that we should be
celebrating with food and I'm going to say giving food and having
parties and so it does take you know a superintendent who, any of
the people I mentioned they've got to be able to understand the
safety behind the reasoning the health reasons behind it and willing
to say no this is what we're gonna do. Even though you parents and
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Node

Subnode

n,
references

Sample Quotes

•
School Wellness
Committee

n=17, ref=
35

•

•

•

•

you voters and consistently constituents and teachers, this the
ground we're going to stand. – 68_T
I think the biggest huge thing is we have a superintendent who sits
at every meeting with the assistant superintendent … –73_T
For instance, the wellness council periodically will do wellness flyers
for parents. And we collaborate with the principal to get those out
to students across the district to get to people you know parents. –
13_B
Like our wellness committee is myself, the assistant superintendent,
PE teacher, parent, the food director, student, another
administrator, and you know, so we've just all worked together to
update things because our existing policy was a few years old and
was in need of being updated with current standards. –21_B
The committee that we had is small but it's consistent and is of the
six sort of main people, five of us are just parents, and one is a
parent and a teacher. So the people that are involved directly are
very, are very involved and very helpful. Just, you know, we're sort
of like the core six I guess because we're the ones that are driving
95% of everything. So those are, they are definitely my enablers for
sure. –23_B
… I think that we have a really good wellness teams. And so my
administration has required that every one every school in the
District have members that are dedicated to the wellness team and
that they also not only participate in the district wellness team but
that they have wellness teams within each of their own schools so
that they can really implement the wellness activities that we desire
but also help to make sure that people are following the wellness
policy. And as far as a community like I would say that I think again,
we have organizations within our community that will help to
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Node

Subnode

n,
references

Sample Quotes

•

•

support any wellness initiatives that we might have. I can't think of
what it's called off the top of my head but they'll fund any activities
that we might want to do if we need funding for it or they'll provide
space for us to do it in. So I think just having those resources really
helps us to be able to do a lot of things. –25 B
There are parents who are really involved and school staff who are
really interested and they meet regularly and come up with ideas
that really drive change and wellness new policies and continuations
of policies. –109_E
… one of the biggest pluses that we have is the composition of our
wellness team which meets four times a year. And it's made up of
people from the school districts from the community just looking up
the list right now just to confirm. But it's actually we have a doctor
we have a nurse actually the head of the school nursing department
is the co-chair along with me and I'm a community member. So we
have people from the outside and inside so to speak. We have
adjustment counsellors. We have, I don't know if you're familiar with
math in motion but it's program statewide that works on Increasing
walkability around the city's building walking paths that biking path
and so forth. She is on the committee the head of the Southeastern
UMass extension Nutrition Education Program the head of school
food services a school principal. So in other words we've got a good
mix of people who come from Various walks of life directly
connected with the school and from the outside. So we'd better if
we get a good perspective from a lot of different people with a lot of
different backgrounds. Which is Very helpful….I mean that's I mean
that's really the main one and actually the head of the Health and
Physical Education Department is also on that team it’s because
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we've got the connections with the school as well as the outside. –
40_T
I guess I would say um your membership to the group and
understanding outcome of your mission your mission statement. –
91_T
… a team of people supporting whatever program and whoever is
driving it or see the need for it. So I'm gonna go with the
stakeholders as parents and families….So based on my district I
have very passionate parents and getting any who are focused on, it
has to be, then they have to see the need for any kind of initiative or
program that you're doing. And to get it in to, one thing I've found is
getting an initiative into a school- if it is not pushed by our main
stakeholders, which is parents and kids, or parents, it does not
necessarily go over well or is not well received. –06_B
But in some events and some tasting foods or trying new recipes.
Sometimes the kids will bring those things back home but it's really
up to the parents to follow up with that, you know go grocery
shopping. You know we'll do you know, we'll do something with
parfaits or you know and we'll pass out recipes for it and then the
kids will bring us home and some parents are willing to go to the
grocery store and pick up these items and you know carry on with
some of that and try the recipes and cook with their kids and do
these things in some aren’t. So I think you know we can expose
students to a lot of different ideas and foods and healthy concepts.
But parents really taking the next step is super important. – 10_B
We are trying our best and I think succeeding in having more parent
and family buy in. So they are becoming an enablers. …we were
trying to increase the amount of activities we have that would be
more family centered movement nights, walk to school events.
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Anything to get more family participation. And then we start to
disseminate information on wellness and nutrition. You know they're
more active listeners and can help reinforce what we're teaching
here. –92_E
I think it's our school nurses who worked on and support the policy.
I think it's because of them that we have such great support within
the teaching community. Now it's not perfect but we really do.
School nurses we really do enforce the Wellness Policy and all the
things that we have in it that helps teachers like you know There's no
we don't have any school parties anymore. Things like that. And if a
teacher wants to use food in a curriculum piece then they have to
you know they have to sign a like a form that explains everything
that they're doing and that have to be approved by the principal. So I
really think the second people that really are enablers are either
school nurses. I think they're very strong in supporting the wellness
policy. Our nurse leader should probably be second in school nurses
would be third. –82_E
The nursing program we have you know I think that's a constant
conversation in the nursing department. You know if kids are coming
in you know good handwashing but you know just overall health is
where the conversations are coming out of that nurse's office…So
the nursing department does a really good job with that
outsourcing you know other information. – 93_E
And as far as a community like I would say that I think again, we
have organizations within our community that will help to support
any wellness initiatives that we might have. I can't think of what it's
called off the top of my head but they'll fund any activities that we
might want to do if we need funding for it or they'll provide space
for us to do it in. So I think just having those resources really helps us
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to be able to do a lot of things…And then for the community, we had
the . . . they helped us to sponsor . . . I can't remember what the
organization is but it's basically like the commission on like not using
drugs or something like that. And they helped us to fund having
someone from the district attorney's office come and do a
presentation to parents about the dangers of vaping and things like
that but also the dangers of social media and the effect that that can
have on children. And they provided the space for that to happen at
Town Hall and also some of the funding. –25_B
We have two programs which are closely linked. One is our Farm to
School program and the other is the farmer in the school program
which is basically the school garden program but the person who
oversees it is a farmer and the farmer is on the wellness committee.
But I feel like those programs really help enable our wellness
protocols and strategies. 109_E
We recently connected with our UMass, which is our local university
here with nursing students to talk more freely about vaping and do
a actual PowerPoint for our older students you know about some
of the struggles around vaping and things of that nature. – 93_E
Another way is hiring a K-12 wellness coordinator for the district
who oversees the gym programs and all the wellness education and
training in the schools is another. And then just a lot of things that
they brought into the district that support student wellness. And
right now, our district is very focused on, you know, supporting the
student especially through social emotional areas where we find we
have a great need. – 29_B
I think that having staff members who are knowledgeable of all the
requirements and who are can kind of within buildings implement
the expectations is key. – 46_E
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Two adjustment counselors…some other people that are on the
committee are our director of health and wellness of our committee
our director of athletics was on our committee…our PTOs are
committed like our PTOs and our psych counselors are very
committed to health and wellness for our staff and our students. –
73_T
The dietician works closely with the food service manager and they
basically do the nutrition analysis for the meals and making sure
they meet the requirements and the dietitian also works closely
with the nurse to address any special needs of the kids so if you’ve
got kids with different allergies or different food issues the dietitian
is working with the food service manager as well to meet those
requirements. –108_E
And we also have a very good relationship with the nutrition
department here … I would think that they would also be great
enablers in providing what we need as far as what do you call it the
policy…. they've really gone along with getting rid of as many soft
drinks as they can. You know in the school so there's a lot of water.
Water stations there and they have so they basically try to live
according to whatever the targets that they have to achieve through
that you know their governing body. So they have these same
healthy meals. Their trying to live within the calorie counts. So they
really have buy-in in as they should. Because a lot of it is regulated
but they really are and like they also like when we have any kind of
program that supports our wellness policy then we have fruit week.
Let’s say we have strawberry week, we make sure that they have
things for solving with the school nurses especially in really
supporting our goals in kind of working within the Wellness Policy.
So they've really been very supportive in this. So and I think partly
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because of them the Wellness Policy lives on too because we've got
somebody really doing it rather than just trying to say it so that
they think they've been very effective. –82_E
Okay, first of all, people in the kitchen, the fact that because we
design, we're very interactive and a firsthand basis with kids here
at school… myself and my kitchen staff because we serve them, and
we supervise the actual service of their meals here and so I came
and I have relationships with just about every kid because we're a
small school so we can actually build relationships and get to know
these kids individually. And I can actually for me I need to win their
trust. But then once that is accomplished I can convince them that
they should try different vegetables and fruits and stuff like that.
Primarily I think is myself and the staff but their teachers are
constantly talking about health because we have there's a proclivity
here to be overweight in this culture and that lends leaves usually,
well not usually can lead to a higher rate of diabetes. –61_T
As we know from studying students particularly middle school
students. They like to follow one another and so if you can get a
particular group of students who have that type of energy within the
school to buy into programs that support your wellness policy or
you know events that help support the wellness policy that generally
speaking has been very positively received by the other students and
their peers. Okay. –107_E
The students make it easier because they want to be a part of it.
They actually participate in a couple of our meetings a year by the
student council president the vice president they come up with
ideas and suggestions and then make it easier because they're easy
to work with. – 41_T
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Yes, the health and gym teachers specifically….The health and gym
teachers; they will, mean they're kind of important to wellness. I
mean they're going to give examples of how to have students eat
healthier, exercise properly. Better lifestyle choices. –38_B
And then being able to have conversations with the P.E. health
teacher you know we have a kind of better coordinated plan now. –
106_E
We're a K - 12 and the PE program it consists of movement
throughout the day throughout the day each period for individual
classes. And I believe that sort of lifelong learning the processes that
they're giving these kids for enabling movement and their overall
health and bodies and the connection between that and our PE
teachers do a fantastic job with that allowing it to be a fun and
educational point of the day and you know allowing the healthy
bodies to maintain them actually helps. – 93_E
For example, we have a couple of great teachers and nurses and
they're all passionate about the health and wellness and so It's easy
to get them excited about it and therefore get more people excited
about it other than just having it just be like a chore or another thing
we have to check off the box. – 53_T
And so I think it's having that community really a whole community
and parents, teachers, staff all working for the common goal – 86_T
Support of the School Committee who has in past years the past
three years I believe it was unanimously approved of revisions that
we made in the policy. – 40_T
And a school committee that sees the need. A school committee is
willing to stick to stand their ground and say we need to do this
despite parental pressure. – 68_T
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We have community members. We have a police officer…So we're
really everyone in town is committed to this. We're really pleased. –
73_T

I think buy in from all the stakeholders. All the different
stakeholders, especially people at higher levels like the School
Committees or the superintendent as well as principals. – 06_B
We have a wellness policy that doesn't just sit on a shelf. We
actually use it. We kind of hold people to it. Everyone's aware of it.
So now it's just kind of a culture here…So they actually have, like, if
you want to do any kind of a fundraiser, there's a fundraising form
that comes . . . there's like three people who sign off of it. I'm one of
the nurses there one because we're also trying to be mindful not just
wellness in terms of the regulations but also food allergies. So
anyone who wants to do a fundraiser has to fill out that form and
run it by us to make sure that it's appropriate. So that's an example.
Plus the principal like around the holidays when they're saying,
having parties, the principal will always send out an email to staff
reminding them, you know, to be to be mindful of that wellness
policy and we're doing it to protect students with food allergies and
just for the overall culture here. –20_B
There is a good variety of representation and through that group
we have had sort of like the wellness culture. We have
implemented some stuff that I guess have added to our culture. For
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example, we have monthly runs that are themed. We have you
know, we brought out of this some alternatives for celebration. We
have healthy and non-food ways to celebrate we put as an
addendum off to the wellness policy. I send this off via email, I give it
to the teachers to remind them, ‘hey, if you want to add this to your
newsletter.’ Also, when the parents came in to visit, these two
women came to visit to sort of come to our meeting, which we just
had last week. I said, hey, if you pass this along, I’m trying to get to
the PTA, but if you pass this along, because people seem to be
interested in it according to them, what we’re doing in the school
about wellness, please let them know this is where they can find the
information, which is on the main webpage. Everyone, all the
teachers have their own page. If you go to the nurses’ page and at
the very bottom of my page, there is a wellness link. You can see all
of our, like you know, the agenda and the minutes. It’s been going
on since 2010. However, we just started like putting it on technology
like on the web page in 2015 so you can look at the notes all the way
from back then to see what we’ve been doing. Which I think is nice,
you know, you kind of have to hit the communication piece at all
angles because not everyone is gonna, you know, come to a meeting
or something. You know what I’m saying? You have to come the way
your ability to communicate it in different ways. That’s what we’ve
also identified.– 39_B
I’ve seen a lot of time when the administrators take kind of a stand if
you will on the Wellness Policy than teachers are more apt to follow
it and therefore it kind of trickles down to like it would go from the
superintendent to schools to the teachers to the parents to you
know so on and so forth secretaries et cetera. And then a lot of buyin that way. As well if they believe in it if it's something that they
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find value and they find value for the students they are more
interested to make time in that curriculum for it or make time. For
events in school and help to support them help to. Put them out to
social media. Etc.. So that's very helpful.– 107_E
Administration stating that the wellness policy and or policies are
available for students and staff. So I guess I would say their
knowledge of them and their knowledge of enforcement think…so
once they either have the policy or a clear understanding of the
policy or their ability to get it out to the rest of those members helps
and the more people that understand the policy will help us
implement it. –113_E
In my opinion the biggest enabler for X is the buy in. We have many
people on our committee who are very committed to wellness of
the children and our faculty in the public schools . –73_T
I think the community members. We are very lucky in our district
that the community definitely support us. They're definitely the
parents are willing to do ,the students are willing and able to
participate in programs and turnout and so I think it's having that
community really a whole community and parents teachers staff all
working for the common goal. And we're very fortunate we have
that. Like I said it would be nice if we had more people to support it.
–86_T
Well I mean, I think this is, you know, we want kids first of all when
they're coming to school feeling safe within the building but we also
want kids to feel connected to their school attendance. You know
what I mean, it's impacted and I'm not saying we don't have
attendance issues but what I am saying is I think when kids feel
engaged and a part of a of a school and feel that their presence is
valued and an important component and that they feel safe and
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that they know that they're adults but you know also peer
connections and programming that's interesting and informative. I
just think that that that engagement really helps kids perform and
feel better at least in their school success. –14_B
Well I think I think it takes leadership around emphasizing how
wellness is kind of that foundation and prerequisite to learning and
trying to leverage wellness and the policies as a broader education
component to your to your curriculum. Finding places for synergy
rather than having it be sort of a standalone thing that's an extra add
on compliance exercise. You have to do.–46_E
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We have an amazing garden program, so honestly, this woman is a
saint if you ask me. She goes above and beyond. She connects all the
. . . She sees K through 8, because we are a K through 8 building, and
she connects lessons with the garden. Each grade has their own little
garden raised bed but she also takes them on field trips. And we get
green vegetables. Our garden coordinator along with the head cook
come in the summer, and they’re prepping the stuff, they’ll freeze it,
they’ll use it in our food during the winter. I mean, there’s a lot of
that happening. I mean A LOT. And so, I think the point is, that each
one of these members brings something to the table, if you will, to
promote in their own way, wellness in the building. –39_B
Everybody kind of plays a different role. We have our chef who is
following through with the nutritional requirements, we have our
nurse and dietitian who are involved in working with nutrition as
well, with the kids, food service, all the people on the school
wellness committee, for it all to come together everybody has to
play their part. –108_E
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So I guess when I think of certain wellness policies there needs to be
communication that occurs between the central office where the
policy is sort of created and developed in response to regulations
and then its execution in the buildings by either principals or staff
members such as the wellness directors or food service directors. So
I think having a vehicle around which communication can occur so
that the policy is known and understood and questions can be asked
with respect to its implementation are important…Finding places for
synergy rather than having it be sort of a standalone thing that's an
extra add on compliance exercise. You have to do. –46_E
So we do a wellness fair every year and that activity I think is hugely
helpful trying to communicate some other pieces to the policy
there. –108_E
School nurses we really do enforce the Wellness Policy and all the
things that we have in it that helps teachers like you know. There's
no we don't have any school parties anymore. Things like that. And if
a teacher wants to use food in a curriculum piece then they have to
you know they have to sign a like a form that explains everything
that they're doing and that have to be approved by the principal. –
95_E
Also conduct periodic surveys to see how effective the existing
wellness policy is should anyone have any questions or concerns
things that we can address which has been very helpful in the past.
We found a couple of things that were misunderstood it's not, no no
no that’s not what we meant. So we were able to clear it up. And
we've also had the support of the School Committee who has in past
years the past three years I believe it was unanimously approved of
revisions that we made in the policy. –40_T
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Also being able to have team members that are also qualified for
their job is an enabler….Yeah but then using those team members
and having a budget for team members….We have the luxury of
having more than one school psychologist. And then also at the
higher level there are multiple people.

Well what I remember is, you know, when before there was no
wellness policy when the, I feel like it came from the department
from DSE that school districts had to have a wellness policy by this
certain day and in order to accomplish that they recommended
certain people be around the table to be a part of writing this, you
know, the Wellness Policy. And so anytime there is a mandate that's
usually when something happens. If it's “we strongly encourage you
to do this” then people are like” –17_B
They have regulations related to wellness in schools and setting up
like an advisory committee and such. So the interesting part though
is that because we are a private school some of the things you
know really didn't apply to us. So but the standards for school
wellness advisory committees was very helpful…and the other one
that was really helpful too is the nutrition standards and I kind of
took the both of them you know for the ones nutrition standards for
competitive foods and beverages in public schools. So I kind of
melded them together using all their resources. –106_E
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OK sure. So what I did was I took, I referred to my policy as a health
and wellness policy. And what I did was I divided up into different
sections. So I have a section on nutrition guidelines. And the
interesting part is at the school we have no vending machines. So
the all the information in there about what foods were available in
vending machines or in like a little shop didn't apply to us. So I didn't
need to include that information. And then there was another
section that I included in our policy the physical activity and fitness
section. And in that section I talked about what our primary mission
was and I put the goals of the physical education program that we
have here. And then what I did was also in that section I put the
topics and the skills taught in the different grades as a part of that.
And then the last section that I had I refer to the nutrition education
what we do for nutrition. So we have the gym teacher also teaches
health here. And so it's a combination of when he's teaching gym
and it's culmination of health topics and when they're when they're
older kids fifth grade through eighth grade they actually get an
actual health class. They go more into the wellness health and
wellness nutrition topics. So it was looking at what was currently in
our health books and also what was in the lower grades what was in
the physical. The PE class and what they were covering that all kind
of went into what I was going to do for the health and wellness
policy. –106_E
We think we draft a pretty good policy. But who is the person that
actually says to that high school teacher you know you can’t be
serving those doughnuts.. – 54_E
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So the administration has enabled us to apply for and accept grants
for the last um probably about year. We've implemented tower
gardens in the school district. And by the end of the year we'll have
at least one in every school including our preschool and we have 8
schools…Like I said every school has their own PTO and there's
usually fairly supportive of anything that wants to be done in a
school especially if it's something that the district can't or won't pay
for. You know as long as it has to do with the kids. Our PTO usually
pretty have to help us with things like that. – 83_T
We have a component of the health and wellness program called,
which we call, collegiate skills. We focus on prevention and psycho
education in a few areas. So the more we use evidence based
program life skills, which is to reduce students either starting to use
for the first time in the middle school drugs and alcohol. But it's also
really a violence reduction program. And we also then do the psycho
educational piece in the high school again to just help kids learn
refusal script skills and think about, you know, how their choices for
managing stress in their lives like which ones are pro social which
one might not be. So we have a lot of programming around that
which I think is also an enabler for health they're learning about in
the health program. I could be missing something but those are
those are the kind of three pillars that come to mind right now. –
14_B
Well I just recently wrote the school wellness policy here. And one of
the things that was beneficial for me was the information from the
state. They have regulations related to wellness in schools and
setting up like an advisory committee and such. So the interesting
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part though is that because we are a private school some of the
things you know really didn't apply to us. So but the standards for
school wellness advisory committees was very helpful….Yes I think
the information was out there and I think the resources were out
there. It just we didn't have like a one coordinated policy or kind of
statement per say of what it is that we were doing. So if you came in
and you said OK what's the health and wellness for your school you'd
have to go to different resources to try to figure that out. So the
enabler was I had all the resources. I just really needed to pull them
all together and would like and the concepts and then the mission
and the goals into one place. –106_E
And our parents we're having monthly speaker series instead of
having all these parents time being competed for. This committee
pulled in the reins of the six schools and so we have once a month
Speaker Series for all six of our schools. And we've had you know 200
300 400 people in attendance at these meetings. And the parents
have really we’re all just learning so much about social emotional
wellness for our children. And another one we had was odd girl out
and it's just so many things that are so current today. And we had a
woman come and talk about nutrition. We've had people come in
and talk about father sons and how fathers and sons and what you
know met many many authors and we've had uh we have a lot of
doctors in town who are speakers so looking pretty great as we've
had reformed drug addict speak to students and to our to our
parents at night. So we're doing a lot of combined speakers that the
students may hear it in a day and then the parents are invited to
hear in at night. –73_T
Fitness, I'm a big proponent. Yes. This is another one, you, we'll be
here all day. But we, I think again, because we're a college prep a lot
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of our focus for a time was around core academics because many of
our students who come were six to twelve, come with deficits in
reading and math and writing skills. And so for a long time you know
that was the main focus because we wanted to really be able to help
kids close the achievement gap. And I think as we've progressed and
kind of, you know, really honed some of the academic component of
our school we've also then been able to focus more attention on our
fitness program but also we have a growing arts and technology and
those are in our name so we're X Charter School. So we have a
maker space that we've just developed over the last couple of years
and kind of in the center of the building where we have ceramics. It's
an art studio. There's also 3-D printing and it's just. . . I think that our
music program has also expanded. We now have a stage where we
can have performances. So I think that there's a lot of really nice just
optical opportunities for kids to grow other parts of themselves
besides just like the core academics. And again it wasn't that we
didn't have it. But I think we've been able to really build upon it and
it's so much a stronger program than it has been. –14_B
•

•

Like a lot of time teachers will try to have celebrations with food in
their classrooms. Which is not allowed in our wellness policy and
shouldn't be allowed in most districts’ wellness policies. And in order
for that to happen I think it really has to come from the principals of
the school to make it known that that's not allowed and why it isn't
all right –25_B
Sure. Certainly, the wellness coordinator, the K-12 health
coordinator, nursing staff, all support it. The district supports it.
Enough so that most of the things that used to happen in the district,
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you know, food being brought in from outside, often now they are
seeking advice and a lot of the things that are purchased, you
know, if they want a pizza party it's provided by the School Food
Service Program. So actually, we provide a lunch to them that's a
reimbursable lunch so that we're providing food for kids, you know,
for reward type things that are actually, you know, could be a
complete breakfast or a complete meal so it does meet the
guidelines. 29_B
So they actually have, like, if you want to do any kind of a fundraiser,
there's a fundraising form that comes . . . there's like three people
who sign off of it. I'm one of the nurses there one because we're also
trying to be mindful not just wellness in terms of the regulations
but also food allergies. So anyone who wants to do a fundraiser has
to fill out that form and run it by us to make sure that it's
appropriate. – 20_B
We've really gone through just things so a lot of physical activities so
they have field days and those days are you know focused on
physical activity games and events of that sort. And you know
provisions for snacks on those days it's water and orange juice, er
oranges rather. So it's just you know we've really changed the way
we do things from, you know, eight or nine years ago it might have
been a popsicle. Now it's about a bottle of water and an orange. So
those are just some things just I would say the changes are from the
activity to the food across the board. It's more a lot of small groups
popping up and running clubs and fun runs and things like that that
schools are getting involved in here. –29_B
And the interesting part is at the school we have no vending
machines. So the all the information in there about what foods were
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available in vending machines or in like a little shop didn't apply to
us. – 106_E
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So I would say that some of that may have to do with our size too. I
think some of this would be more difficult in a smaller district. OK. –
46_E
We are a really small school here I'm sure it's different than a big
school. We have 108 students I believe. – 41_T
I think it comes down to people and training. 46_E
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Appendix U – Interview Barriers
Interview Barriers listed in order of largest number of respondents and mentions by node and subnode.
Node
Subnode
n,
Quotes
references
Implementation
n=31,
ref=79
Policy
n=20,
• There's no teeth to it…So as I was saying before there is nothing
Implementation
ref=39
really forcing the district to implement it. No supervision or anyone
forcing you to do the wellness policy, no one’s going to do it…I know
parts of a wellness policy that we just don't have time, or are being
even forced to. The example I guess would be making sure that you
know we have a recommendation from everybody within the
community. –4_B
• There just needs to be a lot of support around building that policy
and especially for smaller districts who does not have the capability
of spending a lot of money in communicating some of these things.
There needs to be support for districts who are looking to create a
wellness policy and work through with those barriers or connect and
figure out how to get past those barriers. –06_B
• Well like for example when we first, you know, the years that it
started there was a lot of talk about it. You know it wasn't a
newspaper it was on the news. Districts were, all the districts were
kind of doing it. Parents were involved. They were talking about food
and food in classrooms and it was kind of a hot button issue. People
not being able to bring cupcakes for their son or daughter's birthday,
you know. So it hit people where it hurt in terms of traditions and so
it kind of stayed in the limelight if you will for a couple of years but
then it kind of just fell apart. I was a part of the state health and
wellness organization that DESE ran and one of our charges when we
were on that was to try to keep it going and try to keep districts trying
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to stay focused on it. And I think really the only thing that sort of
followed it was the school lunch people because they had, they had
to report to somebody about the foods that they were selling in the
snack bars and the foods that they were serving but everything else,
making sure teachers don't do things in their classroom, and making
sure all that stuff that kind of just fell apart because nobody was
there to ensure that it was happening. If a new teacher’s hired and
they never even knew about a policy, they don't know about the
rules. So those are some. So, so having money to have someone be a
part of that or having finances as a organization to publicize to the
community to the state that this is what's going on in schools….I think
that anytime there's mandates without enforcement and anytime
there's mandates without money it's always a . . . the district
decides what priority. What was the priority and often the Wellness
Policy might be on there but other things become more of a priority.
So I think superintendents creating priority list I guess would probably
be another barrier. –17_B
So I think it's just making sure that everyone is on the same page
with the wellness policy and that they understand it and not try to
manipulate the wellness policy but just pretend that it's like the word
I'm looking for. It's not . . it's more like guidelines rather than actual
rules. I think that's kind of what people think of it and we need people
that really champion it and make sure that everyone knows that no
like they actually are rules and you can't bend them because you want
to have snacks in the classroom…. so actually when I was here before
in ____(name of town)____ they were doing an event at one of the
middle schools and in the wellness policy it states you know like all
fruit juice has to be 100 percent fruit juice and the school principal
wanted to have a slushy truck or field day or something. And so it
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wasn’t an item that was approved by the A-list or that were even
approved to serve in school. And so he was kind of further setting a
bad example by not following along with the policy and that like if a
principal is doing that, then who's to say the teachers aren't going to
do that because they're kind of setting the standard for everyone
else. –25_B
I think that you know, certain aspects of the policy are easy for
everyone to implement. And other aspects of our policy are more
challenging. So it's easy to have a certain amount of time for lunch or
recess efficiently in the policy. It's easy to have the policy say “Thou
shall not take recess away from a child” but in reality, sometimes kids
are encouraged to stay inside to work on a project or minutes are
carved off because of bad behavior or problematic behavior. So I
think that's one area of the Wellness Policy that parents are very
concerned about…I think you know I think it boils down to in some
cases, a lack of knowledge of the things there in the policy, and in
other cases maybe people who just kind of disagree and feel like they
can get away with it. —28_Bd
And really I guess one of the biggest barriers that I have found to be
a real to me is, it is a gray area. I don't find a really good answer for
it. And this is this is the one I have struggled with in the past. When
you have a wellness policy in place and you have published all you
know, your rules and regulations and you've even published like you
published the you know the . . . They call it the A list of snacks that are
allowed in the school. You know that kids are encouraged to choose
from if they want to snack during their reading period and foods that
they are supposed to . . . I mean it's a long list but the items that
they're supposed to choose from if they're going to bring their lunch
and not take the school lunch. And then you have a parent that brings
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in a lunch for their kid that doesn't follow the wellness guidelines.
How do you stop a parent? You can't stop a parent from feeding their
child. And so, if you could do it, you could have all the rules in the
world but if the parent isn't going to follow the rules and isn't going
to follow any kind of wellness policy then, you know, it's not like
they're breaking a big law. They can feed their kids what they want
to feed them. I mean it's their child. So a wellness policy is only as
good as selling it. And then people buying into it. –34_B
Our biggest barrier is that school wellness advisory committee only
meet four times a year, a school year…We meet four times a year
because that's the way administration had built it in to the district. OK
so we're only able to me four times a year. And it's very difficult to
implement significant change. For you know when you have only four
meetings to do so. –112_E
So I mean I would say that those are our big challenges is getting that
hierarchy of who's the enforcer. You know nobody and I say this with
kind of with a laugh and call it the food police here. Nobody wants to
be that. Nobody wants to ultimately be the first to say to that teacher
you know like I’m co-chair with our nurse leader which is great. It's a
pretty good wellness committee. We think we draft a pretty good
policy. But who is the person that actually says to that high school
teacher you know you can’t be serving those doughnuts. - 54_E
I think one of the biggest barriers would be elementary schools are
great, would be the high school before I took this job as the nurse
leader. I was one of the nurses at the high school and they do not
follow and when I say they I don't mean the cafeteria staff. They don't
follow the like the wellness policy like you know every group has
their own like booster club for it is athletics for example you know
they have to do their own fundraisers so what do most of them do.
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They sell candy, they sell lollipops when there's a basketball game
and they have a concession stand. Again they're selling candy and
that's all a violation of the Wellness Policy and the Wellness Policy
was started before I even started working in this district. And the big
question among the nurses was because the nurse leader helped
make the policy was who is going to police it because the nurses
were very adamant that they did not want to be the nutrition police.
So we have a wellness policy but we don't have anybody that's in
charge of telling you what it wrong. –83_T
and time to do all the things that you might want to do. –21_Birgitte
Um, sometimes time. Like time contingents, you know, in the
schools, like, you know, sometimes though they won't think they
have enough time to either, you know, extend the lunches or extend
you know, recess time or things like that. It’s always, always a battle
to, you know, use the time wisely with education as well as things
like, you know, lunch and recess or, you know, activities that are
getting the kids moving around. So I feel like sometimes they don't
put enough emphasis on those areas. They focus more on the
education piece. –33_B
Our biggest barrier is that school wellness advisory committee only
meet four times a year, a school year. Consequently our second
barrier is time it's almost impossible to pull off getting, doing all
your research and then putting together some type of educational
program in a short period of time with only four major meetings. —
112_E
I think that there are a lot of competing demands for our attention
and time. So I think wellness is one of those things that that may fall
into that category where you know just in a multitude of in a
multitude of initiatives or mandates in that can sometimes be a
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challenge among the ultimate core mission of schools around
education…Sure. So I guess in this realm I would point to. So we have
mandates around wellness policy. We have a mandate that's
unfunded for example around suicide awareness and training for
our personnel. We have mandatory bullying anti-bullying training for
personnel. We have. Expert screenings for substance abuse
prevention. Those are some of the ones we’ve had in recent years.
You know I could go on and on and on about kind of a multitude of
things that you know have come to us in recent years that often come
from different offices and different departments. And we are being
asked to are required to implement and our school year our school
days haven't changed. And so it's just sometimes hard to fit at
all. Yeah it's what we're out to do this is expanded. I think it’s not. All
new. I mean some of it is doing things differently than we did back in
the past and changing habit. But sometimes it's always new. It can
just it feel like a lot sometimes and hard to do anything well. –46_E
And since it's the counselors and nurses also have full time jobs as
counselors and nurses for me it's a little difficult to schedule
everyone at the same time to come in to say sixth grade team and
implement the lesson. –95_E
You know people have well intention but don't have enough time. –
79_T
Typically the barrier for the administration says I have so much going
on I don't have time to worry about this policy. –113_E
The other thing that I was just thinking is that a lot of the policy talks
about you know that curriculum as well and nutrition and physical
activity curriculum. And we find that crossover between the food
service program and the teaching staff you know there isn't a lot of
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crossover there, they’re two kind of separate. So it's challenging for
you know for the policy to fall under food services only because it
requires implementation of certain curriculum things within the
school and the two don't always work together in that respect. So I
don’t know if I'm articulating that correctly but –108_E
We did have a little bit going on we had some people taking students
out of their physical education class for tutoring or making up work
that's been missed and so forth that got to be sticky with some
teachers but we have made it very clear that physical education is not
a fluff subject it's required subjects just like you wouldn't take the
student out of a math class to make up a test. So that's something
that we have added, added and then clarified the language in our
wellness policy to make sure that people understood that the only
time that you would take a student out of a physical education class
would be for something where a child was being put in danger
because of the behavior which is the same thing you would do in a
math class or history class or social studies class to make it equitable
as you would with any other required subject. So that required some
clarification because I think too often people think of physical
education as well it's just gym you know they're just shooting baskets
it's not like no no no no no that's not true. –40_T
And I think there is a lot of different focuses on wellness and what
does that mean. And it depends on who’s lens you looking through
as a physical educator, as a health educator or nutrition or school
psychologist, what is the focus, and it has to be someone’s job to
look at the whole picture not just through their lens or expertise. And
so I think where for example an athletic director is in charge of all
after school athletics it would be nice to have a wellness coordinator
to be in charge of all wellness. And at every district and where that is
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their one focus. Not someone who is in charge of the you know the
curricular aspects of health education and physical education. But
someone who has an administrative role at all the different facets of
wellness education with that being their pure sole lens not through
the nurses not through the physical educators not through the health
educator. Unless it’s from a public health perspective and looking at
all those different spokes I think some districts are fortunate that they
do have someone who has that role and being able to you know look
through the holistic lens at all the different spokes where some
districts only have the leader with one of the areas of expertise and so
they're really strong in that area. It might be lacking in others. I think
having someone who could see the whole big picture and have the
administrative support and then the budget to work on all those
facets would be nice and definitely the budget that that's also a
barrier. –86_T
Enforcement, appointed staff to ensure things are happening and
people caring enough to make sure things happen. –17_B
I can only speak from my experience at our school. I know that we are
limited on people who is that their sole focus on health and wellness
and so I’m at a little elementary school and we’re K-5, And so we
don't have a department for phys ed or health or nurse leaders. There
is a single, there is one teacher for this one teacher for that.
Whenever you have a team you have a lot more brainstorming ideas
and able to allocate and diversify based on their skills and being able
to use those strengths of what their expertise are in making sure
those focuses are moving forward…So it would be nice to have a lot
more people with that allocated role being someone to help
implement school wellness at all different level K to 12 not just
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department heads at high school. It would be nice to have their
responsibility district wide. –86_T
We’ve also had a of challenge with the whole professional
development requirement. OK mostly because we need the chefs
are. There working constantly and in backup for them to do trainings.
It's hard. We've appreciated the kind of online things but it still is a
challenge in terms of the time for people. –108_E
the lack of knowledge about what the policy is and then so while
your stakeholders will be your biggest enabler they can also be the
biggest hinderers because it has to be in line with their vision for the
district. For example you have if this is not the district's vision and this
is not something that they’re used to, it is very difficult. So put any
wellness policy in place, if it's a district that is does not see the value
of health and wellness is going to be more difficult getting any policy
that speaks to health and wellness in place. – 06_B
Because it's all volunteer, you know sometimes is a challenge to get
people to participate…Being able to get them to participate
consistently and having them volunteer. You know even at, I think you
see it there's pockets of really strong support for wellness programs
or any other wellness coordinator. We have someone devoting their
full time schedule wellness activities and the majority of schools if it
lands on the shoulder of service director who has many many
responsibilities and you know there isn't always a substantial amount
of time there to recruit and develop retention strategies for people to
participate as members of a wellness team. –11_B
Yeah for us it’s pretty easy, just lack of internal involvement, lack of
involvement from staff, administrators, teachers, just internally.
We've had a really hard time just getting internal people to be
involved and help them on this committee to share for whatever
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reason. Very low responses, very low involvement, very low
communication, very low, you know just feedback basically. So that's
the biggest barrier. –23_B
So we have, we had, we when I just came into the district and I think
there is a history of it. We were trying to . . . we had a wellness policy
and one of the things that the wellness policy was tasked with is just
minimizing risks to students in terms of making the school district nut
free and it took way longer than it should have to get that policy in
place. And while the stakeholders, the school community, the
wellness policy committee, the principals, and so on were very
interested in pushing that initiative, it was the parents and the kids
who fought it for a long time. So if there is not that buy in, it is very
hard to start a policy or if they see that this is taking something, a
right away from them, or restricting them then there's not going to
be that support for it. And once there is no support for it, it takes a
lot of energy and wasted time to get any of those kind of initiatives
through. –06_B
Yes. Sometimes the PTO, is particularly at the younger age level,
where they'll do fundraisers that may be outside of what we
recommend such as selling pies and cookie dough. We've, most of
the time they don't do that, but occasionally one of those on
fundraisers slips through, because that's not something that we want
to see. And then it as far as after school it's hard to monitor things
after school when they do different events and sports and things like
that. I mean we can set out some recommendations and provide
them with healthy options and things like that. But that's not always
forced after school. –13_B
And barriers can also be, they tend to be parents of students that
don't necessarily, you know, they say, there's a lot of factors why
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parents wouldn't want to have a really good wellness program in the
school because it might be very difficult for them to, you know,
financially, or they haven't raised their kid with good nutrition and
don't, you know, they expect their kid to be able to eat and do at
school what they do at home. Which, you know, may not, a lot of
those things can fall under you know restrictive rules in wellness
programs whereas you know different types of food or sodas or candy
and all that kind of stuff. It shouldn't be in the school and parents still
will give it to their kids to bring to school. And that's where the barrier
really exists. –34_B
Families! That’s another barrier. If they’re not strong families, maybe
they’re not even going to have the time to think about this because
they are in survival mode. –39_B
Well I’ve got to tell you a lot of it's the parents. What they’re sending
in for snack and lunch. Well I mean that would be considered a
barrier. Yeah I mean it's interesting because there are I know it is kind
of interesting as you can you can put out all the information out there
and kind of hope that people pay attention to it but you know
certainly you will get some of these younger kids and if they get like a
sugary snack they're going to have that sugar high and then the drop
which definitely impacts what they're doing in class. So you know you
want to be careful what foods they have so that they're not having
the highs and lows from the sugar rush.…It's a slippery slope. I mean I
just did screenings last week and the one of the screens I have to do is
BMI screenings so that's it. That's kind of a tough subject because
people don't want to hear like You know it's a hard conversation to
have with a parent when you're stressing the fact that their child is
morbidly obese and not necessarily the information people want to
hear. So I think that's definitely a barrier is that the information that
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the information that you're giving isn't always information that
people want to hear. –106_E
Why can't we have pizza parties when you know. So a lot of time
there's some negative kick back from the students and the parents.
You know why can't you celebrate. Why do we have to celebrate
birthdays or holidays with non-food...I'm trying to I guess and say
you have to try and revamp the school culture to accept the policy
standards. So obviously change id negative and Sometimes students
and parents take that as negative. –113_E
In addition to what we do here and trying to keep that up at home
might be sort of a barrier. You know so they come here they move
they eat good food they learn about vaping they go home and
maybe the message is slightly different or maybe there's a
restriction and they're unable to do any of that….go look at that you
know and I think the barrier may be at home that there's several
things that could be going on be that a they don't have enough
money for the broccoli for example, they're too busy because they're
running off to soccer class and so all of a sudden they're eating fast
food in the back of the van or see the parents just don't have the
opportunity to cook like that right. So they go home and they're
having the mac and cheese out of the box and that's fine because it
says they don't really want the apple and the broccoli and the parents
are tired and there you go. And so all of the work and the
conversations that we've had about the good food and that that may
in fact in some cases and or may not be the emphasis at the evening
before the child gets in the tub, does the homework and goes to bed.
You know it's a very short day to get all of that done. –93_E
Well our direct sort of liaison to the to the committee is supposed to
be the assistant principal. He's never shown up for a meeting. He will
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respond to, you know, emails or phone calls, that may be, but he's
never been to a meeting. He doesn't really offer any direct support.
He doesn't really offer too much in the way of guidance. Yeah. I mean
he really just isn't at all, he’s supposed to, “direct liaison.” But he's
really not involved. So that's probably the best example I can give
you. –23_B
Yeah I'm trying to think back from, you know, over the years like, you
know, in the past when we've had administrators it didn't feel that
the wellness program was . . . just wasn't as it wasn't as high on the
ladder of importance as other things going on in the school. And so
it's kind of always was took the back burner or wasn't . . . So there
was no encouragement to have like a full wellness policy that was
documented and implemented throughout the school. There wasn't
any support for having a wellness committee that was including
administrators, staff, faculty, parents, school board, all that kind of
stuff. There just was no really support or encouragement. So those
things were always on the backburner. –34_B
Sometimes they're enthusiastic about some of the changes and
wellness policies that we try and implement. But other times they're
not. And sometimes it feels like our administration isn’t supportive
in reinforcing the value of the wellness policies with the staff who
don't want to carry them through. So I guess the administration and
cafeteria staff like for example we have a new wellness initiative this
year which is to reduce single use plastic waste so in the cafeteria.
There's a lot of potential single use waste. So we the Wellness
Committee wanted to replace a single use plastic items with reusable
items like cups and reusable straws… And we bought them and gave
them out but then they were not being used because understandably
there's extra work to wash them. So stuff like that…But I think I think
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the teachers and the individual building administrators there could be
the ones that can hinder us the most. Fortunately, we and we don't
have a lot of that but it is it is present…So say for instance we've done
away with a lot of the kids in school like festivals. So for instance you
know we used to have kind of programs that pair kids would bring in
their favorite foods from different countries and things like that. And
we've done away with most of it. But one particular administrator will
not get rid of it. So she still has a food full festival, let’s say, which you
know the nurse has tried to work through it but he just he just wants
it. So we just have it. I mean we can't say no. And that's probably
that's probably the only one the only one and then and probably for
that I think is one of the major things that's the big if the big events
that principals don't want to let go of. That probably is the biggest
one. –109_E
I found in the past, currently our administration is more on board
than the past. I mean when did this become a law, like 2010 so for
years the administration either didn’t know that it was a
requirement or didn’t make it a priority. 53_T
Um kind of some administrators but more like not attending the
meetings but you know reviewing the minutes that we send out…The
last one being me speaking to the whole school administration team
about the wellness policy we devised some kind of PowerPoint. We
sent it to him ahead of time and frequently asked questions on you
know just to kind of say we're not just about food. This is really about
that the whole child...It hasn't helped really which is unfortunate. –
91_T
Quite often you'll get teachers that regardless of the fact that you
have policies in place will disregard them. And say, “well I want this
for my classroom so I'm going to do it. We're just not going to say
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anything. We're just going to let the parents know we're going to be
serving cake or whatever.” And anyone with a life-threatening allergy
to any of the ingredients you know will be made aware of that. And
although I'm grateful that they're sharing information about that, it
still inhibits our ability to properly enforce policy. –09_B
I think it's a toss-up between teachers and sometimes parents/PTO
when it comes down to the nitty gritty of celebrations, rewards,
fundraisers, things like that…The only other thing with the,
sometimes people who have been in the system a long time and they
have, as I'm sure you recall, you know, Valentine parties with the
parade of cupcakes coming in and things like that. We don't do that
anymore. But occasionally a teacher will kind of take it upon
themselves and just they'll do it. Not that common. But we shouldn't
be doing that at all. –13_B
But the last one that we did the last survey that we did there were
teachers who said you know we don't understand why we can't
reward a class if they're doing well or something or other. –40_T
Just I've often been told by the Food Service Department that if we
didn't have such strict regulations in place that you know, they would
be making a lot more money. Or you know even to the effect of
students coming in with coffee that if we were allowed to do that. But
I still think they would come in with a coffee. But, yeah you know, I
think when you do follow the rules you definitely take a financial hit.
And although we're doing fine here . . . but yeah you definitely, to
follow the policy, you're definitely losing money and if you're a food
service program who is maybe strapped financially, I can see how
you'd bend those rules. –20_B
Sometimes they're enthusiastic about some of the changes and
wellness policies that we try and implement. But other times they're
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not. And sometimes it feels like our administration isn’t supportive in
reinforcing the value of the wellness policies with the staff who don't
want to carry them through. So I guess the administration and
cafeteria staff like for example we have a new wellness initiative this
year which is to reduce single use plastic waste so in the cafeteria.
There's a lot of potential single use waste. So we the Wellness
Committee wanted to replace a single use plastic items with reusable
items like cups and reusable straws... And we bought them and gave
them out but then they were not being used because understandably
there's extra work to wash them. So stuff like that. –109_E
So oftentimes some of the barriers are well for us it's our food
service is they are self-sufficient so they have issues because they
have to meet certain funding. But at the same time the kids won't
purchase from them and they need to sell items that are purchasable
to meet their budget. So I don't know I would say it's a barrier. It's not
necessarily our cafeterias but it's there how their program is run
because they have their self because they're self-fulfilling. They have
to make enough to continue. So sometimes just the state mandated
or the items that they sell aren't as attractive as the nonwellness
items. OK so I'm trying to think of how to I know you can't help me
I'm sure the words I know because I'm not in the wellness committee
so...So it's just like it's kind of sometimes rules are broken to receive
for monetary reasons etc.. –113_E
Students don't want to eat healthy because it's not how they're
brought up…Here, vegetables are like an alien food. And we’re
talking like eating corn. I mean like, corn is universal. You know, kids
like corn. It’s a struggle. We're not talking about broccoli or peas.
We're talking about like a neutral vegetable that can be naturally
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sweet. And sometimes it's not well received. At the high school level,
I’m not even talking about the little kids. –38_B
You know that's another obstacle the students themselves kind of
not understanding. That you know like they'll come in my office and
ask can we do this fundraiser and it's like a you know chocolate bar
fundraiser and I'm like no per our wellness policy you know we really
have to try to look at fundraisers that don't involve food you know.
And some of them do that. So but they're like you know jeez you
know you you're so mean. Well it's not my policy it's our district
policy. Yes. You know so kind of educating our advisors to you know
don’t choose a fundraiser that involves food like that you know and
Candy and stuff. –91_T
But we don't have a building membership from every building. We
have twelve buildings in our district. So that to me you know if we had
the membership of at least one or two people from every building
they would kind of understand. 91_T
Getting volunteers to participate and participate consistently. –
11_B
Well one of the challenges we have with the policy requirements for
the school wellness committee participation is engaging community
members to participate. –108_E
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Well there are a couple. One is the budgetary because of the fact
that we can't really afford to get all the great food that we would
like to get and in season. And of course of this being New England.
Of course our season growing season is so short. Sometimes that the
cost of fresh vegetables and fruits are prohibitive. We try to avoid
the we avoid processed food at all cost. We try to avoid canned stuff
as well but that's not always possible. –61_T
You know also in our district one of our high schools has a you know
we could do everything we about like you know giving the kids the
appropriate lunch the appropriate portion and the grain the milk you
know. But then some of our kids have the ability to go off campus
for lunch…And they're not going downstairs you know they’re going
to Burger King…And you know the local pizza shop where they can
get a special. So. You know that that's a little bit out of that's out of
our hands. You know I guess we've had this is kind of a tradition in our
district and one of the high schools so that those kids are not
necessarily eating a healthy lunch. And. You know when they can buy
have a Frappuccino instead of you know like a nice tuna fish wrap or
something you know. –91_T
I think it's a toss-up between teachers and sometimes parents/PTO
when it comes down to the nitty gritty of celebrations, rewards,
fundraisers, things like that…Consistency, especially outside of school
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or after school activities….I think some time in our guidelines we do
not allow home baked goods to come into school. Everything,
because of student safety, in so many cases of food allergies, it has to
be, or come in with a label and certainly minimal amount of junk
food. We've got guidelines for that because we follow all those
healthy snacks and all that….the only other thing with the, sometimes
people who have been in the system a long time and they have, as
I'm sure you recall, you know, Valentine parties with the parade of
cupcakes coming in and things like that. We don't do that anymore.
But occasionally a teacher will kind of take it upon themselves and
just they'll do it. Not that common. But we shouldn't be doing that at
all. –13_B
Well like for example when we first, you know, the years that it
started there was a lot of talk about it. You know it wasn't a
newspaper it was on the news. Districts were, all the districts were
kind of doing it. Parents were involved. They were talking about food
and food in classrooms and it was kind of a hot button issue. People
not being able to bring cupcakes for their son or daughter's
birthday, you know. So it hit people where it hurt in terms of
traditions and so it kind of stayed in the limelight if you will for a
couple of years but then it kind of just fell apart. I was a part of the
state health and wellness organization that DSE ran and one of our
charges when we were on that was to try to keep it going and try to
keep districts trying to stay focused on it. And I think really the only
thing that sort of followed it was the school lunch people because
they had, they had to report to somebody about the foods that they
were selling in the snack bars and the foods that they were serving
but everything else, making sure teachers don't do things in their
classroom, and making sure all that stuff that kind of just fell apart
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because nobody was there to ensure that it was happening. If a new
teacher’s hired and they never even knew about a policy, they don't
know about the rules. So those are some. –17_B
The other area parents are very concerned about is the snacks and
food that get brought into the classroom. I think the policy is, at
present, open to interpretation because when we originally wrote it
we didn't want to be the food police. So a certain amount of
encouragement of smaller portion sizes, encouragement of healthy
healthier food choices, encouragement to follow the state guidelines,
whatever they're called. I can't remember the moment. But in reality
certain people want to have their cupcakes for their kid's birthday
and certain schools have gone beyond the Wellness Policy and said,
“No, there are not going to be cupcakes at parties,” but other
schools have not. And I think there's a situation that impedes a
stronger wellness policy which is that it's some white middle class
parents who want to do away with food- cupcakes and you know that
kind of stuff in the classroom- and other people who don't want to
change the policy because they're fearful that it would not be a
popular choice with other parents, that it's stepping on others. It's
telling other parents that they're bad for wanting to have cupcakes as
part of their child's birthday party celebration at school. So I think I
think we're in a little bit of a back and forth situation. Like I said, some
schools have just gone ahead and created stronger policies for their
individual buildings. But I think there's this concern that there's a
cultural divide and not wanting to offend people. –28_B
I think the biggest barrier that we've run into has to do with
classroom teachers who have done certain activities with their
classes over the years and they don't want to stop doing them. You
know an example of that might have been, oh, making gingerbread
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houses, you know, with milk cartons. That was a big one. There was
another teacher who used to have, you know, pancakes in the
classroom for kids with, you know, syrup and things like that which
couldn't be done. So it generally was the direct classroom activities
the teachers wanted to continue to do with their classes that they
could no longer do. That was the most difficult area for us…We had . .
. there was certainly some, you know, rewards in classrooms. You
know candy and things like that that existed, you know, quite a while
ago. That was one of the first things that stopped. The foreign
language department, who would want to do some food experiments,
you know, cultural things with students, that that was another area
that was a little bit difficult. But what we have had, we have a process
where if there's gonna be food in the classroom for an event it has to
meet the state guidelines here. –29_B
Anyway, in taking out cupcakes and that kind of stuff, I remember
having a talk with my principal and he said, he was like, “Nicole, in
education, and because food is so like cultural, and personal, you
have to do it through an educational way.” He left it up to the
teachers to buy in or not. So it took a few years and I didn’t really
like that because we were also offering you know, these other
suggestions. I made it very clear that we were not saying don’t
celebrate. We’re saying, “Let’s learn a new way to celebrate either
with healthier food options or non-food options.” So we made those
lists up which you can find on our webpage. –39_B
Why can't we have pizza parties when you know. So a lot of time
there's some negative kick back from the students and the parents.
You know why can't you celebrate. Why do we have to celebrate
birthdays or holidays with non-food. Sometimes there's a negative
connotation in regards to I guess the spirit or school or school climate
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because a lot of times food is part of the party reward et cetera.
Sometimes you don't know it's kind of weird. It's a negative in the
negative. The environment becomes negative because you have to
take the food out of it. I'm trying to I guess and say you have to try
and revamp the school culture to accept the policy standards. Sure.
So obviously change id negative and Sometimes students and parents
take that as negative. –113_E
So I think it's the long standing traditions of having food from home
having food for parties rewarding students with food that seems to
be the biggest sticking point with principals and with concurrently
with teachers as well. –40_T
I think the biggest barrier is tradition and past practice that we have
always celebrated it with food. And we're going to celebrate with
food. That's a big that's a big that's a big barrier. But that's a big one
right there. We've always done it this way. We're going to keep doing
this way. I grew up it wasn't a problem the Oreo’s with movies on
Fridays or whatever. –68_T
You know when, you know when groups serve you know, different
clubs or you know it's you know snack huts and you know, all these
different things are, you know, trying to raise money. They're not,
you know, they're not doing it with apples and you know the things
that we're serving for lunch every day you know broccoli. You know
and you know just that the wide variety of fruits and vegetables and
different things that we serve. You know they're selling you know,
candy bars and sugary drinks soda and different things like that to
make money. You know along with different you know different
fundraisers whether other braided breads or you know cookies or
whatever or whatever those things are. That's where they're looking
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for. It's not . . . when you have a bunch of different people with
different ideas on how to make money and how you should go about
it. And what a healthy environment is and it's difficult to control. –
10_B
Yes. Sometimes the PTO, is particularly at the younger age level,
where they'll do fundraisers that may be outside of what we
recommend such as selling pies and cookie dough. We've, most of
the time they don't do that, but occasionally one of those on
fundraisers slips through, because that's not something that we want
to see. And then it as far as after school it's hard to monitor things
after school when they do different events and sports and things like
that. I mean we can set out some recommendations and provide
them with healthy options and things like that but that's not always
forced after school. –13_B
And also I think one of the trickiest things for us is fundraisers which
I'm sure is the case with all school systems where people will tell us
our biggest fundraiser is the uh the cookie dough sale or the pie sale
or something like that. And, so we made a concession with our school
department where if you do sell a product that is not compliant with
USDA regulations that you must offer at least one other item that
either meets USDA regulations or is not a food item. So it was sort of
that concession. Actually we had somebody on the school committee
who that's another representative that we have actually is a member
of the school committee. We had a member school committee that
said gee you know I'd really like to support your wellness policy but
with that hard no take that you can't sell anything that doesn't meet
USDA requirements then that that's a problem because we make so
much money on it which is a little disturbing as I told her I said pretty
much and that philosophy is the end justifies the means. And if the
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end if the mean isn't what it should be then there's a little bit of a bit
of ethical conflict there. But we can make that concession. –40_T
And another huge problem I think every school is students with
allergies making sure what's coming in. But you know someone that
effects someone that has a peanut allergy or egg allergy you know it’s
hard having after school function and know that someone's bringing
something in. Is it safe? You know…A lot of kids that have crazy crazy
allergy. It’s so scary. –41_T
You know that's another obstacle the students themselves kind of
not understanding. That you know like they'll come in my office and
ask can we do this fundraiser and it's like a you know chocolate bar
fundraiser and I'm like no per our wellness policy you know we really
have to try to look at fundraisers that don't involve food you know.
And some of them do that. So but they're like you know jeez you
know you you're so mean. Well it's not my policy it's our district
policy. Yes. You know so kind of educating our advisors to you know
don’t choose a fundraiser that involves food like that you know and
Candy and stuff. –91_T
And really I guess one of the biggest barriers that I have found to be a
real to me is, it is a gray area. I don't find a really good answer for it.
And this is this is the one I have struggled with in the past. When you
have a wellness policy in place and you have published all you know,
your rules and regulations and you've even published like you
published the you know the… They call it the A list of snacks that are
allowed in the school. You know that kids are encouraged to choose
from if they want to snack during their reading period and foods that
they are supposed to . . . I mean it's a long list but the items that
they're supposed to choose from if they're going to bring their lunch
and not take the school lunch. And then you have a parent that brings
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in a lunch for their kid that doesn't follow the wellness guidelines.
How do you stop a parent? You can't stop a parent from feeding their
child. And so, if you could do it, you could have all the rules in the
world but if the parent isn't going to follow the rules and isn't going to
follow any kind of wellness policy then, you know, it's not like they're
breaking a big law. They can feed their kids what they want to feed
them. I mean it's their child. So a wellness policy is only as good as
selling it. And then people buying into it. –34_B
But I would say one thing— and I feel like we've overcome it— is
financial. I would say can be a barrier. You know, maybe things you
want to put in the cafeteria that are just too expensive, or you know,
I do hear from the food service director that how much more money
he could make if we had things in the vending machine that we've
shouldn't. Snacks that we shouldn't. But he, then on the flipside, he
may tell me that but he also follows the rules. So you know there are
some staff in the building like older staff who I don't think they
understand or they just maybe they just don't like being told what
they can and can't do. You know how you always have someone who
wants to kind of push it or you know they just want to kind of fight
against the norm. Those people I would say people. And financials
always an issue. –20_B
So oftentimes some of the barriers are well for us it's our food
service is they are self-sufficient so they have issues because they
have to meet certain funding. But at the same time the kids won't
purchase from them and they need to sell items that are purchasable
to meet their budget. So I don't know I would say it's a barrier. It's not
necessarily our cafeterias but it's there how their program is run
because they have their self because they're self-fulfilling. They have
to make enough to continue. So sometimes just the state mandated
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or the items that they sell aren't as attractive as the non-wellness
items...So it's just like it's kind of sometimes rules are broken to
receive for monetary reasons etc.. –113_E
Yeah. We had another issue with us right in our wellness policy that
no child should go hungry while in school. So when we were doing our
evaluation of our policy we did a little survey and asked teachers how
frequently that happened that a kid was hungry in school. And you
know it's interesting kids are hungry in school might have a house full
of food. So it's not that they're food insecure, it's just they weren't
they didn't feel like eating breakfast at the time, and now they're in
school and it's 10:00 in the morning and they're hungry and their
lunches and until 1 or something. So you know there was nothing to
change in the wellness policy. It's in there that no child should go
hungry in school. But there's kind of a gap in that, what would you
say, situations. There's kind of a gap in trying to figure out how to
operationalize that to make sure that . . . so basically every school
does something when they find out who gets hungry. But every
school does something a little different. And some of us would like it
to be a little more organized and so we would be sure that the kid
was actually easily getting something to eat that was healthy and
quickly back to class. Or not even having to leave the classroom. So
that's just an area where we haven't quite figured out how to make
that happen yet. –28_B
But people don't we don't meet regularly there in terms of a wellness
committee. We don't. We don't trickle down to hold individual
schools accountable to wellness goals. And so I think people being
paid for their time and people developing their programs or projects
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for the goal towards the goal then there's going to there's going to
necessarily need to be resources financial resources. Brought forward
in order for that to happen but yeah I mean it also takes some
creativity and thinking outside the box because people haven't done
that in our district in terms of wellness. I mean I know wellness is
happening in many places like it came down from the Obamas and it's
like in schools it's just like it's a shift in attitude that I think would
need to happen with the money part. 52_E
In my nutrition career I can tell you that the biggest barrier has been
the phrase, but we've always done it this way. Because in multiple
districts there’s been barriers to change based on the way things have
always been done. Not wanting to change or people are set in their
traditions. And many of them revolve around food and they don't
always fit our policy...I thought everybody’d be barriers in a sense
that, you know, the PTO being barriers . you can have administrators
that are just not going to. pick That fight with the community and
they don't want to change it. You can have parents that are just not
willing to give up the cupcakes for a kid's birthday in the classroom.
Things like that it can come from. The unfortunate part is that it can
come from all sides. And you hope that you can. Get everybody on
board with the same common goal of enforcing this wellness policy
for the Health of the students. –107_E
I think one barrier is people have different beliefs around wellness
and the policy and maybe school’s place in terms of having such a
policy. And so I particularly think that this is relevant in the realm of
nutrition where people have very different belief systems and
practices around nutrition and what they perceive to be healthy. And
so I think I think you're I think your policies can sometimes be difficult
to implement based on the fact that we're dealing with people who
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have agency and desires and needs and they may not really want to
comply or see a need to comply because it doesn't fit with their belief
system. And again I would put that largely in the nutrition category. I
know that there's other matters that fall underneath the wellness
category. I think about like physical activity for example but I think
still there too people have individual beliefs or family beliefs about.
About physical activity and. That can sometimes have tension with
what the school like policy might be. –46_E
it's a shift in attitude that I think would need to happen with the
money part. …I really think it's the attitude that we don't think that
preventative health. Way we think in a sort of we have a program
for P.E. and athletics and we try to bring nutritious food to our
school cafeterias and that's what we do. We don't do more than
that. And sometimes the health educators or the PE teachers talk
about nutrition but there's just not there's not. A prioritization of it.
You know what the cornerstone for a decent education and that's an
attitude that's a cultural issue. That's the biggest impediment I think
people are just more worried about making ends meet and getting
the minimum done and doing something with very little resources
because that's the way public schools run. So it's just it's just hard to
say no this should be more important. –52_E
So again people and the lack of knowledge about what the policy is
and then so while your stakeholders will be your biggest enabler
they can also be the biggest hinderers because it has to be in line
with their vision for the district. For example you have if this is not
the district's vision and this is not something that they’re used to, it is
very difficult. So put any wellness policy in place, if it's a district that is
does not see the value of health and wellness is going to be more
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difficult getting any policy that speaks to health and wellness in place.
–06_B
It's sometimes hard to convince some of the advisers of the
importance of these topics. Not everyone is comfortable with it
which makes sense. –95_E
Well I have one school well you know one district. Just trying to get
the wellness committee to meet, it’s just not that important…Yeah,
the directors and then we almost have to twist everybody's arm to do
it because they say it's mandated. –79_T
I feel at times that we people don't take us seriously or don't really
know what we do because you know they're not to present at the
meetings. And we've tried we've tried various you know ways to try
to gain membership. The last one being me speaking to the whole
school administration team about the wellness policy we devised
some kind of PowerPoint. We sent it to him ahead of time and
frequently asked questions on you know just to kind of say we're not
just about food. This is really about that the whole child.—91_T
Anyway, in taking out cupcakes and that kind of stuff, I remember
having a talk with my principal and he said, he was like, “Nicole, in
education, and because food is so like cultural, and personal, you
have to do it through an educational way.” He left it up to the
teachers to buy in or not. So it took a few years and I didn’t really like
that because we were also offering you know, these other
suggestions. I made it very clear that we were not saying don’t
celebrate. We’re saying, “Let’s learn a new way to celebrate either
with healthier food options or non food options.” So we made those
lists up which you can find on our webpage. –39_B
I think it's really about like integration of the philosophy is part of
well-being for student readiness for education. I think that's what
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people think. Oh yeah. It's always good to deal with health and wellbeing but seeing it as pivotal to student's educational achievement
is another thing. There is another idea that you just had well it will
come back to me. –52_E
You know it's not a priority over education. –79_T

But people don't we don't meet regularly there in terms of a wellness
committee. We don't. We don't trickle down to hold individual
schools accountable to wellness goals. And so I think people being
paid for their time and people developing their programs or projects
for the goal towards the goal then there's going to there's going to
necessarily need to be resources financial resources brought forward
in order for that to happen but yeah I mean it also takes some
creativity and thinking outside the box because people haven't done
that in our district in terms of wellness. I mean I know wellness is
happening in many places like it came down from the Obamas and it's
like in schools it's just like it's a shift in attitude that I think would
need to happen with the money part. –52_E
Funding is our largest barrier because we have a lot of policies that
require health curriculum programming and some of that stuff
doesn't get done at times because we lack the funds to have
somebody teach it or we lack the funds to have the appropriate
resources available for it. So funding is probably number one. –09_B
I think that a lot of things I think money is a big issue. Not, not the
funding necessarily for the food service program but the funding for
other groups. Everybody's always trying to raise money for all kinds of
different groups and I think a lot of times when that happens, they
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gravitate towards unhealthy food items to try to make money. So I
think a lot of a lot of times if those other programs had plenty of
money it would be easier for them you know if there was less
fundraising it would be easier for them to make better choices. –10_B
I would say finances because giving someone a stipend or money to
be that point person needs to exist…So, so having money to have
someone be a part of that or having finances as a organization to
publicize to the community to the state that this is what's going on in
schools…I think that anytime there's mandates without enforcement
and anytime there's mandates without money it's always a…the
district decides what priority. What was the priority? And often the
Wellness Policy might be on there but other things become more of a
priority. So I think superintendents creating priority list I guess would
probably be another barrier. –17_B
…let's say on the top of my head of funding. I think it’s funds.
Because it's always something like you might have some amazing
ideas to supplement or support wellness policy but without funds to
do those things? That's one of the biggest challenges. You know if
you wanted to have a speaker on a specific topic if you want to
purchase things for the district there's always that. How do you fund
certain things. So I think that's always a challenge. –60_E
One is the budgetary because of the fact that we can't really afford
to get all the great food that we would like to get and in season. —
61_T
…definitely the budget that that's also a barrier. That's one of the
first things that gets cut because it's not as evaluated as like science
or math or reading with the MCAS and state testing. So sometimes
that's the one that gets pulled out. But as we're finding out that not
being able to focus on those elements is why we're seeing more
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things pop up that health educator could have done in elementary
school. We're now seeing the effects at the middle and high school
because they didn't have those, I’m trying to think that those skills
that could have been tried at the elementary level but that's a
budgetary issue at the elementary level but they didn't have those
basics and therefore we're trying to play catch up as we go higher and
higher for risky behaviors. –86_T
I think the need is, is that we have, well, in this part of the state, I
know we're high- we've been high in the state for several years for
use in adult’s suicide completion. We also have large rates of
domestic violence and substance abuse, epidemic. So I'm not
necessarily seeing students who are using but I know that many of
our families either have lost parents and loved ones to overdoses or
incarcerated because of it or more in the foster care system as a
result of it. So there's high need and also financially I think of their
many of our families who are under a great deal of financial strife to
find employment, housing, paying for their electric bill, you know for,
you know all of the things that you need in order to raise the kids. So I
think that and even for parents who are gainfully employed have
good insurance. We are seeing a rise in kids’ mental health so they
might have depression anxiety and really struggle to manage their,
their mental health. So just giving that support. Working with
teachers to support them, working with the special ed team and also
outside providers is time consuming which we're happy to do. But
there's just a high demand. So I would say that that's at least from
my perspective a big barrier is that the need is pretty high –14_B
One of the other pieces that is challenging because I think we're a
Residential Child Care Institute is really the only assessment tool that
works for our kind of setting you know most of the assessment tools
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I’ve found online are either really geared towards the full school
involvement and you know we don't have a lot of the same features
as that. So I would love to see something simple for us to really
assess in a residential program where we're at in terms of wellness
policy request that you do that every year and set your goals
accordingly. –108_E
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I think sometimes the barrier is that the wellness policy comes under
USDA requirements and therefore it should always, well, it's
perceived as being the responsibility of the food service director.
That it should be more of a global perception, and different leaders,
so different maybe even school nursing program, the physical
education, the health education, the lifestyle of different educators
that lead up our programs. It seems to land so frequently on food
service directors shoulders. –11_B
I guess my other barrier would be the nutrition restrictions that have
really, you know, since Michelle Obama everybody calls it Michelle
Obama, but you know, the really heavy duty restrictions for
promoting good nutrition in schools. Well that's great. Yeah, I guess
this is my other one. That's great. And I understand it and I live it now,
you know. And I encourage, you know, and I tried to set examples for
everyone to follow those type of eating guidelines but you have, I
have seen, I have worked with kids that will not eat. Period. They
would rather go hungry than eat stuff they don't want to eat. And so
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my 64 million dollar question is do you relax the restrictions enough
so that you are providing food that kids like and will eat and still
getting nutrition so they're doing better throughout the day versus
really strict nutrition rules and guidelines that kids won't eat so
therefore they don't eat so therefore they're not doing as well in
school? That's my 64 million dollar question –34_B
I think when you do follow the rules you definitely take a financial
hit. And although we're doing fine here . . . but yeah you definitely, to
follow the policy, you're definitely losing money –20_B
They have to find a way of, you know they say it's mandated but
that's about the extent of how it gets done. You know there's no. It
says it’s on a review but nobody really checks. There's no funding
behind it so it’s not even like you can take any money away or not
give money. And then they put it on the food service and we don't
really have a lot of say over some of this stuff. –79_T
Well one of the challenges we have with the policy requirements for
the school wellness committee participation is engaging community
members to participate. They also have a challenge with engaging
parents given our program we’re Residential Child Care Institute. So a
lot of our kids are not if they're not involved with directly with their
families. They're living on campus and going to school with us. So it's
hard to kind of get family involvement as well from that committee
to get input on that. –108_E
And our, like our wellness policy itself. It was made in like I believe it
was like 2006-ish and it was updated in 2011 hasn't been touched
since. So it looks like it's a six-year plan. Now it's more, like eight years
now –83_T
Handicapped by having so much regulation that, let’s say you have a
Stockbroker or someone who is going to like a series seven license
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and wants to teach a little financial ed class in the high school. Well.
The amount of hoops to jump through to do it is ridiculous. So it
doesn't happen. Whereas. Someone who is a little bit more willing to.
Say yeah I want this to happen. They just make it happen. You know
it's like OK how about just coming in on Wednesday and We'll make
sure that. There's another teacher in the building. Yeah. Where other
schools might be following the letter of the law. They say, oh, no, we
have to have one teacher there certified teacher not a para. Per 30
students in the activity. It can't start you know and all this kind of stuff
to the point where. It just doesn't happen. So a lot of it is you got to
find willingness between parents and the educational staff to say
yeah let's just make this happen. –105_E
•

I think that some of the barriers that we're seeing here and again, I
don't like to then say oh well the barriers are externals, that isn't
perfect. But we are in a rural area in the state. And so I- you know, my
focus is more on the mental health side of things and also the
medical. So I think that there is a big problem when we're trying to
access families and students to community resources whether it's
through the family's ability to have transportation to and from those
services or if it's because there is not a lot of options….I said I still
think that new kids bring a lot of different issues into the school and
there's a, there's conflicts and you know sometimes the conflicts
happen outside through social media or other things that happen in
the community and they come into the school and we do our best to
manage it and help support the kids within it but it can take up a lot
of time for the kids you know in finding resolution there can be very
difficult for the students. And it also can, depending on the nature of
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the situation, take a lot of time for the support staff, who are there to
support kids when they're having these issues. –14_B
it's primarily because I think of our residential status but you know
we try, we meet four times a year and we try to engage our families
but often they're unable to come or there not a lot of them are
restricted in terms of location and transportation and working full
time and that kind of thing. So it's just for me and probably some
other schools might be dealing with as well but it's just a piece that
makes that piece of that policy a little bit challenging. –108_E
We are geographically very isolated and sometimes that can be
challenging. I Feel like we're on the really the outer cape and a lot of
times there's just not the resources that we need to have an idea. –
109_E
So the nutrition director and myself are 'll say are fairly new still at
our positions we both started about the same time. So this is this is
actually honestly the first year we even tackled or even talked about
doing anything with our wellness policy. –83_T
Um, to my knowledge we don't have any barriers in X I know that's
kind of a big statement to say but I think our superintendent is such a
positive leader and he's very compassionate and she's very passionate
and he just she just helps us. You know make sure that there are no
barriers. She's a real team player. She gets a lot of input from the six
principals over time. And it's just really it's just really a positive
experience in the X schools we really haven't found any barriers at
all.—73_T
this should be part of the of the orientation so maybe for new staff
they need to better incorporate the orientation of all of our policies
so that people understand the wellness policy not only the teachers
but also the administrative assistants and stuff.—91_T
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Appendix V – SWITCH Related Events and Activities
SWITCH related events and activities listed in order of largest number of respondents and mentions by node and subnode.
Node
Subnode
n,
Quotes
references
Summit
n=42, ref 53
Rating 1 - Why
n=1, ref=1
• …that's not in my purview anymore. I am no longer our health
coordinator. I'm a full-time health teacher so I'm not the point person
anymore. So I don't believe there is one. So I yeah I don't see it ever. I
just don't think it would happen.
Rating 2 - Why
n=7, ref=9
• I don't. I mean I guess I would never bring, you know, come to the
summit.
• In my position I really don't have time to do that. Maybe great for
teachers but I can't see that you know, with everything else that is
going on that I would have time to go out.
• Because I'm already working a full-time job.
• Well I think I've gone to these workshops in the past when we were
setting it up correct to say that I can't learn something new. I think I
think I’m kind of well versed. Not that I can't learn something new
but I think you know time constraints it's probably not one of my
would not be one of my top ten. OK.
• Again there's just two of us here. It makes it difficult to leave for a
whole day especially when I can do the USDA webinars online and
not have to leave someone shorthanded here. You know I'm going to
say unlike very unlikely.
Rating 3 - Activities
n=4, ref=6
• How to get people involved. How to get staff involved. What are the
biggest examples of what other schools are doing. Examples of what
other schools are doing and how the parents are involved. Really just
sort of getting feedback, I think, would be the biggest thing. How do
we get, how do we engage overly stressed, overwhelmed teachers
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that are just too busy to do anything like outside of their class room.
How do we know what's their catch or what's the, you know, what's
the angle there? That would be the biggest thing for me.
I would need to do more of an assessment within the district to see
what they're looking for.
I know one of the questions that come up when I have gone to similar
conferences is what are the alternative products that can be sold at
fundraisers for PTOs or PTAs. Unfortunately, everything that I've
seen online and everything that I get on a list is not realistic. You
know, get a parent to get a family who has a cabin in the woods in
New Hampshire and raffle it off. It's like no we're in a city that's
economically depressed an a lot of people out of work and a low
graduation level and there are a lot of people who have this multibillion dollar cabin in the woods so like that it's not going to happen.
So yes I mean most of the suggestions I've seen even long lists are
not realistic. I think realistic when you're talking about the gateway
cities where again economy is an issue where unemployment is an
issue where people are working three jobs to make ends meet and so
forth. I mean the median income in Fall River is a great deal lower
than it would be in a lot of other cities. So once again you're not
going to get it. Somebody might come up with five dollars to buy a
pie but as far as bidding on something or raffle or an auction or
something just not going to happen it's just it's not realistic.
I guess hearing from other communities, what's in their wellness
policy? Because they don't really know what's in their wellness
policies or how they have overcome barriers. That would be good to
know.
I would like to see . . . I think something that . . . I don't you know I
don't know much about the Switch Coalition. I don't know what kind
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of research they've done or what kind of work they've done. I wish
that a group would actually go out in to schools everywhere and
just go to the café, to go to the cafeterias, and talk to kids and get
them to tell you, you know, what they think. And you know, are they
eating or you know just ask them. And I would go, you know, to all
different kinds of schools and then capture the most important
pieces and take that information back so that people that are trying
to implement wellness policies get good firsthand information and
then maybe can work from there. But I also hope they could do
enough research like that to provide feedback for the state and the
nation creating these nutrition guidelines for kids so they have a
better idea of the different cultures, the different kids, the different
types of problems that kids face. You know there's just . . . I think
there's so much involved in kids’ lives now because of social media,
because of peer pressure, because of all of these things and I think it
plays a big part in how kids handle things like eating at school. And
you know, or eating disorders that might be, you know, because a lot
. . I think a lot of kids develop eating disorders when they're young
and I think there's been just so much, you know, the media plays a
huge part in . . . and kids you know buy into that. And I think that if
we became more aware of what real kids and real problems are out
there in, you know, not like ten years ago or five years ago, like now,
then I think people could work together and figure out maybe what
would work to really implement wellness. Good wellness policies in
schools. What is it going to take? I mean, you kind of, you know, the
state says you have to have a wellness committee, you have to have
this wellness program, yada yada yada. They give you this 42 page
document template that you can use that is just, you know, takes you
all over the board. And I think it's just, I think it could be simplified
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and I think better decisions could be made if just people took time
to really listen and find out what we're facing right now.
Menu-ing. Production. I can tell you what I don't want to see. When
you go to a conference or a summit or a meeting. It's easy for, to get
really dry presenters to just read word for word off PowerPoint
slides. And as someone who was a corporate trainer for six or seven
years, no one retains anything. What is just being said is an eighthour brain dump. I think the state needs to seriously address future
training. I'm new to the position. I've only been on the job for six
months and there is so much information that I have to soak in and
it's all just an information dump, an information dump, the
information dump. You know, there should be more hands-on
training. Should be more interactive training and if not, they should
really put presenters up there that understand how to present and
train know adults. It’s easy to lecture a child. But adults don't learn
that way. I didn’t work for McDonald’s. My job, I had to go up and
give 60 or 70 managers safety training, corporate policy trainings,
menu-ing training. So it was just like, if I sat there and I read all the
slides you can see everyone's eyes glaze over. They don't really care.
It's the truth. I mean if you sit in on a class or a meeting it's just dry
and it's monotone, there's no with the reaction, do you retain any of
it?
Training for cafeteria staff and tips for how to get your
administrators enthusiastic. Because I think it would help us break
down the barriers that we have to implementing our policies.
I would like to see more I don’t know if this is activity but
involvement by other school staff and not just school nutrition staff.
Definitely spend a lot of time preaching to the choir.
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I would like to see a session on ideas for incentives for kids that
would be easy, cost effective and realistic. I’d like to see a session on
getting the teachers buy in. An alternative to alternative for science
projects that don't involve unhealthy food. I guess I would say
curriculum strategy is a better way to put that.
Best practices I guess. What other districts do for best practices.
Just demonstrations of policies or effective policies that are already
in place. Somebody who is giving you insight on what it takes to build
a new policy and having testimonials maybe, people who have gone
through the process, and what are some of the barriers they find and
how they work through it. So testimonials and having real people
there speaking about really issues. I think not just expert, I mean, just
having people who like real stories, real life stories and testimonials.
Sort of educational activities related to programs that are evidence
based. You know that reveal that they're not truly effective through
evidence. If there's a program that has an unbelievably good,
efficacious result and it's low budget then that's something that I
would really and dearly love to learn about. That would probably be
number one in my list. What else would I want to learn? How to
access resources that would help our programs? Again, you know
because it's a district and our wellness initiatives really lack a lot of
funding moving forward, I would really be curious of how we could
access more resources. You know, in a way that would not break the
budget.
Just, you know, suggestions just more or less suggestions and maybe
different workshops and different ideas on how to promote.
I would like to see more discussion on how to engage other district
staff to lead wellness committees and activities
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Well I'd like to hear their ideas on different ways to get people on
board and basically how to better educate staff and parents and
students on the importance of good nutrition and physical activity. I
mean we do a lot of that, it’s just a lot of, a lot of people are not, they
don't seem to understand it or live it. You know our BMI rates are like
among similar to what the state is. About a third of the kids are
overweight or obese. So that's a problem. That's the type of food that
they're eating.
I would love to actually see more on like school gardening and even
like hydroponic gardening. You know maybe some fun ways that
clubs could make money in keeping in line with the Wellness Policy.
Well I would say that what interests me and then any you know to
keep us updated on . . you know right now I feel like there's change
coming in with the school lunch pattern and I think it would be just
nice to refresh everybody's mind what we're all supposed to be
doing. I also think something if you have if you have something like
that it would be nice to send out e-mails to administration
superintendents and principals letting them know about the event
whether they come or not. But letting them know and letting them
know why. Just to kind of keep it . . .I'm sure so much stuff comes
across their e-mail. But just to keep that kind of in the forefront for
them of something that's going on in the state. They don't maybe
even ask them to, they know who are the people on the wellness
committees are, maybe to ask them, you know, to invite the person
who is going to come. And maybe it isn't the food service director, it
could be someone else in the building.
For me it all depends on sub coverage but that's a whole other issue.
I certainly would be very likely to look at it and you know and
anything I . . . in my opinion if there's resources out there that you
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can utilize, you know that there's no sense in doing things from
scratch.
All different ones actually. So I mean I do a lot with food and nutrition
but I'd be interested in seeing things related to all aspects of the
wellness policy really.
For me personally I would like to see emphasis on nutrition, you
know, possibly discussing, you know, the impacts of the importance
of breakfast in the buildings and how that, you know, positively
affects students learning because I feel like, you know, a lot of times
they don't see the connection between that and that's something
that we battle here.
…I use like, the Department of Public Health. They have a whole
wellness kit. And like, you know, I really feel like the information is
there. Even making sure you’re using a whole interdisciplinary team. I
don’t know, connecting all those dots, like I said. We need the parent
representation. That seems to come and go. You know? Yeah. Oh
gosh yeah. If it was easy to go. I think it’s a great idea. I love
collaborating with other people about this kind of stuff. I mean, yeah,
sure, I’d attend. Ok, so this might be a little above, over what they
would want us to do, but making connections between health and
disease process and learning. I think we have to start really . . .
because there is a lot of research on the microbiome and gut health.
We really can prevent so many things with proper nutrition. Yes,
that’s only one piece of it. And also, encouraging these people who
are implementing these policies to just do simple interventions.
Simple interventions can . . . even if they don’t have a huge
background in the anatomy and physiology and pathophysiology of
the body. I think, you know how the doctor will say, “eat an apple a
day,” or, “exercise and eat well.” Well, if you just do those things,
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your body will take care of the rest. But some people want to know
the background of it so I guess for those curious people, like myself,
maybe educating the people who are implementing these policies.
Like, it doesn’t have to be too in depth. Like, “here’s why we’re
here.” You know like. “This is why we’re here, this is what we’re
going to achieve. Here’s a few tidbits that you can bring back. Here’s
some ideas.” And then maybe something at the end where people
can share or something? I don’t know. I think the recourses are
different in different districts. I know I’m not giving you specifics, am
I?
Well one of the things I'm actually working with Jennifer from
Framingham State is to figure out ways to have the kids be the ones
who are the ones interacting with the information. And I actually
was supposed to do a nutrition elective course this semester but they
switched around the plan. But some of the Framingham State
students are actually coming here Friday to talk to the fourth
graders. I think it's interesting like I think that the more you make
especially this generation the more you make the information
interactive that they tend to remember it because they weren't just
spoon fed it. So I created a class where they had to do What I refer to
as web quests where you gave them kind of specific Web sites and
different directions but they had to go in they had to interact with
the Web site to find the answers. And I think that right now you know
getting this generation and getting the younger kids to be more
engaged in what foods they're eating not just be kind of passively just
eating it is if you want to make a change. That's probably where you
where you can make a change but that's not always easy to do. You
know to get if I spent a lot of time researching like what courses look
good and like I took some parts of this one and some parts of another
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one. But actually you know like having materials that like you can go
to a summit and they say OK you're going to be teaching a nutrition
class to second graders. What does that look like and what? But
make making it so that it's up to date and it’s current. And it's using
the right information like I had to figure that all out. And I don't want
to say like having it prepackaged would be great but having
something that spans different age groups and that's not just like the
food pyramid is something that I think a lot of people would be
interested in. Like how do you do that.
I think I would like to see more of a focus on really doing kind of
assessing and setting goals and objectives each year with you know
for the schools I feel like the nutrition piece is really pretty clear and
physical activity is pretty clear it's kind of the more nitty gritty things
of the policy that in terms of implementation and monitoring and
evaluating that kind of stuff that I think would be helpful to get more
tools around all right.
I can give examples some of the things that helpful that I've seen in
the past at summits is just the stakeholders are outside of the schools
whether it be DECE or DECE or you know who are outside
stakeholders or who can we go to help, are programs Fuel 60. Use
free dairy or milk ads you know who can help or assist us with some
implementation or what might be some perks that we can utilize with
our students and staff. Kind of like you know just a reminder of the
contracts on the legal aspects of the implementation. Because I find
these policies are out there and there's zero monitoring through the
district. It's you know someone a superintendent might checkup.
Yeah we have a wellness policy. Yes, we have it in writing but there
there's no, the implementation may be poor or the monitoring is
zero.
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Different sort of community organizations to plug in to you. You
know lists of examples of different goals people have used around
the state or nationwide have you talked to your superintendent
about putting it on the priority list. I'm trying to get some of my kids
with large BMIs into an org…into a program at the Y that's run
through the hospital and Vito. Right now they're only treating 11 to
13 year olds. And I'm like wait I have like eight nine and 10 year olds.
So like how do you how do I get people to expand those sorts of
programs programming and I don't know what else also we don't
coordinate our curriculum so I don't think our health educators are
coordinating with PE instructors. They're coordinating with the
nurses and food services to talk about what what's the universal
message we're going to present with our uniform sense of. So if there
were people that had either a curriculum like you know there's life
skills for example drug use prevention that's a curriculum that is now
vetted by the state because it’s research based if there's something
that might help it easier to roll out
I think it's always interesting to see you know as a nurse leader I'm
always looking to see what other nurse leaders are doing in terms of
what is their role within policy development what is their role within
a wellness committee. What are they doing in their district? It's
always good to kind of network and brainstorm and see how each
district does it. I mean I get with the overall wellness policy you have
to meet a certain guideline. But I think that everybody often does
that other piece just a little bit differently. So you and I were saying I
think networking I think looking to what other districts are doing in
terms of your wellness policy as well as, as well as piggybacking onto
that wellness committee piece for the good work that they're doing
or a direction they're headed in and always looking for other ideas.
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Well I'm brand new. I'm the Director of Operations for school lunches
one and I know that because we use the vendor and not planning
meals which makes my job a little different than most. But I do think
that it would be good to just have a meet and greet and try to figure
out what everybody else does for wellness committee. I put
together this wellness committee this year but they had one last
year. We're trying to build it this year with the nurse and the PE
teacher and we have the fire chief who is also parents on it and also
trying to get all that. I guess ultimately it would just be maybe
learning how other people do it what other people do and maybe
it's you know what kind of vending machines do you guys that my
principles really like vending machines. But I've heard that this is sort
of a good thing to do and what do you know I guess resources is
where I'm going. People coming in to talk to our kids to talk to our
teachers before school starts. Where are those people. All the
resources that other people have I'd like to get a pool of resources
that I can utilize throughout the year.
Well I would love to hear what others do. OK. And the Mass Health
state frameworks are being revised to be nice to have a workshop
on what those revisions are. The changes, so I would see the new.
Curriculum around depression. There’s a lot now but it’s getting
outdated so depression and substance abuse. Also social media.
From my perspective. Well I would like to. I would love to be able to
implement some hands on classes here. I would like to get the kids
more involved because one thing I have learned from the years is
that if the kids are actually involved with the little bit of food
preparation if you have classes that they then will take possession of
it you know? And they become proud of what they are doing. So if
you can actually teach them how to make it attractive like the
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crudités thing with vegetables and dip and such you know and to try
it. I would like to find different, different avenues to do this.
I didn't we didn't really know what SWITCH meant. That's one thing
that's what we're hoping which Switch means you know. I presented
a few to prep an event with my school committee people about our
wellness policy and how amazing it is and how amazing we are. I
think it's just I hope that it gives people information to take home.
Like we do a lot of wellness with our students like we celebrate you
know walk to school day and we celebrate you know buying more
bike racks and just all kind of things that have to do with children's
health and wellness. So I am hoping that we have a list of how to’s
like it's so easy to do this if you just follow these directions. I love
those kind of things that the department of Ed does. You know we're
looking to see like you know what are some great things you could do
for wellness weeks like not just like I'm hoping more than just saying
we're going to celebrate a wellness week. I'm hoping they give
people a lot of ideas about wellness weeks and what to do. We had
smoothie bites every morning at breakfast. They got the students one
day had a tea party and some succulent plant. The thing that all the
students did together with the other day at the school they had a
Zumba person another day they had a yoga person and they also
they also brought in service dogs. So I have some ideas that the high
school students came up with themselves to celebrate their wellness.

Well unless our district decides, unless things change in our district
and people seem to feel like the wellness policy is a priority again, I
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don't see it happening. So it's not really . . . it's like my . . . when I say
one, which is my answer, it's not just me, it's like our district.
So having resources or websites and seminars about how to
implement something. The wellness policy is really not going to help
us implement the wellness policy. Because as I said earlier unless
there's some teeth in the top down. No pushing this then it's not
going to happen.
Just, I would say just maybe best practices or things that are working
the best. Doesn't have to be just you know Massachusetts be
anything, anywhere.
Well I guess, I think making sure whatever is, whatever is included is
a district type of thing and not just a middle school or high school or
elementary sort of, so it's something that applies to the whole
district. And something that doesn't cost money. I don’t know. I
can't really think of anything else, sorry.
You know right now some things that we're working on is there's a
perception that cereals are you know, trying to come up with
healthier breakfast options. There's a perception that cereals are high
in sugar because their names are like Frosted Flakes, frosted or
sugary devils or you know whatever. But the actual portions- they
make special ones for schools that are actually lower in sugar. It's a
tricky thing. So a kid might say to a parent “but we have that in
school. I want you to get that at home” but the home box that the
parent gets at the regular supermarket would have the higher
amount of sugar in it. A little bait switch. So the interesting to kind of
see that kind of data so that when we're trying to make decisions in
our building about cereals and choices of cereals to have it have
charts of here's all the cereals and here's the school version and the
home versions and the amount of sugar and fiber. You know that
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would be good. Be good to know which communities have banned
juice and which have banned chocolate milk. You know these are
some of the things that we've been, data we've been searching for.
So an easy place for that would be great. You know there's already
lots of alternative celebrations that don't include food. There's
already lists of alternative fundraising that doesn't include food. So
you could put that there because some people maybe don't have
that, haven't done that in other places but that already does exist. So
those are just a couple of the needs that we've had lately. That might
be useful.
I think it would be interesting to see resources that engage families
so finding ways to engage families in school. Again I think that would
get to my point about the disconnect between kind of people's
personal beliefs and knowledge around health and wellness. OK. I'm
going to put you know I don't see a lot of questions coming from our
wellness director or the nutrition department or our PE teacher or
coaches you know our athletic director. You know they kind of know
what the research is saying and what is best practice it would be
more their individual beliefs apparent to families or other staff
members in the building who have competing interests. They want
to do a fundraiser and sell candy bars during the day. OK they say for
example kids love candy bars they should be able to make their own
choices. Well we used to do that. Why can't we do that.
I think everything from sort of trends and issues that other districts
are seeing sort of in that kind of relates to the Wellness Policy I guess
I think that's going to be a fluctuating thing. Resources to maybe
identify things that if we see something in the youth risk behavior
survey and we want to look at that in terms of other factors in the
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wellness policy like what kind of resources are out there for support
or interventions those kinds of things.
Well again I cannot think of anything else other than, everything else
we use in the policy that we use is pretty tight. And it's working well
so well. I mean I have spoken with people from other districts who
have problems with some of the some of the language. But again a
lot of it is because they say “when possible” “if convenient” instead
of the “must” “will” sort of thing. So there's no issue it's relatively no
change in their policy. So once we got to changing and also pairing it
down we have our food service is done by outside vendor which I
think more schools are going to now. When I started working with
this it was an in house vendor it was somebody that the school
department hired. And so a lot of the language in the wellness policy
had to do with school food services and training the staff and how
they handle food and all that. Now that it's contracted out. That's a
contract that's all done specifically through the school the
department totally through the school the department and didn't
even need to be addressed in the wellness policies so we were able
to actually get rid of a lot of pages of the Wellness Policy that had to
do with the way in which food was handled. So, so getting down to
that it became a much more readable document much easier for
implementation and is obviously posted on the district's Web site.
And it also hard copies were often given to all of the principals and
interim and to their teachers.
I can’t give you anything specific. I’m down for anything. Tips. Videos.
Tools. Guideline procedures. How to manuals. Deadlines. Dates.
Yeah. Everything. Okay. Yeah. I mean just having those resources in
one place would be super helpful. A specific portal where we could
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upload all of our documents but everyone has access, something
like that. That would be great.
Sample PowerPoints. Outlines. Framing of information like graphs,
charts, maybe financials.
How to have teachable moments with teachers like how do we get
through to them about food in the classroom and you know not
putting them in. You know up against the parents who may not know
about this policy how do we support that and make it easier for
them. How do we support the phys ed program so that it can going to
other parts of the student's day? How do we you know make how we
actively publicize what we're doing in our cafeterias to help the
wellness policy and its guidelines. I think it'd be a great resource to
have because as a food service director you get so many different
things coming at you every day that it's always very valuable to have.
Some concise information in one location. You know you can go to
rather than some other sites that we often have to use where we
have to spend time digging for the information we're looking for. So
the more user friendly it is and the more you know. BAM here's all
your information it’s gonna get used by you know. More directors
and it's going to be a lot easier for us to grab. So we're more likely to
implement it.
I think we’re actually came back to the same thing fundamentals. You
know evaluations, kind of sample SOPs or if there are guidelines that
kind of thing. There are some nice web sites out there already that
have great resources for policy stuff…But again the challenge for us is
kind of really figuring out how to apply it to a residential setting. If
the website had a little link that was RSPCA with the audit every day.
Well those are the kind of concrete things that they require in the
policy. So you're asked to do some assessment and you're after set
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goals you know so I'm sure everybody does it differently. So I think
just more you know more understanding of the different ways it can
be done and different tools that are out there. It's very helpful in
terms of SOPs here. So you know there's a lot a lot of focus on food
safety and hazards and have them right in standard operating
procedures and I can get more resources there again, the more
resources there are there to help us kind of jump off as a sample plan
that kind of thing.
Maybe links to area or regional partners in activities that we could
access. we're always looking for community partners to join in and
help us. We've got a good partnership with the YMCA with one of the
local gyms in the area. We're about five miles away from the Nike
outlet and they come and volunteer in our schools so the more
people on board the better.
… maybe best practices from other districts. You know success
stories.
I think Web sites are definitely good. I think it's that would probably
be the easiest for the Web site and then being able to do it
electronically but sometimes it just helps to have in-person touch
based trainings like you were saying too. But those needs to be
accessible and much more local and small key to make it worthwhile
from each person. So I think it means if you do the Web site
sometimes as a physical educator I go to a professional development
opportunities and I’m like this has nothing to do with me. This is
more of our classroom teacher whereas I can see this training and
disseminated for phys ed teachers, health teachers, school
psychologists, nurses I think this to be categorized in a way that it's
useful no matter who is looking at this resource needs to be able to
fit what they need. So I think it should be able to if I could if I was a
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nurse I could see similar resources maybe not the same but
something that's more applicable for me as the nurse if a situation
comes up as what’s the physical educator got to do what’s the health
educator got to do, what’s the school psychologist how is a team
going to be reacting and you can respond based on what your role is
as the team cause it needs to make sure it's useful and I think as a
large scale thing the website would probably be one of the easiest
ways
I guess trying to get staff and myself and you know the nursing staff
ideas to get ideas about wellness activities and you know a little bit
if we can give them any kind of I don't know like what our I think we
have some help in the earlier years and then I don't think they have it
as much in junior high or um high school but trying to kind of
promote kind of healthy eating healthy living healthy activities you
know through either PE or health class or something like that.
Mostly, so webinars. Resources on how to get in touch with other
successful programs. Resources in communicating your wellness
policy, resources in building a wellness policy team, resources just
connecting resources that connect you to successful wellness policies
and it does not have to be necessarily the state, wherever it is.
Well again, resources that discuss programming networks, resources
that may allude to grant funding so that we can find some more
funds to get some of our programming back up and going next year.
Resources that we can share with families about health and
wellness, and to students of course, too. Resources that might allude
to people that are willing to come into our schools and teach certain
programs that are around health and wellness. Right now, we have
issues with high anxiety among students. Be nice to have somebody
come in that could give them, you know, an all-day seminar or a
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program to the students that to teach them how to be more selfreliant, anxiety, that's just an example of something that would be
helpful. So those kinds of resources that can allude to where we can
find the things that we need.
I'd probably like to see all the areas of wellness represented in
school nursing school education health or nutrition and in any other
category of strategies that each of them can bring into the table to
help promote a strategic plan related to health and wellness as well
as help develop programs. I think it become you know at least in our
district it becomes very focused on school nutrition leading it up
doing the work and it's that you know I think you know it needs to be
a broader audience that is part of it. The challenges that the USDA
regulation says our program must develop the policies we're
responsible for yet we don't have authority to tell people what to do
or how to do it.
I know I've been on some Web sites that have ideas for healthy
celebrations, rewards, fundraisers, things like that. I've shared with
staff. But it would be nice to have new newer things or different
things.
One thing that I think would be really nice on that Web site is just
really showing people how to, like if this is called Switch, how to view
wellness in a positive light. I think that's so key to getting by and for
people to say like “What can I do for me?” You know, “Well, what can
I do for my school community?” for the parents for the students. And
I think if you're having a website with resources for working with
students, for parents, for the public, like if you have to do any kind of
interview is helpful. And then just ideas, like maybe some fresh ideas
in school.
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That again, I don't know. I'm not sure what’s out there. Sample
policies or you know. I guess if you had a wish list and you could
think of anything at all related to school wellness activities that could
possibly be on a Web site. What would be great to see?
Especially if there's videos. It's something that I could then show to
our wellness team and then each individual schools’ committee that
kind of uses a resource. Maybe just examples about like different
programs that they could run or different ways that people are
implementing their wellness policy like maybe showing what other
school districts are doing or best practices.
Well I'd like to see certainly the ones that, you know, that maybe
would I guess, the social emotional piece, and then I'd say maybe
some curriculum or activities that may, you know, that maybe we
could tie something into. Which, you know, I'm mostly involved with
this lunch program. Some maybe menu workshop or something with
a theme that would be wellness driven.
I do use resources like that for my staff professional development
time and then we also like to use resources like that to post
information in the cafeterias whether it's just, you know, simple
information about how a well-balanced breakfast or lunch can
benefit, you know, student health things like that and then I also go
into the classrooms and talk to the kids about nutrition and why it's
important. So I'm always looking for resources to back up my time in
the classroom and it's nice to have the handouts or even a
PowerPoint, or you know, information like that. It makes it easier for
me to have those resources available.
I would like to see, you know, like I said, you know, real research
that's dealing with kids and all these kinds of problems. And then if
people are, you know, and I'm talking about people in the trenches,
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are figuring out how to try to fix or make it better and what they're
doing. And you know, if it's working does it really work or partially
work? Are they making progress, you know, and being very real? I
think that would really help. I think also to another good resource
would be having a really up-to-date curriculum that schools could
tap into for implementing nutrition and wellness in all areas. You
know in all core subjects so that teachers would also have access to
this information so that, you know, I think when you do when . . .
because I used to be a teacher a long time ago and when we would
teach where there was a current like a main theme that we were all
kind of working, you know, there was a common thread that would
go through, you know, all of our curriculum. So it all tied together in
like real world experiences and real world happenings that made . . .
we made a lot more progress. And it was, it was, it just turned out to
feel a much better program for kids. They bought into it and they
wanted to be part. They wanted to participate and they wanted to
learn more. And I think if you can do that and put, you know, we all
have different common threads that connect to all the different core
subjects but I think if you have the resources where you could really
offer good up-to-date nutrition and guidelines and wellness that, you
know, an English teacher and a math teacher and a history teacher
and a science teacher could all pull from and use that common
thread then it would become . . . they could be really successful in
starting to teach kids and getting them to buy into it.
As much as I can’t stand technology, that’s where you need it.
Because I’m doing it all day, every day with this program that I’m in.
Unfortunately I’m on that computer all the time researching right
now. But it’s, I feel it’s in a good way, a good thing. I’m using it. I’m
using it to help the people in my building. I’m actually feeling like it’s
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beneficial. I think that’s a great idea. Well, being a nurse, like I said, it
could be resources that are age specific or age appropriate. You
know, if we’re talking about growth and development but through
nutrition. I think it would be nice to see in a lesson or idea, if you
provided facts, fun facts, about the microbiome, or fun facts about
how it’s connected to mental health. Or maybe how bacteria is
connected to mental health. They’re starting to talk about that, I’m
pretty sure, in nutrition school and those registered dietitians. Is that
what you are going to school for?
Well I've been a nurse for over 33 years and I would say half of my
career I've been in education or nursing education and I was in those
different venues I've been an admin for learning management
system. So developing online learning modules I would build them.
So it's you know instructional design is something that I'm very
interested in. But I think that there's definitely an art and a science
to it. It's not just taking a PowerPoint and putting it on a website and
calling it a day. That's not you know Web based learning. So you have
to really understand the concepts of being able to do it right. So
that's why I'm kind of very particular about what website they would
have the kids go to because I think that there are some that are really
good and I think others that are not interesting at all and they're not,
just that the information's really difficult to work through. So yes I'm
totally into it. But you have to definitely have it have like a discerning
eye for it and figure out what the value of the site is.
Educational materials for community. I explained kind of where I am
and it’s nice to have some online way to connect with other people
who are doing similar things at other schools.
I mean there's a lot there is sun safety, sport safety, technology
safety all of those. You know and that’s from an elementary
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perspective there, you know, certainly things on dating and safety,
STI’s substance use and abuse. I mean the whole gamut.
Some might again just be you know those ideas or examples of the
implementations that might have worked perhaps maybe sample
policies. I know those are out there. But nice to have them in one
location.
Basically this is all like a public health concept. And how do public
health experts put things into action like that would be what I would
like to see.
Well I think examples of wellness policies and strategies for
implementation. What else like resources as far as you know
healthy choices for kid’s nutrition, pointers things like that. Well I
think you know sometimes if you want to I would rate it as a 5
because it's easily accessible and let's say we started to have trouble
with our wellness policy. I'd be curious to know what other people's
challenges were you know maybe trying to revise and update our
wellness policy. She would other districts are doing or this. I know
there's things out there that I think DEH put out years ago. So what
should be in a wellness policy. But you know there may be some
districts that put different things in wellness policies that are more
innovative and creative and so that's why I would give that effect just
because it's easily accessible to review.
Like if there is there are resources for the video maybe I don't even
know if it's there but maybe appointments that can people can come
in and talk about how wellness can work as a thread throughout our
community you know meeting their school. Somebody saying that
louder than me would be great. And just you know click here make
an appointment in this area. They'll be here between this month or
something maybe a few I guess.
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Yeah. We have a pretty good system on how to implement it based
on what our schedule is. I'm not I'm not sure if there was like updates
on how new content and things that you know we you know we
should implement them. I'd be interested in that. I'd also be
interested in parent education something I'm trying to. Implement
types of programs. Nighttime talks about various issues.
Ideas, suggestions, maybe ways of involving the community more.
That's definitely the struggle with us here.
I would like to be able to see a list that I'd like access to. Different
ideas from different schools. First of all, I'd like to have a
collaborative effort between nutritionists and school chefs and
school food administrators how to exchange ideas have a free
exchange of ideas and how to get kids to eat better because there
are always strategies and tactics that we haven’t tried yet and that
other people are using that are successful. I also like to learn how to
get kids to be more food savvy and educate them more about what
they’re eating. To be more aware to be smarter about what they're
putting in their mouths.
Resources for incentives for kids. Curriculum based ideas for
seasonal celebrations that don't need to involve food and party and
ideas for increasing movement and physical activity among the kids.
I just think it's really important to give people simple ideas that don't
take a lot of time energy or money. You know we have a lot of
people in town that have service animals and they just brought them
in for free and just exposed you know K to 12 about you know the
high school we had a take five rooms. So it's kind of like kids that
come down and just spend a little time with that animal and you
know settle down relax. So I think just different ideas and strategies
on that website and maybe links to how to connect to different
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organizations that might be willing to come into our school and help
us celebrate those weeks.
You know best practice you know like one thing they can refer back
to you know because we're always looking for things they can do
next and what wording other people are using. When we were trying
to remove birthday parties. I was referring to other people's wellness
policies.
Resources that we could use to help develop a good wellness policy.
Things to help us share you know links or things with parents and
staff so they can understand why we have a wellness policy and why
it needs to be adhered to. Is there a website now for SWITCH or no?
Me, no educators possibly. It's not my area of expertise. My position
is in operations in the business side of things. I'm not an educator.
Yeah, because it would have to be supported by other
administrators and department chairs.
Well I suppose it would have to be you know age appropriate for
certain levels so elementary level middle and high school levels. It's
hard for me to answer because it would be so difficult for us to
interject one more thing into the curriculum. I mean it would have
to be something that would come from administration.
I'm always looking for different ideas. So anytime I can get but that's
practices it's helpful to me. Some things that may work in a district
with high free and reduced may not work in the district with low free
and reduced so it's good to get a sampling of a lot of different areas
of what's working.
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… I want to examples, and I don't want you know, common sense, if
you're going to advertise this, this is what you should do. Put some
ideas on there.
You know one of the things that I know when I think of think of the
policy that I think about physical activity and I think about
nutrition. I'm trying to think of what else is in there in terms of what
the Wellness Policy requires. So the wellness policy it's like health
education physical education healthy environment social emotional
learning and our committee. You know one of the areas that is just
becoming increasingly well studied and districts are and I did see an
opportunity for some synergy here is around sleep and the
importance of sleep and overall well-being. So you know but I haven't
really seen any educational pieces that are geared toward students
or communities around sleep. I would add that as a practical possible
thing to include in a resource guide.
I guess it's sort of like if it was this sort of wellness week I guess I
would like the daily message. It might not be a sit down and do this
because we are a school between K through 12. So if it wasn't just,
we don't really have an assembly hall so far. Personally I would I
would like to see so here’s the message, send it out the email to the
parents you know. Remember this week prior today's Green Day and
try to organize green broccoli vegetables whatever that day. I don't
know what it is but short of an idea for a daily thought daily
messages to be able to portray to parents to teachers to the whole
student population. And maybe it is an activity that we do outside
with the PE teacher or inside. Maybe it's sort of pulling all of the folks
together maybe it's something with math class who knows and I think
that would be cool. I don't know that I would be able to use
something that was an entire full on assembly kind of thing. In this
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particular setting. But something that included maybe integrated
some of the classes in the school for the kid’s math reading P.E. with
lunch. I think that because I'm also limited at lunch because we
preorder so if it was green day and they served carrots that would be
a bummer. But you know something like that.
Uh, tips on how to get different departments in a school work
together. Are they really thinking about having a wellness week?
Just exactly what we said, a timeline. Do this at this time. Do this
today. Do this at that time tomorrow. Tell me what to do and I'll do it.
Well I'd like to see recommendations maybe for classroom work.
Maybe for activities through the physical education programs and
maybe something that again could be tied into a lunch program.
Some menu ideas and marketing ideas for a week, for that week.
I would like to see just maybe kind of a magical list of different things
that you could use or implement. You know, just different kinds of
ideas whether it's like, an actual like activity like you might have
different kinds of actual activity things that could be implemented
and you might have another list of projects that, you know, you could
pull from that. Might be that certain groups might relate to you,
might have different maybe art projects that could be used, you
know, and implemented. Maybe like art competitions in the school. I
don't know. Different things like that. I mean that's just right off the
top of my head. I'd have to think about it some more.
An overview like for this event. You'll need you know 20 takers and
you'll need five scooters and you'll like whatever you know whatever
the event is kind of like an upfront here’s what you're going to need.
So you can kind of know what to expect going into it and you can you
know obviously do the proper planning to get everybody on board
before you're in the middle of your Wellness Week we can all think
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up wonderful ideas and events but if we don't have the information
or the tools to implement them they won't go very far.
Well we have only two wellness fairs. We have different tables set up
with different activities. So I think you know we've had stuff like
physical stuff like yoga or some kind of stress reduction activity.
We've had nutrition stuff like this taste testing kind of tables and
whatnot. I think in terms of resources for an event it would be you
know kind of ideas for the different things that you can include in
your wellness fair and kind of you know educational pieces of that I
guess. Well each year we do a couple and I kind of just always kind of
looking for ideas and you know we've done a lot of neat stuff, we’ve
done stuff about tobacco and sleeping then you know that again the
physical having kids to really do some exercise and check their heart
rate and you know different things like that. But I think the more
creative we can be and more appropriate for different age groups
the better you know
Having resources available is great especially for P.E. and health
staff instead of having a week but just being able to do some
sometimes monthly wellness or different wellness checks. Especially
since the big push is wellness and mental health right now. I think
those resources in one place would be great to have so kind of
question 2 and 3 going together.
How to how to smoothly implement the policy and advocate it.
Make it known and how to get buy in from all your stakeholders you
know I think the key there in that is the various grades. I find that we
have more you know as the greats get older we have less buy in. Like
our younger grades our younger schools elementary schools you
know staff and principals of parents are. You know we have a district
wide policy that doesn't really differentiate K through 12th. So for the
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younger schools you know they're totally on board and they
implement it and they follow it. But as we get to middle and high
school we find that even the teachers and the principals they're more
lukewarm and don't think it necessarily applies to their age group.
I want to do strategies new tactics new ways of marketing
merchandising our food to become even more appetizing and
appealing. I think once you get them the funny thing about kids is
that once you get a few of them to try things and they like it. You
know that it just kind of has a domino effect a peer domino effect
that other kids will try and we get the kids, we get the kids here our
first class or youngest class are fifth graders and so there they are. A
little reticent at first to try new stuff. But when they see the older
kids eating and we have an all-girls school here. When they see the
older girls eating you know then they feel empowered.
Resources for incentives for kids. Curriculum based ideas for
seasonal celebrations that don't need to involve food and party and
ideas for increasing movement and physical activity among the kids.
Again just some different ideas. You know we're pretty on socio
economically challenged districts so you know kind of low cost on
you know types of events or ideas.
Just probably activities that we can use to get our policy started or
like a toolkit. Graphics to get information out. Templates.
Activities that are good for the students. I've always wanted to do a
wellness day or a Wellness Week in which every curriculum is based
around wellness. So those, let's say for example, do you give
activities that will help a teacher create students to be able to
understand a nutritional label but they do that math class. Maybe
they're doing, you're trying to figure out the you know grams of carbs
two calories and maybe they're using fractions. Maybe they're using
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you know addition and division etc. So, it would be curriculum based
so that yeah they're still getting their core education. But it's got a
wellness twist to it. So that was what I was . . . That was my idea of
what would be a great wellness activity for a day. I was thinking a day
not a week but I think a week would be great. Or just ideas that give
teachers some momentum as to what they could teach in the class.
Pamphlets for the students are always a great idea that are age
appropriate, developmentally appropriate. Yeah and then maybe
some access to some resources so that we cannot reinvent the wheel
and start fresh. That we have great ideas that have already been
utilized and implemented and shared. So I think that would be
wonderful.
I would say strict engagement you know how to get students
involved and the teacher’s component for students, teachers, and
staff because sometimes you know you need that variety of people
involved to make things really hum along and grow.
It would be fun to have some fun activities in the cafeteria that
really engage students, you know, not just the food but maybe some
fun, just fun activities for students, and you know what if I can
preface that by saying so many things that are even like on other
websites, they're never geared to high schoolers. So as you're
developing things just, I think it's so important that you're mindful of
this age group, too. I feel like a lot of handouts and different things
I've come across just, say they're too young. So even like if there's
signage, you know they have kids who are clearly not high schoolers
and we can't use them. I can't put up a sign that has like little kids on
it you know. So I think age appropriate, like break it down, for like
younger kids, middle school, and high school so all grades have
something that they can work with. And just yeah maybe some fun
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events. Even, I was reading something in a webinar I just watched
about inviting you know maybe the local politicians into the
building or just things that are really outside the box. Even if you
could ever have like a farmer's market at your school or just like you
know different ways to engage staff. Because I really feel like if you
have staff who you know say like your teaching staff who the
students see every day if you can get them to buy into wellness and
then model that. So they have a classroom of students they're
teaching. If that teacher can be modeling health versus say someone
who has a bottle of Coke sitting on their desk. Coca-Cola. You know
what I mean? If you have staff who look like they're fit and they're
healthy and they're eating well I think that the students see that. And
that would be such a huge thing for students to see. So things that
can focus on that would be helpful because then you could get buy in
from the staff who are some of the people who maybe give you a
hard time about things. If you could somehow get them to embrace
wellness and model it for students. I think that would be huge. So
maybe even ideas for a wellness committee on how to change
behavior that you could get more buy in from people who work in
the building. You know I feel like in so many ways wellness, it so, it
can be like with even like diets everyone tells you what not to eat. If
it could be like flipped around and viewed in a more positive way, like
instead of telling people what they can't do, maybe tell people what
they can do, and focus on that. Because those are the people like the
staff in the building who create that culture that students here- like
you know with the cafeteria. I hear it all the time. When are we going
to have white bread? Why can't we have this. Why can't we have
that. If they're saying it to me I'm sure this saying, making comments
to students about like the school lunch, which doesn't help. So if you
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could get staff to more buy in to their own personal benefit of
wellness, I think it would just it would flip it around a little bit.
Maybe ways to market Wellness Week in ways like obviously, I
would want there to be some activities that we could host or event
that we could hold but again also maybe having some supplies that
would help us to market that like posters or things that we could
copy and use.
Little blurbs that one could put in school newsletters. Posters that
one could print out. I don't know what.
Again, you know, helpful handouts for the kids and some signage to
post. Maybe a…maybe a little questionnaire for them to fill out so
we could get a better idea of what they are looking for nutrition wise.
Something like that? Yeah. Always helpful to have…Yeah. Just
general information, you know, about nutrition. You know, I'm more
nutrition focused than, you know, physical activity because that's my
wheelhouse. But even if it had, you know, both, I could work with
the, you know, the health and gym teachers to, you know, utilize air
different areas like that.
I think where we would use that is at our health fair. And then,
maybe even, it’s within the first few weeks of school. And then it’s an
open house health fair. Just because the health teacher and I are
always talking about ways to improve that. And everyone’s like, “We
love it.” But I’m like, you know, I’m thinking about when my kids
went to the other elementary school, one of the other elementary
schools here on the island, it’s that nostalgia. Even though we find it
to be mundane, it’s like, that’s part of our school culture. Once again,
right back to that school culture, feeling connectedness. So we may
find it boring, thinking we should be doing something different, but
the parents are like, it’s almost expected and they feel comforted by
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it. I don’t know what I’d like to see. It doesn’t just have to be on
nutrition. It can be a variety of stuff so people can, you know . . . I
think with that wellness guide I would even take it a step further and
maybe use a few things as like, an email to the teachers, to the
home, say, “Hey everybody, it’s wellness week. Here’s the challenge.
Would you try blah blah blah?” I don’t know. It would be a nice
resource. I’m not sure what you’d put in it. I’d love it.
I think that you know today like people are very fascinated and like
hands on activities. You know I am a big proponent of the project
based learning and you know different. Like STEM type activities. So I
like the ones that you have to think through them the activities. Like
one of the activities that I had from my class which was to. You're
going to you're going to plan your meals for two days and now you
have to do your grocery shopping list. So you need to put together a
grocery shopping list and then you have to figure out like go to the
grocery store but what are you going to buy and how much. And you
know look at the nutritional labels so make it a real life thing I think is
beneficial something that all they can translate into real life is so that
they will perpetuate kind of their understanding of the information
that you gave them.
I guess your ideas of activities and education plans, suggestions.
Well I think I would I would love to see you know the different kinds
of people that you'd bring in. You know which include in that guides
the Wellness Guide. So a lot of us think of the Wellness Policy we
think of nutrition and food and things like that. But I would think that
it would include you know more of your different health problems.
So in other words you know you could have social emotional
wellness both would you have you know diabetes you know table
things like that things that would be you know more of an all-
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inclusive wellness event. So like a health fair but a little bit more
directed towards wellness. And it probably could also be you know
what I think like the Wellness Policy you know how all of that helps
with good nutrition because good nutrition focuses in on a lot of
different things. You know if you're if you're feeling well and you're
eating well and you're sleeping well and all that then you know
you're more likely to be healthy right. So I think that's the way I
would envision an event guide something like that that's a little out
of the box from your normal health fair. Because I think I think you
know so many times we hear about eating healthy you know what I
mean eat healthy. This is what, this is what you should eat, but I think
it would be more maybe exciting to see you know different kinds of
things like we've just had a health fair at school. And the thing that
they did was they had a dentist come and she showed all the sugars
that are in all the drinks. And there was I think very relevant to you
know the young kids to see this Gatorade and all this case of all the
sugar they have and what they don't need you know stuff like that I
think is more exciting and it puts a different twist on things you know
instead of just having you know oh you know these are these are the
vegetables you should eat these are high in such and such. What are
the ramifications of eating positively and not eating positively in your
whole life cycle? That's what I, that's just my point I guess.
…maybe like a sample schedule of things you could do Monday
through Friday and then possibly for kids over the weekends too.
Sample schedule just the more information we should have a
separate visual schedule it it's easier for teachers and students to see
how we can work that schedule for the week.
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Maybe, ideas for families or even just after school activities. Easier
things for the school to plan more outdoor stuff for the kids. I feel
like they just don't get out much. Family fun night. Stuff like that.
Just like I said just a lot of ideas lots of links to make it happen. I
think it's important to come up with things that bring the community
together and I think it's important to come up with ideas that don't
have a lot of cost attached and a lot of student empowerment of
Student Engagement is really huge. And the other thing in this guide.
It would be nice of how we could promote it to our community,
parents, staff I think communications is huge.
Again things that can give to staff to encourage and parents to
encourage them during that week and beyond that week.
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Appendix W – 2019 Advisory Board Meeting Activity Instructions
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Appendix X – Worksheets for Advisory Board Brainstorming Activity
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Appendix Y – Survey and Interview Enablers and Barriers Slide
Enablers and barriers identified by participants in the survey and from the phone interviews.
Also included are the three main reasons why someone would not participate in the Summit or
use the Event Guide/Website.

ENABLERS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administrators
Parents and families
Overall wellness culture
Policy implementation
Other School Staff
School Wellness Committee
School foodservice staff
Current wellness policy
Nutrition and PA resources
Coordination of services
related to health and
wellness

Wellness policy not a
priority

BARRIERS

Administrators
Parents and families
Overall wellness culture
Policy Implementation
Funding
Party/event food
Foods sold by other school
groups
• Classroom teachers
• Personnel time available for
wellness-related activity
• Time to plan and coordinate
activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time

Not my job
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